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H I T E 
s T y 
You can get over eight years in 
jail for possessing three grams 
of crack, but less than three 
years forfleecing elderly people 
out of their nest eggs. Are 
penalties severe enough for 
white-collar crimes?You be the 
judge. 
• by Bob You ng 
• Photos by r Ollee Harbert 
When Charles Ware came calling on Jeannette Rose, 
the 82-year-old Cape Elizabeth resident was easy prey 
for the smooth-talking "insurance" salesman. 
Rose's memory wasn't as sharp as it used to be, 
and she was preoccupied with caring for her husband, 
who was suffering from Alzheimer's disease. 
Over the course of 13 months, Ware persuaded Rose 
hoping to jail Ware for two reasons. Jail actually works 
as deterrent in white-collar crimes, they claim. And it 
will show that law officers are going after well-heeled 
thieves as well as poor street criminals. 
Prosecutors relish cracking down on white-collar 
crime and are actually doing quite a bit of it. Yet 
they're frustrated that penalties for white-collar crimes 
Jeannette Rose of Cape Elizabeth paid con man Charles Ware, at left, nearly $70,000 for health Insurance and a medical 
alert device. Ware pocketed the fees and never delivered on the device or the Insurance. 
to write nearly $70,000 in checks to pay for insurance 
and for a "MedAlert" device. 
Although Rose thought she was buying Allstate 
policies, it turned out she wasn't in good hands with 
Ware. If she had been hospitalized, she would've 
discovered she wasn' t insured. And if she had fallen 
and couldn' t get up, no one would have responded to 
her MedAlert system. 
Ware had pocketed her checks. 
The Scarborough con artist pleaded guilty to 
ripping off Rose and other elderly clients and is slated 
to be sentenced sometime in May. Prosecutors are 
aren't stiffer. For instance, state prosecutors have 
repeatedly tried and failed to toughen penalties for 
environmental crimes. And federal prosecutors note 
that federal sentences are much more severe for small-
time drug offenders than for big-time white-collar 
criminals. 
But defense attorneys argue that Ware's heinous 
crimes aren't representative of most white-collar cases. 
And they reason that longer sentences, in any white-
collar cases, are a waste of money and precious jail 
space . 
continued on page 8 
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Lower Lobby 
151 Middle St. 
Portland 
Open 10·10 Daily 
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Exotic Botanicals 
for Healthy Hair 
ABBA products are created from natural 
ngredients and are not tested on animals. 
Try the tkzzling MlCA™ finisher, or super 
condition with Moisture Scentsation. 
You'll find the foil line of ABBA products at 
117 Brown Street 
Westbrook· 854-2518 
SAVE $119. FIVE DAYS ONLY! 
Beautifully stained American Oak. Full size frame opens to 
a 54" x 75" bed. 
Purchased separately $518, SALE $399 
Queen size available with 8" foam-core futon. 
Purchased separately, $558, SALE $419 
Optional.fo.ton cover can be included at 10% off. 
Futons by CfjQLd Boi?5 The Grellwt Nil"'" in Sleep 
Sale prices good through 3121194. Free financing available. 
FUTON FURNISHINGS 
The Futon Store 
343 ForestAvenue, Portland. Maine 871-0578 
Monday- Friday 10-7, Satwday9~aSun noon-S 
Vwt, MmtnCan/,.Am.riazn Erpress. DisanJer and chtxks wJrome 
Samj'action GumOZl.-J· FxitfiB Rr. 295 • ofIm ltriing 
~m~l~ ll~ 
ft/¥t(J:fif Ctliuco ... 
Monday-Friday 8am - 6pm, Sat 8am .· 
959 Brighton Ave., 
772·4555 
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A conversation with Sister Mary )0 
Sister Mary Jo: "When I first came here, I thought, 'Oh, well, I'm making a big sacrifice.' But It didn't take me long to realize that I wasn't. Because I was 
getting what I wanted." 
Sister Mary Jo grew up in Westbrook, where she 
attended Catholic school. She and six of her classmates 
went on to join convents, but Sister Mary Jo surprised 
talk 
the others by opting for 
the cloistered life of 
Portland's Sisters of the 
Precious Blood rather 
than the more active and popular Sisters of Mercy. She 
is now the monastery's superior, presiding over the 
State Street order. 
What sacrifices did you make to become a 
nun? 
Each person is given a grace from God to live a 
certain life. I think we're called, so that what you look 
at as a sacrifice for me might not be a sacrifice at all. 
I've been here 33 years because I wanted to be here 
and I really felt God had called me when I was very 
young. And I can' t say it's been without struggle - it 
March 20th, 7:30 pm 
has been a struggle. Which is a normal, natural thing, 
because we do give up a lot. But we choose to give it 
up. 
How Is the monastery connected to the city of 
Portland? 
Our chapel is open all day so we have people 
coming in to pray, or just to sit quietly - Catholic, 
non-Catholic and Jewish people. You can go to 
morning mass. And we try to give back to the city 
what they give to us - for shopping we try to stay 
within Portland. 
I've heard you have quite an Impressive 
garden. 
The garden is our whole way of life. Monasteries 
should have beautiful gardens, because the closer you 
are to God, the more important nature is to you. 
What kind of entertainment do you enloy? 
We have tape recorders if we want to listen to tapes. 
We have the daily paper. And we have a good-sized 
library here. I just read "The Little Prince." I've got a 
number of children's books. [ love Dr. Seuss. We've 
got a sister who adores crossword puzzles. 
Do you keep In touch with your family? 
Oh, yes. It's a good thing for the religious to keep in 
touch with family. You need their support - particu-
larly when you're starting. It's important for them, too. 
My mother and father would have preferred if I were 
at home. They made the sacrifice. 
My mother used to come here a lot, asking the 
sisters for prayers when my brother was dying. And 
she told them, "Some day I'm going to give you 
something very precious to me." 
By Matthew Nadelhaft; plwto by Matthew Robbins 
·CAJUN FOOD AND DANCE FEST STATE THEL\TRE 
BEAUSOLEIL 
wi MICHAEL DOUCET 
and Special Guests 
THE DIRTY DOZEN 
BRASS BAND · 
Mar. 19th ·Spring for Ufe" AIDS Auction 
Mar. 20th Beausoleil wI Michael Doucet 
& the Dirty Dozen Brass Band 
Mar. 25th.27th Gettysburg - The Movie 
Mar. 31st & Apr. 1st Robert Cray Band -SOLD OUT-
April 2nd Matthew John Hair Show 
April 14th The Samples 
Doors open at 5:30 for Dining. 
Show starts at 7:30 
For tickets 
call 879·1112 
April 15th Richard Thompson Band 
April1Sth McBride and the Ride 
April 22nd Tom Rush wI special guest 
Cabaret Seats $26(lnclud •• '10 Dlnn ... Ticket) 
Gen. Adm. Seating $12 
Susan Werner 
April 23rd Ballet Folk Lorics 




The Best BreakfastJoint 
in Portland 




5 DANA Smrrr· THE OLD PORT 
Open: 6 a.m.-3 p.m. daily 
Late Night Thor-Sat, 11 p.m. - 6 a.m. 
5 DANA STREET 








ON THE CORNER OF MIDDLE & 
EXCHANGE STREETS IN THE OLD PORT 






Lunch or Dinner 
Our pub fare Is excellent 
Some of the finest meals served In Porlland. 
****11'H 0"."" ot..-
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ALL DAY ST PATRICK'S 
DAY CELEBRATION 












57 CENTER STREET PORTLAND 
PLENTY OF FREE PARkiNG 
Cherish the Ladies 
St. Patrick's Day Celebration 
" .. .Passionate, tender and rambunctious." 
-The Nrw York Tim" 
Celebrate the wearing of the green when 
Cherish the Ladies presents a lively evening 
of traditional Irish music and dance. This 
ensemble is acclaimed for their virtuosity and 
energy. Their music and authentic step danc-
ing are sure to make the most Irish eyes-
and hearts-smile. 
M/~ to pu'" ~/QI(J'. 
Portlond Concert As,,,ialion 
262Cumberlond Avenue, Portlond, ME 04101 
207·772·8630 or 1·800·639·2707 ME/NH" 




will benefit the MlIim\ lrisb 
children., Program. 
Sponsored by: 
YOU ONLY NEED TO BUY WHAT YOU NEED! 
THAT'S 112 OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW BLOW-AWAY PRICE! 
(Not Fancy Ski Shop Prices) 
SKIS. BOOTS • BINDINGS • POLES 
GOGGLES. PARKAS. SKI PANTS 
CHILDREN'S SKIWEAR. GLOVES. HATS 
Prices That Will Blow You Away!TM 
NATIONAL 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland March 9 through 15. 
Fleet Bank will lay off 19 percent of Its work force in Maine, 
even though the company made record profits last year, when earnings in-
creased by 74 percent over 1992. About 275 Mainers will lose their jobs as part of 
Fleet's" restructuring" plan, which is aimed at making the bank more efficient 
and profitable. According to the Wall Street Journal, stockholders can hope for 
substanial gains in earnings from the plan. 
The Journal also reported that Fleet has expressed an interest in merging with 
another bank, and the cuts will make it lean and more attractive to a merger 
partner. 
Concerned about reactions from irate employees, executives at Fleet's 
headquarters in Rhode Island have taken the precaution of recently installing 
electronically operated glass doors at the entrance to their suite, and have posted 
a security guard outside the doors. 
Fleet's board of directors approved the plan during a three-day meeting that 
started March 7 at a Florida hotel, where the cheapest room goes for $285 a 
night. Fleet's cost-<utting teams considered 20,000 ideas in all. Among the ideas 
rejected was one that executives should no longer play golf on company time. 
In Portland, Fleet spokesperson Alicia Miller said that local bank 
employees were not allowed to talk to the media about the 
layoffs. "That's just always been the corporate policy," Miller 
explained. 
Cole-Haan will move 17 percent of Its work 
force from Yarmouth. On March 15, the shoemaking 
company said 67 workers at its Yarmouth headquarters 
will have to vie for positions at a state-<>f-the-art plant in 
Greenland, N .H. NPositions will be awarded based on 
skill level, past performance and seniority," stated the 
company's announcement. 
The company made profi ts last year, but the consoli-
dation, which will be complete by Nov. 1, will make the 
company even more profitable, said Cole-Haan presi-
dent George Denny. NThe change will prOvide new 
opportunities for many of our employees," added 
Denny. 
Meanwhile, the announcement came as a shock to 
the company's workers, who have no union and 
weren' t expecting the move. Some were seen weeping. 
Frelghthandlers can't handle the demands 
made by Hannaford Bros. and contract talks are at 
an impasse. The union contract covering 275 
workers at Hannaford's South Portland d istribu-
tion center expired Feb. 25, and union officials say 
the company is trying to bust the union . 
Negotations have stalled over the company's 
demand that it be allowed to hire non-union 
subcontractors while laying off full-time union 
workers, according to union president Dennis 
Norton. The company suspended two union 
reprepresentatives for speaking out at company 
meetings" designed to descredit the union," 
Norton claimed . 
Union members will meet March 19 to map their 
next step. But they won't strike, Norton said. "We 
think they're looking for us to walk out, so we won't play that game." 
Company official Helen Chase denied that Hannaford is trying to break the 
union. Chase said the company was "hopeful" that it could reach an agreement 
with the union, and declined to discuss specific contract issues. 
Old Orchard Beach will study casinos. The town invited University 
of Massachusetts professor Robert Goodman, who studied casino gambling for 
two years, to speak at Old Orchard Beach High School on March 24. And Town 
Manager Jim Bennett wants a $10,000 increase in the Town Council's travel 
budget to allow officials to visit casinos in other states. 
Bennett said the " gambling issue may rise [here and we want] to be prepared 
for it." The town should pay for the casino tours because "when the people 
proposing a project pay ... they only show you the best side," Bennett said. "It's 
more valuable if you just show up (on your own) and see the best and worst." 
Two out of three Mainers support legalized gambling in Calais, according to 
a telephone poll released on March 9. But Bennett doubted if Old Orchard 
Beach residents would support letting town officials use some of the $10,000 in 
travel funds to shoot craps. 
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Juice boxes are back. The Maine House and Senate voted to lift Maine's ban 
on the boxes, even though the Supreme Court ruled that the ban was a fair way to 
limit wasteful packaging. 
Mainers won't be able to bring the juice boxes to local redemption centers. The 
industry's lobbyists convinced lawmakers not to impose a tough recycling program 
for the boxes, which are made of layers of foil, plastic and paper. 
Rep. Herb Adams of Portland said, "We have no ban, no [recycling) standards and 
no enforcement. I expect to see Uuice box ) litter on the roads next spring." 
Enough term-limit signatures were certified to force a November 
referendum, but some petitioners may face criminal charges. On March 14, Secretary 
of State Bill Diamond certified 54,513 petition signatures collected by Congressional 
Term Limits Coalition. But Diamond discounted 26,000 other signatures. Those 
included 5,000 signatures collected by two canvassers who registered as Maine 
voters and residents of Munjoy Hill, but apparently resided at a Portland hotel for 
the three weeks that they worked on the petition drive. 
Attorney General Mike Carpenter said he may seek criminal charges relating to 
this incident and other alleged crimes investigators uncovered in interviews with 
canvassers. The crimes could be punishable by six months in jail and $500 fines . 
"Ouch," said a Portland parking officer after her foot was run over by a 
BMW driver. Officer Anita Robinson was trying to put a boot on a car near Maine 
Medical Center on March 11. But the angry motorist started driving back and 
forth until he shed the boot, ran over Robinson's foot and sped away. 
Robinson was treated and released from the hospital. Lt. Richard Rizzo 
said police had 11 suspect but hadn' t made an arrest. "We need to speak 
to [Robinson) and witnesses again, and identify the driver, 
hopefully, through a photo lineup," Rizzo said, adding that the 
man could be charged with criminal mischief and reckless 
conduct with a dangerous weapon. 
Mainers should be nicer to tourists accord-
ing to the state Office of Tourism, which is spending 
$27,000 on ads to promote a kinder, gentler Maine. 
State spokesman John Johnson said adverse reaction 
to news of the ads" proves our point that we need 
some education done about the economic benefits" of 
tourism . 
"But no one seems to know what the controversy is 
about," Johnson added. "No one has said you ought 
to be spending the money on mental health care or 
welfare. It seems to me more that we'd ask them to be 
nice to somebody. It's really strange." 
Portland's mayor was offended at the way a 
neighborhood group lobbied for funds . Portland West 
was again at the center of a controversy, as the City 
Council dispersed federal Housing and Community 
Development (HCD) funds. Last year, Portland West's 
request for housing funds was denied by the council 
after a politically charged debate . The scene was 
repeated March 14, as only Peter O'Donnell and Charlie 
Harlow voted to grant $10,000 to Portland West for 
tenant support services. In voting against the proposal, 
Mayor Anne Pringle said the grant would" duplicate" 
services already provided by the city and fund Nadminis-
trative overhead." 
At the end of the annual HCD meeting. Pringle complained 
that the process had become Ntoo political" and scolded Portland West 
Executive Director Jim Oliver. A state representative, Oliver had called city council-
ors and stressed that as a member of the Legislature'S Education Committee he had 
helped the city get more state school aid. Councilor Jack Dawson said he was 
Nshocked" by the calls and was not moved by any" arm-twisting." 
NThey're public officials and that comes with the job," Oliver responded. "It's a 
democratic country, and people have the right to try and influence decisions. We 
obviously call every year. Neighborhood people should fire us if we stop pushing for 
resources." 
weird news Fleet Bank officers haven't caught on yet, but stressed-<>ut Dutch executives seeking relaxation are turning to sumo wrestling. 
according to The European. Managers wear padded foam rubber suits resembling the 
silhouettes of the flabby Japanese fighters and leap on top of each other to relieve 
tension. The Theater Buro Cees Van der Horst offers deluxe sumo packages, where, 
for just over $1,000, suits are delivered to offices along with special sumo wigs and 
referees. Organizers advise that the suits are best for winter parties owing to the 
outfits' "limited ventilation possibilities." 
Reported by Stephane Fitch, Bob Young, Roland Sweet and The Associated Press; illustrated by 
John Bowdren. 
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ZOOTZ IS OPEN 
7 NIGHTS A WEEK 
37 FOREST AVE PORTLAND 
(207) 773-8787 
Indecent proposals still common at work 
Pamela Cormack-Pitts couldn't bear 
the persistent flirting of her boss. So she 
quit and complained about Matt 
Kallman to the Maine Human Rights 
Commission. On March 7, the commis-
sion agreed Kallman had sexuaUy 
harassed his former employee, and 
ordered the business owner to negotiate 
a settlement with her. 
"Some [supervisors] stiu think they'll 
get away with harassing a worker 
ver-
I it411't1til I ~:~~y," 
plamed 
Pat Ryan, executive director of the 
human rights commission. Ryan said 
she's seen a rise in complaints like 
Cormack-Pitts' . Such aUegations 
accounted for 75 percent of the 103 
sexual harassment complaints her 
investigators heard between July 1, 1992, 
and June 30, 1993. 
Cormack-Pitts, 27, worked at Futon 
Furnishings on Forest Avenue in 
Portland from Dec. 21, 1992, to Feb. 6, 
1993. Cormack-Pitts told human rights 
investigators that she never encouraged 
KaUman's sexually charged talk during 
the six weeks she worked at the shop. 
Cormack-Pitts claimed that Kallman 
often asked about her sex life. Once, 
Kallman asked her to describe her 
honeymoon. When she replied that she 
and her husband had gone camping. 
Kallman asked what they did in their 
tent. Cormack-Pitts said she was 
insulted and tried to change the subject, 
but Kallman "kept prodding. he 
wouldn't let it go. He asked if it was 
good, [referring to sex] and asked how 
often" she had intercourse with her 
husband. Kallman claimed that everyone 
cheated, encouraged her to cheat and 
asked if she had ever had an affair. 
On another occasion, Kallman asked 
Cormack-Pitts why she and her husband 
didn't have sex more often. He told her 
she needed some variety in her sex life 
and suggested that he could provide that 
variety. She made it clear she wasn't 
interested. 
Cormack-Pitts said Kallman freely 
and graphically described his sex 
exploits to her. He told her about a 
woman he was having trouble pleasing 
sexually, and described how the woman 
masturbated. Later, Kallman told 
Cormack-Pitts a story about a Florida 
woman whom he met while on vacation 
with his wife. Kallman claimed he and 
the Floridian" screwed each other's 
brains out." On yet another occasion, 
Kallman recaUed a menage it trois he had 
with two women. He described each of 
their breasts and recalled the details of 
the experience. 
On each of these occasions and others, 
said Cormack-Pitts, she was disgusted by 
her employer's talk and said so. But 
Kallman persisted, even trying to 
arrange a tryst with her during a Jan. 13, 
1993, snowstorm, she said. 
For his part, Kallman denied he 
sexually harassed his employee. He told 
the human rights commission investiga-
tor that he recaUed Cormack-Pitts 
discussing her honeymoon. He said she 
told him she had" a lot" of sex. Bu t he 
denied repeatedly questioning her about 
the trip or commenting on spouses 
cheating. He denied ever having told 
stories about his own sexual encounters. 
And he said his invitation to her during 
the January snowstorm was innocent. 
But the investigators called Cormack-
Pitts' detailed descriptions of Kallman's 
behavior "persuasive, credible testi-
mony." They said there were reasonable 
grounds to believe that unlawful sexual 
harassment had occurred and that 
Cormack-Pitts was unlawfully forced 
from her job. 
The commission voted unanimously 
to accept that conclusion, but the ruling 
wasn't legally binding. Ryan said only a 
court can find Kallman guilty or 
innocent. "But I've only seen judges 
disagree with the commission twice 
since I got here in 1979," said Ryan. 
Portland attorney and sexual harass-
ment law expert Kate Debevoise said 
supervisors who talk about sex in the 
workplace should reconsider their 
behavior before it leads to a costly and 
embarrassing court case. "If they're 
engaging in that kind of talk, they 
should make sure their audience is 
receptive/ she said. " [Supervisors] who 
offend their co-workers often say, ' I 
didn' t intend any harm: But the law 
refers not just to the purpose of your 
comment. It focuses on the effect it had 
on the environment. 
"Of course, the safest thing is to avoid 
any sexual conduct in the workplace," 
said Debevoise. "It's surprising how 
what sounded innocent yesterday can 
look terrible in black and white later." 
Stephane Fitch 
Abortions to end at Maine Med? 
Pro-choice advocates have launched 
a campaign to make sure that the 
Catholic Church won't prohibit abor-
tions and other reproductive services at 
Maine Medical Center if the center 
consolidates with Mercy Hospital and 
Brighton Medical Center. 
The Maine Choice Coalition claims 
that Maine Med President Don 
McDowell said no abortions will be 
conducted at any of the three hospitals if 
they consolidate. In a letter to its 5,000 
members, the coalition reported that 
Mercy Hospita.l has insisted on the no-
abortion condition during consolidation 
ta.lks. Coalition members said that 
McDowell confirmed the news eluring a 
Feb. 8 meeting with them. 
The coalition, an umbrella group for 
20 organizations, is urging its members 
to push Maine Med to continue provid-
ing abortions and other reprod uctive 
services. 
But McDowell said the coalition is 
"unequivocally wrong" in their report-
ing of what he told them. Hospital 
officials "have not even addressed the 
issue of abortion yet" in their negotia-
tions, McDowell said. "It will be 
included in the negotiations, but it has 
not been brought to the table yet." 
Mercy Hospital has not imposed any 
conditions during negotiations, accord-
ing to hospital spokesperson Sharon 
Benoit. Hospital president Howard 
Buckley has only said that abortions 
won' t be performed at Mercy, and that 
it remains an open question whether 
Mercy will seek restrictions on the other 
hospitals, Benoit said. "There is no 
additional comment and [Buckley] is 
unavailable for comment," she added . 
McDowell said the four women who 
met with him either "misunderstood" 
his remarks or have twisted them 
because they're "trying to rally support" 
for their effort. "I would understand 
both," he added . " It's an emotional 
issue. I hope we can come up with a 
logical and satisfactory solution for 
everybody by April 30 [when officials 
hope to develop a consolidation 
proposal] ." 
Joanne D' Arcangelo, a spokesperson 
for Family Planning Association of 
Maine, attended the meeting with 
McDowell. She said coalition members 
were "very confident that our interpre-
tation is an accurate reflection" of what 
was said. 
ln any case, D' Arcangelo stressed 
that the abortion issue shou.ld be 
addressed immediately in consolidation 
talks. "Our concern is that it's unfair to 
the community to leave this issue 
unanswered until the end of negotia-
tions. It deserves to be clear from the 
onset that reprod uctive needs will not 
be compromised by the consolidation. 
"We obviously want to support 
Maine Medical Center," she added, 
"and we told Mr. McDowell that we 
would be available to ... assist in 
negotiations." 
But no coalition members or other 
health care consumers will be included 
in negotiations, which are being 
handled by a 16-member committee, 
McDowell said. The committee consists 
of five officials from each hospital - the 
chairman of the board, two members of 
the board, the president of the medical 
staff and the hospital CEO. "This is a 
three-hospital issue/ McDowell said . 
" As far as we know the three hospitals 
are not public institutions. We may 
serve the public, but we have a responsi-
bility to our board of trustees." 
Katie Fullam, spokesperson for 
Planned Parenthood of Northern New 
England, argued that the hospitals are 
"quasi-public." And if the three hospitals 
consolidate into one "super" community 
hospital, she believes their services 
"should not be controlled by any 
particular religion." 
Maine Med currently provides a range 
of reproductive services including 
abortions, vasectomies, voluntary 
sterilization and contraceptive counsel-
ing. Last year, its obstetrics and 
gynecology clinic served over 10,000 
people, according to Fullam. 
In their letter, coalition members said 
McDowell indicated that Maine Med will 
contract out these services to "another 
provider" - presumably a clinic or 
physician's office. 
D' Arcangelo objected to such a plan, 
noting that a clinic might not be as 
affordable or well-located as Maine Med . 
She also noted that a clinic or physician's 
office would be more vulnerable to 
protests and" extreme tactics" practiced 
by some anti-abortion activists. "The 
providers wouldn't have that institu-
tional security that the hospital offers, 
and the vulnerability of both patients 
and physicians is an important issue," 
she said. 
McDowell promised that consumers 
will have" ample opportunity" to 
comment before the three hospitals 
approve a consolidation plan. 
Coalition members countered that the 
issue ought to be addressed immedi-
ately. "What we are looking to impress 
on trustees is that we need details and I 
think the community deserves clarity," 




• By AI Dillmon 
Loser 
Republicans are making an aU-out 
effort to eliminate any possibility they 
might win a legislative seat in Portland. 
GOP strategizing is being stepped up 
because, withou t some firm intervention, 
the party of Lincoln stands an excellent 
chance of capturing its first Portland 
House or Senate district in 16 years. 
Republicans face some considerable 
obstacles in keeping their perfect record 
intact. Both of the city's state Senate seats 
are open, increasing the likelihood an 
energetic Republican should slip up and 
win one of them. Redistricting has 
shifted Republican Falmouth into the 
same Senate district as the northern half 
of Portland, making what had been a 
solidly Democratic area uncomfortably 
competitive for the GOP. New bound-
aries also mean half the city's eight 
House seats are distressingly winnable 
for a Republican. The John Martin fiasco 
has tainted several Portland Democratic 
incumbents, while one member of the 
delegation has added a touch of personal 
scandal to her re-election platform. 
There's nothing like signs its opponents 
are vulnerable to make the GOP break 
out in a cold sweat. 
So far though, the Republicans' luck is 
holding. The party's strongest candidate 
for the Deering-Falmouth Senate seat, 
City Councilor Cheryl Leeman, decided 
not to run. Their second choice, state 
Rep. Gary Reed of Falmouth, chickened 
out and will run for another House term. 
The GOP's third stringer, former Fal-
mouth Town Councilor Howard Reiche, 
says, "My family would kill me if I ran." 
Republicans will have to rely on their 
fallback position, which is to run nobody 
or something closely resembling it. 
Since the Democrats already have 
City Councilor John (Argue No, Vote 
Yes) McDonough and School Committee 
member Paula Craighead as announced 
candidates, and State Rep. Eliza 
Townsend considering the race, the 
chances are excellent the GOP won't 
have to worry about winning this seat 
again until well into the next century. 
The Senate seat on Portland's penin-
sula also has two strong Democratic 
candidates, state Rep. Anne (John Martin 
is a Helluv:a Guy) Rand and former 
legislator Dick (Have Some Toothpaste) 
Spencer. The district is overwhelmingly 
Democratic, but Republican State 
Committee Executive Director Ben Coes 
is still considering political suicide by 
jumping into the race. 
Republicans will give most Portland 
House members a free ride by fielding 
either no candidate at aU or offering 
someone who hasn't been told he'll have 
to cam paign. One possible exception is 
in the North Deering district, currently 
represented by Annette Hoglund . 
Hoglund was found guilty of violating 
laws against filling wetlands and may 
have tried to change environmental laws 
to benefit her family's construction 
business. Hoglund was going to run for 
the Senate, but when the Tonya Harding 
of Portland politics couldn't find anyone 
in her party wacky enough to support 
her, she decided to try for another House 
term. Democrats aren't crazy about that 
idea either, but so far haven't come up 
with anybody to run against her in the 
June primary. With Hoglund insisting on 
dragging her baggage across the ice, 
Republicans skated shaJcily toward an 
unwanted medal by offering former 
GOP State Director Jay Hibbard, who 
considered running until he realized he 
didn't live in her district. 
Democrats haven't exactly set records 
for recruitment, either. They're giving 
Hoglund an undeserved free ride, and 
can' t find anybody to take over Rand's 
Munjoy Hill House seat. But GOP 
leaders concede their Portland efforts 
have been even worse. They point to 
their party's history of bloody intramural 
fighting between conservatives and 
moderates as a solid safeguard against 
anyone electable getting involved . 
Moderate Republicans, the only kind 
likely to win a general election in liberal 
Portland, are apparently unwilling to 
subject themselves to the hate-monger-
ing. mud-slinging and unmitigated 
stupidity that have flowed from the 
GOP's right wing whenever a primary 
candidate has admitted being pro-choice 
or pro-gay rights. 
With the April 1 filing deadline 
looming. Republicans are left with only 
two choices. They can nominate conser-
vatives who are clearly out of sync with 
the districts they wallt to represent, or 
they can nominate nobody. 
Either way, they ·stay true to their 
motto: "Portland Republicans, Proud to 
be Perfect Since 1978." 
Born to run 
Susan Longley is the second offspring 
of the late independent Gov. James 
Longley to celebrate the 20th anniversary 
of his election by jumping into politics. 
Longley's older brother James Jr. is a 
Republican candidate for Congress. 
Susan Longley, a lawyer in Liberty, is 
running for the state Senate as a Demo-
crat. "If we share something in our 
family, it's an independent streak," she 
says. 
The Republicans have come up with a 
well-known name for the state Senate 
seat in Lewiston. He's Paul Madore, who 
headed last year's successful drive to 
repeal the city's gay rights ordinance. 
Other familiar faces spotted kissing 
babies include Dirigo Alliance Executive 
Director David Shiah, a. Democrat, who 
hopes to take on Republican Dan Billings 
in a new House district in Bowdoinham, 
Bowdoin and Richmond; Paul Vestal, 
former warden of the Maine State Prison, 
who's one of three Republican candi-
dates for the House district in Hermon, 
Plymouth, Etna and Carmel; and former 
District Court Judge John Benoit, twice 
found guilty of judicial misconduct, 
who's running as a Republican for the 
Senate seat being vacated by gubernato-
rial candidate Charlie Webster of 
Farmington. 
Got dirt? Sling your mud taward Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, 
ME 04101. Or alII 775-6601 
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Know Your Rights 
Free Seminar 
With 2 licensed attorneys present 
to answer your questions. 
• Do you need an attorney? • What about fines? 
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. • Should you request a hearing 
with the Secretary of State? 
• Will your blood alcohol content 
affect your case? 
• Might your license be suspended? • Free information packet with the 
latest laws & updates. 
To be held in Downtown Portland 
Wednesday, March 23, 1994, 7-9pm 
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$ 3.00 General 
All proceeds to be donated to 
People Living with Aids 
Tickets available at: 
Matthew John 426 Fore Street 
Portland. or at the door the 
night of the show. 
An Extravaganza guaranteeing 
Matthew John's commitment to 
"make you look better 
than ever!" 
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continued from front page 
Charles Ware had all the 
qualities of a respectable business-
man. He drove a BMW, owned a 
nice house in Scarborough and 
possessed the silver-tongued 
charm of a good salesman. Elderly 
people were especially quick to 
trust Ware. But behind their backs, 
Ware referred to some of his 
customers as "guppies," 
"moochies" or "cookies" because 
they were easy sells. 
The most brazen of Ware's 
scams was his sale of insurance 
after the state had already revoked 
his license to do so - and after he 
had been indicted by a grand jury 
for six counts of theft. 
The typical tools of the trade: Con artists Identify potential victims by mailing out letters promising prizes (top left), and often 
follow up with carefully scripted phone calls. 
Flouting the law and profes-
sional codes was nothing new to Ware. According to 
Assistant Attorney General Leanne Robbin, before his 
license was revoked Ware made money from his 
elderly clients by selling them multiple insurance 
policies with overlapping coverage and convincing 
them to frequently change those policies. That way he 
received the hefty commissions that insurance compa-
nies pay on new policies. , 
"Insurance salesmen receive a high percentage-
up to 90 percent - of the premiums for new policies. 
So it was more lucrative for Ware to sell new, rather 
than old, policies," Robbin explained. But it's a 
violation of state law to engage in "rolling" new 
policies. By 1990, a number of insurance companies 
had terminated Ware's authority to sell insurance on 
their behalf. And by February 1992, Ware did not have 
authority to represent any insurance companies in 
Maine. 
But that didn't stop Ware from collecting premiums 
from elderly clients and just pocketing them. Ware was 
able to use the checks written to insurance companies 
by depositing them in a "premium trust account," 
which he treated as a personal account. 
As his work with insurance companies started to 
dry up, Ware needed another product to sell to his 
elderly customers. He found it in a device called the 
MedAlert (or Lifemate) emergency response system. 
The system consists of a pendant worn around the 
neck and a plastic box containing a dialer that connects 
a home telephone to a monitoring center in New 
Jersey. If a person falls or has a heart attack, they push 
a button on the pendant, which activates the dialer. 
Upon receiving the signal, the monitoring company 
contacts neighbors, relatives, ambulances or police. 
Robbin found that the equipment cost Ware 
approximately $400 and that he set the retail price at 
$],495, plus $300 for yearly monitoring. But that profit 
margin wasn't enough for Ware. "He billed customers 
repeatedly for the same machine, often for sums 
grossly in excess of the price agreed upon," Robbin 
said. 
On top of that, some people who bought the system 
never received it. Others weren't hooked up to the 
monitoring center because Ware had used their 
payments for his personal expenses. Ware bilked most 
of these customers for bogus insurance payments as 
well . 
For instance, Waitie Gorham, 88, of Mount Vernon 
is wheelchair bound due to a stroke she suffered years 
ago. Not only did Ware pocket over $1,000 of 
Gorham's money for a nonexistent Allstate policy, he 
also collected over $4,000 from her in a four-month 
period. for a MedAlert system. 
Birger Youngquist, 85, of Thomaston toiled in 
quarries for most his life, but Ware didn't have any 
qualms about stealing Youngquist's hard-earned 
money, and convinced him to buy a MedAlert system 
for $5,689. When Ware deposited the check into his 
business bank account, his office manager, Nancy 
Durr, asked, "What did [Youngquist] do, buy the 
whole company?" Ware responded by laughing. 
In all, 17 elderly people were willing to testify in 
court that they had been victimized by Ware. "We 
don' t know how many more victims there were," 
Robbin said. 
Ware's biggest take was from Sarah Vail, 9] , of 
Gorham. And in Vail's case, Ware went beyond his 
usual scams. 
Vail and her late husband made their living by 
operating a variety store for 27 years. The Vails' life 
savings consisted of the money they received for 
selling that store. Ware became Mrs. Vail's insurance 
agent after her husband passed away. During one of 
his visits to her house, Ware told Vail that if she came 
up with $100,000 he could invest it for her. Vail made it 
clear that she wanted to invest in government bonds 
and wrote Ware a check for $100,000. He didn't invest 
it in bonds. Instead, he used the money to pay the 
mortgage on one of the Old Orchard Beach hotels he 
had purchased. 
Vail turned over an additional $32,000 in checks to 
Ware, including one check for an insurance policy that 
didn't exist. 
When Vail later moved in with her son, she told 
him for the first time, "I think I'm in trouble," and 
described her transactions with Ware. With her son's 
forceful help, Vail recovered $88,765 from Ware. 
Jeannette Rose wasn't as lucky. She didn't get back 
any of the $70,000 that Ware stole from her. 'Tm not 
making alibis, but it was a difficult time for me, and an 
easy time for him. I was so wrapped up in concern for 
my husband [who was suffering from Alzheimer's 
disease ]," Rose said. 
" I hate to even give [Ware] any credit," she added. 
"But he had a very nice personality. He told me about 
his family and had a smooth, friendly, understanding 
way." 
Rose confessed that she didn't even become 
suspicious of Ware until insurance companies notified 
her that they hadn't received her premium payments. 
State prosecutors caught on to Ware when Vail's 
son complained to the state insurance bureau, which 
referred the case to the attorney general's office. 
Meanwhile, other victims contacted the attorney 
general's office directly. 
Some of Ware's colleagues were also suspicious 
about his ill-gotten gains but never notified authorities. 
His office manager, Durr, had a hard time sleeping 
because of what was going on, but didn't come clean 
until she was subpoenaed . Others were not aware, 
Robbin explained, because Ware was greedy and 
didn' t share information about his "guppies ." 
Ware pled guilty on Feb. 7 to five counts of theft . 
Based on that plea, he could face up to 45 years in jail. 
But as part of the plea, Robbin agreed to ask for no 
more than 10 years. 
Ware is currently residing in Knox County Jail, 
awaiting his sentencing. Robbin said his attorney, 
Claudia Sharon, aims to present an alternative sentenc-
ing plan to the judge, which would keep Ware out of 
jail. Sharon did not return CBWs calls. 
Ware left many more victims than those elderly 
people he fleeced. His wife recently filed for bank-
ruptcy, listing Ware as her partner in more than $] 
million in debts. Ware "frittered away his money and 
led the good life, according to his co-workers," Robbin 
said. 
In addition to condo fees owed in Hawaii and 
California, his debts included unpaid bills to local 
Christopher Mussenden, a former securities broker In Portland, sold his clients $300,000 worth of bogus 
stock. (mug shots above and on cover courtesy of Kennebec County and Sarasota County sheriff departments) 
Mussenden swindled over $300,000 from clients-
most of whom were elderly - by selling them phony 
stock. Mussenden persuaded his clients to cash in their 
legitimate securities and transfer their funds to the 
Butterfield and Smith Trust (BST), which he claimed 
was an investment fund sold by Transamerica. In fact, 
BST was just a series of bank accounts that Mussenden 
controlled for his personal use. 
Although his clients had money to invest, they were 
not necessarily rich. Most of his victims were elderly 
and unsophisticated and entrusted Mussenden with 
sentencing, other victims testified about how their lives 
were devastated. 
Portland widow Christine Skillins, 75, lost her 
$30,000 nest egg to Mussenden and was forced to sell 
her home. Joanne Stackpole, 59, of Cape Elizabeth 
suffered a similar fate . Mussenden fleeced Stackpole 
and her husband of $35,000 - even though 
Mussenden knew at the time that she was recovering 
from cancer surgery and that her husband was gravely 
ill. 
According to Mina, Stackpole's husband realized 
two months before his death what Mussenden had 
done and spent his last days worrying about his wife's 
financial well-being. 
Not surprisingly, the victims don't want to discuss 
their loss or even Mussenden's punishment. They find 
the case too painful. 
"Some victims were embarrassed and they 
shouldn't have been," said federal victim witness 
coordinator Shane Verplanck. "They genUinely liked 
Mussenden and felt horribly betrayed. It made several 
victims clinically depressed." 
The government's evidence was so compelling that 
Mussenden pleaded guilty to 65 counts of fraud. 
During Mussenden's sentencing hearing, his lawyer 
Ricky Brunette tried to argue that his client's mental 
illness - manic depression - caused him to steal. 
And Mussenden sobbed to the judge that his illness 
wasn't II fun." 
But Mina noted that Mussenden didn't suffer manic 
spells, which could have fueled his swindling sprees. 
Instead he allegedly suffered from periodic depression, 
which most often causes a lack of concentration and 
excessive guilt. "It is implaUSible that [Mussenden] 
could have perpetrated this crime, which relied 
heavily on an upbeat salesmanship . .. and painstaking 
attention to detail over a four-year period . .. during 
any prolonged period of depression," Mina reasoned . 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Thlrnl Mlna sifts through boxes of paperwork Involved In a single white-collar crime 
case. 
Federal Judge Gene Carter agreed, adding that 
Mussenden managed to work with less vulnerable 
clients during this same period without ripping them 
hospitals, banks, insect exterminators, pool cleaners 
and even Kmart. He also owes over $54,000 in federal, 
state and local taxes, and other taxpayers will have to 
foot those bills if Ware can't. 
Stock swindler 
Christopher Mussenden seemed even more 
respectable than Ware. Mussenden had worked as a 
securities broker in Portland, which is how he met the 
investors who became his victims. Like Ware, 
Mussenden was gray-haired and neat. He also came 
from a Bath family that was prominent in the ship-
building industry. 
their savings. "Many were unusually vulnerable due 
to their ages or the fact that they lived isolated lives," 
said federal prosecutor Thimi Mina. "Indeed they were 
chosen as victims for that very reason." 
Knowing that most of his victims sought safe, long-
term investments to secure their retirement years, 
Mussenden hawked the BST investment as "insured 
and tax-free." His marks were so unsophisticated that 
he had no problem fending off their requests for basic 
documents on the BST fund with verbal assurances. 
He cemented their trust with personal charm, warm 
notes and fruit baskets that he frequently sent from his 
new home in Florida, according to Mina . 
Saco resident Winifred Hill, 87, lost the most money 
- over $69,000 - to Mussenden. During Mussenden's 
off. . 
Carter gave Mussenden the maximum jail term 
allowed under federal sentencing guidelines - 33 
months. He also ordered Mussenden to pay $322,000 
in restitution to his victims. 
Eight victims received about 50 percent of their lost 
money through a civil suit they filed against 
Mussenden, according to their attorney Melissa 
Hewey. They had hoped to gamer the rest of their 
money from the government's seizure and sale of 
Mussenden's house in Florida, on which he spent most 
of his spoils. 
But the government netted just $18,000 from the sale 
of Mussenden's house. Most of the proceeds from the 
house went to pay the mortgage, Verplanck explained. 
continued on page 11 
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Not all white-collar cases involve 
predators ripping off elderly people. 
. The attorney general's office receives 
over 10,000 consumer complaints per 
year, and the calls concern all kinds of 
shady business, ranging from decep-
tive advertising for meat markets to 
shoddy work by driveway paving 
companies. 
The state also has a Medicaid fraud 
unit that investigated 24 cases last 
year. Most of the cases involved either 
patient abuse or overbilling for 
services that sometimes were never 
provided. 
For instance, Auburn psychologist 
Richard Kestenbaum was convicted of 
billing Medicaid for hundreds of 
counseling sessions he never per-
formed. "He even billed for stuff he 
supposedly did [in Maine) while he 
was in Colorado skiing," said state 
prosecutor Joe Wannemacher. 
Kestenbaum received a 27-month jail 
sentence and was ordered to pay back 
$42,892 to Medicaid. 
On the federal side, the 20 federal 
prosecutors in Maine spend about half 
their time on white-collar crime. In 
part, that's because it's their bailiwick. 
The state prosecutes most" street" or 
violent crime, while the feds have 
jurisdiction over crimes like bank 
fraud, which involves federally 
insured institutions, or crimes crossing 
state lines, like the Mussenden case. 
Overall, the feds tend to prosecute 
cases in the areas where money for 
agents and investigative work is 
concentrated. So for most of the 1980s, 
they were absorbed with the Reagan 
administration's "war on drugs." 
More recently there's been a 
resurgence in prosecu ting financial 
crimes. For instance, in 1990 federal 
attorneys in Maine launched 75 cases 
against drug crimes and 18 against 
white-collar crimes - fraud, em-
bezzlement and forgery. But in 1993, 
the balance had shifted so that they 
launched 48 drug cases and 44 white-
collar crime cases. 
Since ]990, the feds have also 
busted the biggest white-collar cases 
- in terms of money involved - in six 
different areas. 
• Defense procurement fraud: 
F.J. O'Hara and Sons, a Rockland 
company, was convicted of conspiring 
against the government and bid-
rigging. The case stemmed from a 
contract the company won to sell fish 
to the Department of Defense. The 
company certified that the fish came 
from American suppliers when in fact 
it came from Canada, where it cost less 
to buy. The government got its fish, 
and lots of it, explained First Assistant 
U.s. Attorney Bill Browder. But the 
government's aim was to support 
American fishermen with the contract. 
O'Hara also conspired with other 
companies to rig bids, Browder said. 
Francis O'Hara Sr. received a six 
month jail sentence and a $200,000 
fine. His company received a $250,000 
fine and was also ordered to pay 
$950,000 in restitution. 
• Commercial extortion: Bath Iron 
Works employee Harold L. Anderson 
tried to extort $5 million from the 
company, threatening to go public 
with information about shoddy 
welding procedures at the shipyard if 
he didn't get the money. He was 
convicted and received a five-year 
prison sentence. U.S. Navy investigators 
found no evidence of shoddy welding. 
• Commercial fraud : The case 
concerned a conspiracy to defraud 
S.D. Warren of at least $750,000 through 
the sale of grossly inflated roofing and 
maintenance materials. The scheme was 
sealed by illegal kickbacks paid to an 
S.D. Warren employee. Two executives 
of a Michigan company, the manager of 
another Florida company and the S.D. 
Warren employee were all convicted. 
The Michigan executives each received 
two years in jail and $25,000 fines. The 
Florida executive received a suspended 
jail sentence and a $25,000 fine. The 
S.D. Warren employee went to jail for 
six months. 
• Government program fraud : 
Penquis Community Action Program, a 
nonprofit company, was supposed to 
use federal funds to weatherize the 
homes of elderly and low-income 
citizens in Penobscot and Piscataquis 
counties. But company supervisor Tom 
Davis and contractor Berek Dore 
presented false bills for work and 
materials. Davis received a six-month 
jail sentence and was ordered to 
perform 1,000 hours of community 
service. Dore was sentenced to one year 
in jail and was ordered to pay $132,000 
in restitution. 
• Bank embezzlement: Marie Jordan 
was a clerk at Fleet Bank's Bangor office 
who funneled $495,438 into her own and 
two boyfriends' accounts between April 
1989 and December 1990. Jordan was 
sentenced to two years in prison and 
ordered to pay full restitution. 
• Environmental crime: In July ]99], 
International Paper Company pleaded 
guilty to five felony charges and agreed 
to pay $2.2 million in fines for illegally 
storing and discharging hazardous 
waste at its mill in Jay. 
Not all cases are as big or sexy. For 
instance, last month a Windham 
company was hit with a $25,000 fine for 
violating customs laws. The company, 
Diaexport, was convicted for illegally 
importing fetal bovine serum. 
The serum comes from the blood of 
unborn cattle and is used in medical 
research, including the development of 
treatments for HIV. Because it's possible 
to transmit diseases through the serum, 
the government won' t allow it to be 
imported from countries like Brazil, 
where livestock often suffer from hoof-
and-mouth disease. 
To skirt the law, Diaexport falsely 
declared to u.s. customs that fetal 
bovine serum it imported from Brazil 
was actually human blood serum. 
Although no evidence existed that 
the shipments were contaminated by 
livestock diseases, there was" a very real 
potential for disastrous consequences," 
said U.S. Attorney Jay McCloskey. 
Browder acknowledged that most 
white-collar cases involve victims like 
the government and banks - not 
elderly citizens. It's tougher to make 
those cases, he said, because jurors 
aren't sympathetic to the government or 
banks. 
"If I get an IRS agent to testify that 
some guy ripped off $200,000 from the 
government, you don't see anyone 
crying in the jury," he said. 
Bu t those crimes still victimize 
citizens, he stressed . "I try to impress on 
jurors and judges that it's your govern-
ment, so they're really ripping off your 
money," Browder said. 
w H I T E 
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By court order, Mussenden is supposed to pay the 
rest of his restitution when he's released 
from jail. But Mussenden probably won't 
have much earning power as a convicted 
felon, Hewey said, and some of his 
elderly victims may be dead by the time 
he gets out of jail. 
The hydra syndrome 
Telemarketing is another growth 
industry for scam artists in Maine. Last 
year, state prosecutors wrapped up a case 
that aimed to send a message that Maine 
isn' t a haven for fraudulent telemarketers. 
But prosecutors later learned their tactics 
didn't quite work. 
Quint explained. "So people got $75 worth of junk for 
about $700." 
State prosecutors learned about the Capital gang 
from complaints to the state's consumer affairs 
division. "More often than not, we found out from 
relatives of elderly people," Quint said. "In general, 
elderly people won't confess because they're embar-
rassed and are afraid that family members will think 
they're incapable of controlling their money." 
Telemarketers tend to show no remorse, she 
added. In general, "their basic philosophy is, 'People 
are stupid and we're entitled to take their money. If 
they want to give it, that's their business and it's our 
business to take it.'" 
Eventually, Quint got Capital Advertising's 
president, Kevin Francoeur, to sign a consent decree 
that required him to promise never to engage in a 
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The stiffer the better? 
While no one can say with certainty that jail works 
as a deterrent in white-collar crimes, virtually every-
one in the justice system believes it does. Defense 
attorneys argue, however, that most white-collar 
criminals victimize the government, not elderly 
people, so Ware and Mussenden shouldn't be used to 
agitate for stiffer sentences. And even in such vile 
cases, long sentences aren't necessarily better deter-
rents than short ones, they claim. 
No statistics - such as recidivism rates for white-
collar criminals - exist to prove that jail acts as a 
deterrent for criminals like Ware. "We do stats all the 
time, but in my 20 years as a prosecutor we've never 
done stats on white-collar crimes and recidivism," said 
Bill Browder, Maine's first assistant U.S. attorney. 
"Unfortunately, there are no statistics," confirmed 
Stuart Smith of the National Institute for Justice. 
But veteran prosecutors like Thimi Mina are 
convinced that once white-collar criminals have been 
jailed, the vast majority don't retun to criminal 
behavior. 
"They tend to act in stealth, so once 
their cover is blown, they're not going to 
get another opportunity. Stockbrokers 
who are exposed are barred from selling 
stocks so they're never going to be in the 
same position," Mina explained. "And 
you don't have to be a statistician to 
figure that all the bad publicity is going 
to deter others." 
Not that long ago, however, most 
white-collar criminals didn't get any jail 
time because judges believed jail cells 
should be reserved for more dangerous 
and inCOrrigible criminals. Plus, pros-
ecutors had a tough time convincing 
judges and jurors to jail someone who 
came from a similar background and 
looked so much like them. 
The case involved Capital Advertising, 
a "boiler room" operation set up in 
Scarborough. Prosecutors use the term 
"boiler room" because such operations 
usually just consist of a rented space full 
of phones, allowing the outfit to easily set 
up again in a new location if they're 
busted. Indeed, four principals of Capital 
Advertising - Wayne Cartwright, 
Charles Ware Invested his III-gotten gains In the Sea Cliff House Motel In Old 
Orchard Beach. 
But complaints about the disparity 
between punishment for blue-collar and 
white-collar criminals created demands 
for more uniform sentences. Demands 
were further fueled by wildly disparate 
Dennis Kaylor, Nicholas Paglia and Katherine Parylak 
-came to Maine after they had been outlawed from 
doing similar business in Nevada. 
Their scam worked this way: First they would 
acquire names of susceptible customers through "lead 
cards" sold by another telemarketing firm. The lead 
cards promised people that they'd win a big prize if 
they sent in a few dollars and answered a simple • 
question like, "Which of the following is not an article 
of clothing - sock, sweater, tie or sofa?" 
Capital AdvertiSing would then call those people 
and tell them they just won an "impressive" prize, 
such as $5,000 cash, a "top of the line" home audio 
entertainment center or a" genuine]O carat di.amond 
and sapphire bracelet," worth $],] 00. But there was a 
slight catch. Customers first had to purchase an 
"executive desk set" for $649. The actual value of the 
desk set was about $25, according to Assistant 
Attorney General Colleen Quint. 
Working from a five-page script, telemarketers 
tried to coax money out of consumers while deflecting 
their questions. For instance, if a consumer asked why 
it was necessary to pay money to receive the major 
award, telemarketers were instructed to say, "If all we 
did was hand out awards we would have been out of 
business a long time ago." 
If consumers didn't take the bait, telemarketers 
used high-pressure tactics to wear them down. In one 
instance, telemarketers called an 80-year-old woman 
every few minutes for an entire day until the woman 
turned on her answering machine. They started the 
calls the next day at 8 a.m . and continued to call every 
few minutes. 
Once customers were hooked, telemarketers would 
arrange for Federal Express to pick up a check within 
two hours. Yet some consumers who purchased the 
merchandise never received either it or the major 
award, Quint said . And those who did receive the 
merchandise and award were shocked by the poor 
quality of the items. 
The actual appraised value of the bracelet - the 
only major award being distributed - was about $44, 
similar business in Maine. He also had to pay back 
customers $200,000. 
Quint could have prosecuted the Capital gang for 
criminal theft, but decided against it. "it made sense 
to go after their pocketbook, hit' em where it hurts, 
get a big chunk of money, and [Francoeur) promised 
he wouldn't do it again." 
More important, Quint said theft charges might 
have been difficult to prove in court. 
HI think we could make the case, but it's hard to 
convince a jury that if you call people and they send 
money and you send them something in return -
even if it's just bad costume jewelry - that this is 
criminal. 
"As much as it gives the public some satisfaction if 
someone goes to jail for this kind of behavior, it isn't 
necessarily how you make decisions. It's more based 
on what you can prove and what kind of outcomes 
you can get. When we seized the money and made 
restitution that was a good outcome." 
Sort of. 
Quint admitted that if she could do it all over 
again, she'd probably handle the case differently. 
That's because she discovered the "hydra syndrome." 
Quint now suspects there are five or six telemarketing 
companies in Maine operated by former employees of 
Capital Advertising. "It's like a hydra," she explained, 
"you chop off one head, and seven more sprout." 
One such company even specializes in "recover-
ing" money that people lost to fraudulent 
telemarketers. For a $600 fee, Quint explained, the 
recovery company promised one woman they would 
get back the thousands she lost to Capital. 
"I told her she was not going to get any more 
money back from Capital, the company doesn't exist 
and they have no money. 
"We didn't know [Capital) was a hydra when we 
started," Quint continued. HWe were obviously 
wrong." She suggested the state would use different 
methods against fraudulent telemarketers in the 
future. The hydra syndrome seemed to support the 
idea that jail sentences are needed to deter white-
collar crime. 
sentences handed down by judges in different parts of 
the country. "It was an abominable system," said 
Mina. "Texas judges were giving huge sentences for 
small marijuana offenses while judges in Wisconsin 
were treating the same crimes as civil offenses." 
So in ] 987, Congress created sentencing guidelines, 
which established standardized formulas for calculat-
ing sentences. But there's still a lot of criticism of the 
guidelines. For instance, possession of three grams of 
crack cocaine (about 1/9th of an ounce) carries a 
maximum sentence of 105 months, while the maxi-
m um sentence for Mussenden's crime - 65 counts of 
mail fraud and wire fraud - is 33 months. 
Mina's boss, U.S. Attorney Jay McCloskey, chairs a 
federal Justice Department committee on sentencing 
guidelines. "The [committee's) general position is that 
white-collar penalties are somewhat too low," 
McCloskey said. 
Portland attorney and former federal prosecutor Joe 
Groff disagreed, arguing that longer sentences aren't 
the remedy for white-collar crime. 
"I think you reach a point of diminishing returns. 
You get the same effect whether the sentence is three 
months or seven months, one year or three years-
you still have jail as the scariest thing [white-collar 
criminals) face. 
" And I don't agree that the guidelines for white-
collar crimes are nearly as out of kilter as the crazy, 
unbelievable guidelines for drugs," he continued. "If 
you use that comparison [between crack and 
Mussenden), which side of the equation is really 
fouled up?" 
Defense attorney Peter DeTroy, who's represented 
convicted ballot tamperer Ken Allen and jailed 
rubbish company owner Russ Stull, agreed. "Stiffer 
penalties may satiate the need for public retribution, 
but that temporary satisfaction creates long-term 
problems. Sending someone away for 10 years is too 
expensive - because it costs $30,000 a year to jail 
someone - and it wastes lives," DeTroy said. 
Instead, white-collar criminals should get short jail 
sentences, combined with stiff fines and" some 
continued on page 13 
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Saturdav. ;March Z6" at 8 p.m. 
first 'Parish Church 
'Portland. ;MaIne 
Tickets: $10 In advance 
$12 at the door 
Available at: 
Drop Me A Line 
or any MGMC Member 
Credit Card Orders 
Call 774-1112 
Why are you 
still paying 
a monthly fee 
for checking? 
"It's only $6, or $7, maybe it's $8 a month." 
Well that's $72, $84, or a whopping $96 a year 
you could put to better use. That's why it's time 
to open a Citibank Checking Account. 
No Monthly Fee with Direct Deposit 
It's easy to, enjoy Citibank checking with no 
monthly fee. Simply have your payor pension 
directly deposited to your Regular Checking 
Account, we'll waive the monthly service 
charge plus your first order of checks will be 
free. Then write as many checks as you like, 
because there are no per check charges. Plus, 
there's no charge to use your 
Citicard@ to make purchases 
and get up to $200 cash back 
from checking at your nearby 
Shop 'n Save Supermarket. 
No Monthly Fee 
Just For Trying Citibank 
If your employer doesn't offer Direct 
Deposit, it's still easy to enjoy Citibank 
checking with no monthly fee. Right now 
we're offering six months of checking with 
no monthly fee plus your first order of 
checks free. After that, we'll waive the 
monthly service charge every month you 
maintain a combined average balance of 
$1,500 in your Citibank accounts. And 
there's no monthly fee for your money 
market and savings when they're linked 
to your checking account. 
Try Us! 
We're sure you'll like us, and the 
sooneryou open a Citibank check-
ing account, the sooner you can 
say goodbye to monthly fees. 
THE CIT. NEVER SLEEPS " 
South Portland 
Mill Creek 
170 Ocean St. 
767-5573 
Citicorp Park 




362 Allen Ave. 
878-865S 
Old Port 
176 Middle St. 
761-5926 
Kennebunk 
Downtown Route I 
102 Lafayette Center 
985-4731 
Falmouth 
200 U.S. Rt. I 
781-4292 
With Direct Deposit of your pay. pe~ion or ~ial Securi~ benefit to your Citibank Regular Checking account the $6 monthly service charge will be waived. Fee waiver is guan.nteed 
fOf,at I~tone y:ar. For accounts Without Direct DepoSIt, the $6 Regular Checking monthly service charge wiU be W<lived for the first six months and then waived each month you 
malntal~ a combmed average balance of $1.500 for the statement period in your checking, savings. money market. CD. IRA Money Market and IRA CD accounts. When linked to 
a checking account, there is no monthly se~ce charge for money. market. ~r savings a~counts. Six month trial offer and first order of 200 standard checks free offer valid only for 
new customers thru 6130/94. Monthly service charges and fee waIver poliCies are subject to change. No charge for withdrawals from Citibank ATMs worldwide. $1 fee fOf" cash 
withdrawals from shared network ATMs. Citibank (Maine). NA Member FDIC 
~ 
r--------:-:~_;:7_:~-:_;-::_;__;::-""7-~:__;::-----::;;;;;;:;::::_--T---------------------, 
ANN 0 U N eNG YES, please send me Almanacs. 
ANAC 
& Book of Lists 
The Maine Almanac & Book of Lists is back in a new expanded and updated edition. It's 
bursting with facts about Maine you'll find fascinating. Election results, Maine authors, 
strange history, landmarks and much, much more will make this both a fun read and an 
invaluable reference. 
$6.95 per copy ... ... ... .......... $ _____ _ 
42¢ sales tax each .... ...... ... . $ _____ _ 
(for copies to Maine addresses) 
$1.05 postage per copy .. .... $. _____ _ 
Total enclosed ........ ............ $. _____ _ 
Please enclose payment, 
MasterCard or Visa accepted. 
Credit Card # ________ Exp. date __ 
Signature ______________ _ 
Name ______________________________ ___ 
Address ______________ _ 
City/State/Zip ___________ _ 
Clip and mail to: 
MAINETIMES 
This edition is edited by someone who knows Maine - Dr. James S. Henderson, Maine 
State Archivist. His careful touch has made this volume a must-have for every Maine resi-
dent; and if you have kids in school, this inexpensive volume will give them loads of 
information for any Maine history or geography class. 
L 




Byron and Olaf's excellent winter 
Pirates' dynamic duo ice the competition 
Yo ho ho and a puck In your eye. photo/Scott D'errico 
• By J. Barry Mathes 
Sitting side by side in the Portland Pirates locker room after a 
recent win against Northern Division rivals Adirondack, each 
sipping cans of Budweiser Ice Draft, goalies Byron Dafoe and 
Olaf Kolzig both admit they're enjoying their first winter in 
Maine - for the most part. 
"We're used to playing golf at this time of year," said Kolzig, 
as Dafoe smiled in agreement. "But maybe this weather makes 
you think about hockey more." Both played the last couple years 
with the Baltimore Skipjacks, before owner Tom Ebright dedded 
to move that team to Portland and call them the Pirates. Dafoe 
and Kolzig, both 23, share more than a love of golf and bad 
domestic beer. They also love 
staring down 90 mph pucks in 
their high-pressure positions in 
hockey - a job that can be 
suiddal, heroic - and is usually 
both. 
It's a blessing to have one 
good goaltender on your hockey 
team. In their first season in the 
AHL, the Portland Pirates have 
two. Thanks largely to Dafoe and 
The Portland Pirates have 
five remaining home In this 
season: on March 18 they 
take on the St. John's 
Maple Leafs and on March 
20, they meet the 
Adirondack Red Wings. 
Kolzig, the Pirates' wacky, tacky ship has virtually guaranteed 
itself a berth in the postseason Calder Cup playoffs - a major 
accomplishment considering the Mariners failed to reach the 
playoffs their last three dismal seasons here. With just 11 games 
left in the regular season, the Pirates would have to lose nearly all 
of them - and have Springfield win all their remaining games-
to miss the dance. 
It hasn't exactly been cruise control for the Pirates - the 
team's record in 1994 is a very mediocre 14-15-4- but the team 
is still the surprise success story of the league. Thanks to a great 
start in October and November, the team is still nibbling at 
Adirondack's heels for first place in the five-team Northern 
Division. The dub's average attendance of 5,800 is third best in 
the league. The Pirates seem like they've been here in Portland all 
along, which is about the highest praise you can give any new 
business venture, especially a minor league sports franchise. 
Dafoe and Kolzig have become the dynamic duo of AHL 
goaltenders. Dafoe, who has played in 47 of the team's 68 games, 
allows a stingy average of 3.32 goals a game, the fifth lowest 
average in the league. 
Kolzig, who has spent the past few weeks with the 
Washington Capitals as a backup because of an injury on that 
team, has played 18 games in goal for the Pirates this season. He's 
won nine of those games, stopped the other team from scoring 
completely in two games and allowed an even stingier average of 
3.05 goals in those games. He hasn't played enough games as yet 
to qualify for league leaders in statistics. 
Both are almost certain future full-time NHLers. Pirates Coach 
Barry Trotz said, "Their time is definitely coming. I could see 
both of them in the NHL very soon." Both have had brief tours of 
duty in Washington this season. The only reason the two are still 
here is Washington is already deep with goaltending and has the 
luxury of letting their two young prize goaltenders mature. 
Dafoe was born in Sussex, England, and Kolzig in 
Johannesburg, South Africa - hardly the kinds of places you'd 
expect to produce professional ice hockey goalies. Neither, as it 
turned out, stayed in their birthplaces long. After his parents 
divorced, Dafoe moved to the Vancouver area of British 
Columbia, where he started playing hockey at a young age. 
Kolzig, who only lived in South Africa for two years, has German 
dtizenship and says he's considering trying out for the German 
Olympic hockey team in four years. 
Dafoe and Kolzig bring their own quirks to a trade notorious 
for odd_balls and eccentrics. Goaltenders tend to have a certain 
style and attitude on the ice that is usually an extension of their 
personality - Kolzig, for example, sports long sideburns, which 
has earned him the nickname Elvis. These personas used to be 
enhanced in the golden days when goalies went maskless or 
wore trademark form-fitting plaster masks, looking like spooky 
superheroes. Today, for better safety and better visibility, goalies 
wear a combination of fitted plastic and wire cages that aren' t 
nearly as mysterious and unique, or revealing. "You'd get killed 
wearing one of those old masks," said Dafoe, who, like Kolzig, 
has a face practically unmarked with scars and scrapes, thanks to 
modern equipment. 
Dafoe and Kolzig have different playing styles that 
complement each other and usually frustrate opponents. Dafoe, 
who stands 5 foot 11, is a reactive, catlike goalie who twists, dives 
and contorts himself to stop the puck from getting into the net. 
He often makes acrobatic moves like batting the puck out of 
midair with the flat lower shaft of his goalie stick or leaping into a 
. tangle of players to cover a loose puck. Because of his smaller 
size, Dafoe has had to learn to play what they call "the angles" 
well. The idea with angles is that the goalie moves aggressively 
further out in front of his net to decrease the amount of net a 
shooter can "see." "I like to thrive on the pressure of the 
position," said Dafoe. "It's kind of like being the quarterback or 
the pitcher. A goalie can make or break a game." 
Kolzig, at 6 foot 3, is a looming goaltender who intimidates 
opposing shooters by dwarfing the net like Ken Dryden, the 
Montreal Canadiens star goalie in the 1970s. When Kolzig drops 
into a slight crouch, ready for incoming shooters, there isn't much 
visible open net. He's also able to stretch his long legs across the 
goal mouth to block pucks he sometimes can't even see. 
The luxury of two pro-prospect goalies, however, also creates 
difficulties. Dafoe or Kolzig would be the full-time starting goalie 
for almost any other team in the AHL this season. As it is now, 
Trotz has to find a way to play them both about equally while 
trying to do what's best for the team. Neither has really showed . 
enough signs of a slump to allow Trotz to stick with one for any 
length of time. When one has a bad game - and there have been 
very few - the other seems to struggle too. 
"It's tough to get in a rhythm when you're playing a game in 
and then sitting a game out," said Dafoe, who played the bulk of 
the Pirates early season games when Kolzig was in Washington. 
"I feel we're both high quality goaltenders. It's frustrating, but 
hopefully we can have a good year and win a championship." 
"To be a backup in the AHL at this point, that can be a bad 
feeling," said Kolzig. "[ think we're both number one goalies and 
we want to play." 
Good goaltending will take you almost everywhere in hockey. 
The goaltending legends of the NHL - the Jacques Plantes, 
Bernie Parents, Billy Smiths, Ken Drydens and Patrick Roys-
have practically led their teams single-handedly to 
championships. But there have been famous duos too - Eddie 
Giacomin and Gilles Villemure for the New York Rangers in the 
early 197Os, Boston's Gerry Cheevers and Eddie Jolmston from 
the same era. It can work. You don' t have to look any farther than 
Orono last season when Mike Dunham and Garth Snow - who 
shared goaltending duties for the U.s. Olympic team in 
Lillehammer - helped the Maine Black Bear hockey team win its 
first national championship last March in Milwaukee. 
With the season tilting to the playoffs in April, Dafoe and 
Kolzig will be the keys to just how far this inaugural Cinderella 
story of a season goes. If the Pirates get to the semifinals or finals 
in May, they'll be able to experience the pleasures of mud-season 
golf in Maine. (III 
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GARDEN STATUARY 
EASTER BUNNIES, TREES 
AND EGGS 
See us at the 
Maine Horticultural Show 
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with special guest 
GOOD 
,.....,...,..,.,...,.,,- C' .. 
SUNDAY, MARCH 27, 1994 
IN TIlE GRAY CAGE, BATES COLLEGE 
8:00PM (Doors open at 7:30pm) 
GENERAL ADMiSnON SI6 
Tickrts on salr at all Strrrwberrirr /ccatiom, BIII1 
Moore Records (Bnl1lswick and Windham), Rrcord 
& CD Exchanf!! (p.ortland), Sound Altr77lativtf 
(portland), GoOd Vibrations (Augusta) , Dr. 
Rrcor~[Orono) Sound Sourer (l!ll71gor) , Plat [t 
Again (Yilnnouih), Bam Collrgr, Bowdoin Collrgr 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 
207-795-7496 
Art & Soul ccntinued from page 22 
clubs 
monday 21 
Laser Karaoke with Ray Dog The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 780-1207 . 
Hey Mister (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlc with Danny Gravas (hoot night) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-
6886. 
Carol & Patti (contemporary) West Side Restaurant, 
58 Pine St, Portland. 773-8223. 
Open Mlc With Ken Grlmsl.y (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 22 
Open Jazz Jam Bebop's Cafe, 548 Congress 51, 
Portland. B28-6551. 
Open Blues Jam (b.y.o-drum set available) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 7B~1207 . 
Tuscal ...... (musical comedy) Oos Locos Resta", 
rant, 31 India St, Portland. 775-6267. 
Southern Culture on the Skids (psycho surfer 
rockabilly) Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 
Market St, Portland. 761·27B7. 
Wacky Davl. Import.d Jazz M .... "'.r. Gritty 
McDuffs, 396 Fore St, Portland. 772·2739. 
Blcycl. Thl.v .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
51. Portland . 774-0444. 
Writ.,.' Open Mlcwlth Annl Clark and Kate Schrock 
(any ortglnals) Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc with Peter Gleason (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Caf~, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
State Street TradHlonal Jazz Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Steamers atJordan's Restaurant, 700 Main St, 
S. Portland. 78~434. 
SoIaUce (acoustic & electriC) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Open Band Jam Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
B187. 
wednesday 23 
The Red UClrt Revue (R&B/blues/ soul) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 7B~1207. 
Jeff Aumuller (folk) Brian Boru, 57 Center St, Port-
land. 7B~ 1506. 
Open Mlc (bring your instruments and play) Gena's , 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Elderberry Jam (psychedelic blues) Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-
2787. 
Bachelor.' NI&IIt (topless) Moose N ley, 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Bicycle Thlev .. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 
St, Portland . 774-0444. 
I~sh Nl&IIt WIth Mlck O'Brien (Irish folk) Shamrock, 
436 Fore St, Portland. 7B~1111. 
Comedy Nlte Steamers atJordan 's Restaurant, 700 
Main St, S. Portland. 78~34. 
Decibel & Cllptaln Caveman (rock) T-Blrds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Deejay Bob Look (dancing) The Underground, 3 
Spring St., Portland. 773-3315 . 
Electrtc Open Mlc with 'TIl It'. Bone (b.y.o. jam)The 
Wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Zootz Pirate Radio NICIrt with Deejay Pandemo-
nium (elternative, Industrial, gothic dance) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-81B7. 
dancing 
Gotta Dance, Inc., 657 Congress St, Portland. Smoke-
and chem-free dances wtth swing, Latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm. $5 . Free parking. 773-
3558. 
Maine Ballroom, 614 Congress St, Portland. Every 
Sat 9-rnidnight. Cost: $5. No reservations required. 
77J..OOO2. 
The Moon, 427 Fore St, Portland. Open nightly, 8 pm 
on .. . Tues - '70s night, $1 drinks; Wed - Ladles 
Night , 75t drinks for women; Whacky Thurs - wild 
music, $1.25 drinks; Fri - no cover with valid college 
ID; Frt-Sat, $1.75 drinks, 50t drafts before 10 p.m. 
772-1983. 
Salut_, 20 Milk St, Portland . Open nightly until 1 
am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Blrd'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; Fri & Sat: rock & 
roll, dance. 773-8040. 
The Undercround, 3 Spring St, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 a.m. Thurs-Sun: heavy dance (no cover Thurs 
or Sun). Cover for special shows. 773-3315. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Techno, rave, trance 
and progressive open house with DeejayDale Charies 
on Thursdays. Request night (no cover) with Deejay 
Bob Look on Sundays. 773-8187. 
art 
openzngs 
The Baxter Gallery Maine College of Art, 619 Con-
gress St, Portland. Opening reception March 17 from 
5-7 for "Critical ImpreSSions, " an international 
contemporary printmaking exhibition addressing the 
creative use of printmaking as an Interdisciplinary art 
practice. The show features the works of ninet,en 
artists from South Africa, England, Korea and the 
U.S. Shows through April 10. Hours: Tues-Sun 11-4, 
Thurs until 9 . 775-5152. 
Icon Contemporary Art 19 Mason St, Brunswick. 
Opening reception March 23 from 5·7 pm for 
"Downeast Tales, " paintings by Mat O'Donnell , and 
"New York Stories: paintings and sculpture by Matt 
Blackwell. Works by both artists show show March 
23-April 30. Painted wall reliefs by Duane Paluska 
show through March 19. Hours : Mon-Fri 1-5 , Sat 1-4 
and by appointment. 725-8157. 
26 Free Str .. t Portland. Reception March 25 from 4-
B pm for the fifth annual "10 X 10" exhibit featuring 
up to 20 works by each of the ten Maine artists 
participating. Shows March 25 from 4-8 pm and 
March 26 from 10 am- 5 pm in the gallery space at 
26 Free st. NI works are for sale for $100. 657-
3485. 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St, Portland . Open ing 
reception March 26 from 4-7 pm for exhibit of works 
by USM Fine Arts graduates Beth Wilbur, Deborra 
Lockhart, Peter Bettencourt and Astrid Bowlby. Shows 
March 18-April 2. Gallery hours: Wed-Sat 12-4. 84&-
4721. 
around town 
African Imports and New England Arts 1 Union St. 
Portland. "Recent Acquisitions/ New Dimensions: 
tradit ional African arts, works by modern artists from 
Nigeria and New England and rare carvings. Hours: 
1~9 Man-Sat. 12-6 Sun. 772·9505. 
AREA Gallery Campus Center, USM/ 92 Bedford St. 
Portland. "Love and Other Passions: exhibit of 
polaroid photo mosaics by Silvia Tacconi shows 
through April 29. Gallery hours: Mon-Frl 7-10, Sat-
Sun 1~7 . 78~090. 
The Art Gallery at Six Deering Str .. t 6 Deering St, 
Portland. Exhibition of 37 oil paintings by Charles 
Movalli shows through March 19. Hours: Tues-Sat 
11-5 the first two weeks of the show. by chance or 
appointment the third week. 772-9605. 
Biddeford Art Gallery 116 Main St, Biddeford. 1994 
Members' Winter Exhib~lon shows until further no-
tice. Hours: Tues & Wed days and evenings, Thurs 
days , other times by appointment. 284-0963. 
Chember of Commerce of the Greater Portland 
Region 145 Middle St, Portland. Exhibit of USM 
student works shows through March 29. Hours: Man-
Fri 8-5. Free admission. 772-2811. 
ChrlsUne's Dream 41 Middle St, Portland . New 
works by painter Andy Curran, paintings by Jody 
Dube, photographs by Jerilyn Caruso. Shows until 
further notice. Hours: Mon-Frl 7-2:30, Sat-Sun 9-2 . 
774-2972. 
Robert Clements Framing lOC Beach St, Portland. 
"Pigmented Ink on Paper," works byRobertClements , 
shows through April 15. Hours: Mon-Frl 8-5, Sat & 
Sun by appointment. 775-2202. 
Crestor. Guild 20 Danforth St, Portland. The first 
annual Outsider Art Exhibit presented by the Creators 
Guild and the Creative Health Foundation shows 
through March 25. "Outsider art " or "art brut" is 
defined, In part, by the unique vision and mediums 
chosen by the individual artists. This show focuses 
on the work of guild members who have struggled 
with the isolation and loneliness of mental illness. 
Hours: Thurs & Fri from 1-7 or by appointment. 799-
8575. 
Dos Locos 311ndia St, Portland . " Images of Mexico, • 
photographs by George Riley. Hours: Sun-Thurs 11-
10, Fri·Sat ll-mldnlght. 775-6267 . 
Excha",e Str .. t Gallery 7 Exchange St, Portland . 
Miniature Images of Old Orchard Beach by R. N. 
Cohen. Gallery hours: 1~ daily. 772-0633. 
Frost Gully Ga.ery 411 Congress St, Portland. Group 
show of gallery artlsts . Hours : Man-Sat 12-7 , or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Gltchee Gumma C.,. 486 Congress St, Portland. 
"Of the Heart," paintings by Mary Lavendier currently 
show. Hours: Mon-Fri 9-4. 78().88()9. 
Greenhut Gallerl .. 146 Middle St, Portland. Group 
show of gallery artists featuring works by Margaret 
Gerding, Mary Brosnan, Leo Brooks, Ann Stein-
Aaron , Thomas Connolly, Tom Hall and many others 
shows through March. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 1~ 
5:30, Sat 1~5. 772-2693. 
Jewele .. Work 30 Exchange St, third floor, Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original, contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists. Hours: 
1~ daily. 773-6824. 
Jewell Gallery 345 Fore St, Portland . Works by 
gallery artists, including Bill Jewell and Cynthia 
McMullin. Hours: Man-Sat 1~5, or by appointment. 
773-3334. 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery 112 High St, Portland. 
Exhlb~ of recent works by David Snow shows through 
March 29. Hours: Tues-Sat 12-5, Thurs 12-8. 772-
1961. 
Katahdin Restaurant 106 High St , Portland. Acrylic 
relief paintings on canvas by David Cedrone currently 
show. Hours: Mon-Thurs 5-10, Fri-Sat 5-11. 774-
1740. 
L.WI. Gallery Portland Publ ic Library,S Monument 
Square, Portland. "Architectural Drawings " by Russell 
Scott Burditt shows during March. Hours: Mon, Wed 
& Fri 9-6, Tues & Thurs 12-9, Sat 9-5. B71-1700. 
Maine History Gallery 489 Congress St, Portland. 
"Ships and Shipbuilding on Casco Bay" shows through 
the summer featuring paintings, lithographs , manu-
scripts and other works and artifacts. Hours: Wed-
Sat 12-4. 879-0427. 
Nancy Margolis Gallery 367 Fore 5t, Portland . "Wed-
ding Band Show" featuring handcrafted designs by 
various artists shows through March 31. Gallery 
hours: Man-Sat 1~9 , Sun 11-6. 775-3822. 
Meand.r Gallery 40 Pleasant St, Portland. "The 
Spirited Earth : Aboriginal paintings from Australia" 
shows through March 31. Gallery hours: Tues·Sat 12-
6, or by appointment. 871-107B. 
Thos_ Mo .. r Cabinetmake .. 415 Cumberland Ave , 
Portland. Mixed media paintings by Portland artist 
Lisa Bently currently show. Hours: Man-Sat 9-5. 774-
3791. 774-3791. 
Naturally Maine 51/2 Moulton St, Portland . Water-
colors by William Denicco , earth visions by Andrew 
Ruel, photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John Dimillo currently show. Hours: Sun-
Thurs 1~, Frt-Sat 1~9. 774'()80B. 
The New Art Gallery 121 Center St, Portland. · Casco 
Bay Revisited, " paintings by Gomez Ricker. Ongoing. 
Hours: 11-10 dally. 874-2844. 
Paula Paulett..contemporary 3 Milk St, Portland. 
An exhibit of new works by Charil e Hewitt shows 
through March 30. Hours: Tues-Sat1~. B79-0919. 
Photography Co-op 547A Congress St, Portland. 
Hours: Tues & Thurs 12-7, Sat 9-5, or by appoint-
ment. 761-2113 or 773-8830. 
The Photo Gallery Maine College of Art. 619 Can· 
gress St, Portland. Works by Doug Alveng show 
through April 8 . Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 9-5. 775-
5154. 
Plnetree Shop and Bayview Gallery 75 Market St, 
Portland. Group shOW of gallery artists ttjrough March. 
Gallery Hours: Man-Sat 9 :3~5: 30. 773-3007. 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours: Wed-Fri 1~, Sat 1~5, Sun 12-5. 
Admission: adults $4, senior citizens and students 
with ID $3. youth &-lB $1 , ch ildren 6 and under are 
free. Museum admission is free 1Q..noon the first 
Saturday of the month and 4-8 on the first Thursday 
of the month . 773-ARTS or 1-800-639-4067. 
' The Scott M. Black ColI.cUon A sampling from 
Scott Black's 19th- and 20th-<:entury paintings and 
scu lptures, including works by Chagall and Toulouse-
Lautrec. Ongoing. 
' Danclng Atoms Barbara Morgan's Photographs of 
Martha Graham shows through May 15, celebrating 
the 100th anniversary of Graham'S birth. 
• From Courbet to MothelWell : 19t1>- and 2Otl>-
'Century European and American Art Paintings, sculp-
tures and works on paper by Monet. Renoir, Picasso, 
Matisse and other masters of the past two centuries. 
Ongoing. 
'Graphlc Language: Printmaking and Popular Cul-
ture, 1960-1990 explores the relationship between 
the art of printmaking and the Images used by 
commun ications media. The 60 prints in the exhibi-
tion are drawn primarily from the museum's perma-
nent collection. Shows through-April 3. 
'Alex Katz: Four PalnUngs shows through April 3. 
'Mapa, Myths and Mon.ter.: lmag .. of Fantasy 
and History on Early Mapa shows March 19-June 26. 
Maps are modes of visual communication that have 
many levels of meaning. This exhibit explores the 
images used In earty maps and includes thirty maps 
and ornamental atlas title pages dating from 1493-
17B2. 
'Perspectlv .. : A ClrcleofNlnefealUres a sculptural 
installation by contemporary artists Alexandra Merrill 
and Katarina Weslien , who collaborated on the project 
over a five.year perfod. The piece comprises eight 
box-like forms arranged in pairs around an empty 
center. Each box has a different feeling and qual ity of 
light, conveying a different aspect of the female 
experience. By entering the circle, visitors complete 
~. Shows through May 22. 
* Vlncent's Journey A porcelain life mask sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people living with AIDS. Ongoing. 
Renaluance AnUq .... and Fine Art 221 Commer-
cial St, Portland. NineteentlH:entury paintings , ma-
rine antiques, 18th- and 19th-<:entury Oriental fur-
nishings, stertlng silver and paintings by Tenry Wolf 
and John Dehllnger. 879-07B9. 
The Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland. Works by 65 
nationally recognized and emerging contemporary 
American studio glass artists including Peter Andres, 
Rick Eckerd, Melanie Guernsey, Robert Mickelsen, 
Thomas Scoon, Robert Willson and Leah Wingfield 
currently show. Gallery Hours: Mon-Satll-6, Sun 11-
5. 772·9072. 
SUliwoed Books 19 Pleasant St, Portland. Polaroid 
photographs by Tom Marino currently show. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 1~. 871-0480. 
Art & Soul ccntinued on page 28 
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innovative restitution" that holds 
offenders " up to certain public condem-
nation," he reasoned . 
For example, he pointed to Stull' s 
sentence, which requires that he pay for 
advertisements in waste industry 
magazines warning other trash haulers 
not to cheat municipalities like he did . 
"In ancient Athens," DeTroy added, 
"they didn't send people to prison, they 
ostracized them." 
Groff agreed that sentences should 
focus more on restitution and less on 
retribution. "What a waste to society if 
someone is 35 and they have all this 
talent and we don't make them pay 
people back. I'm an advocate for 
consistent and swift sentences, but not 
The way life should be? 
long-term sentences when people are 
not a public safety threat." 
The primary purpose of jail is to 
protect public safety, he added. "You 
can make the argument that putting 
someone in jail for 10 years keeps him 
from bilking other old ladies, but that's 
not really representative of white-collar 
crime. Most cases are relatively small 
and have institutional victims like the 
government and banks ... If you focus 
on [Ware and Mussenden] you're 
drifting toward cases that have abso-
lutely sympathetic victims and pointing 
a loaded gun in the wrong way." 
Sentencing policy, DeTroy con-
cluded, shouldn't be driven by the 
"passions of people who feel the most 
offended." 
But he'd have a hard time convinc-
ing some of Ware's victims that the 
former insurance salesman shouldn't 
do a stretch of hard time in jail. 
"1 heard he called me a 'little bitch,'" 
Jeannette Rose said . "I guess he was 
right if he meant I was going to help 
[prosecute him]. If I could ever hang the 
son of a gun, I would." 
Bob Young is News Editor of Casco Bay 
Weekly. 
NO JAIL TIME FOR POLLUTING CRIMES 
Getting paid to write a term paper for 
a college student carries the same 
penalties as illegally pumping sewage 
into Casco Bay, under Maine law. Both 
crimes are classified as misdemeanors. 
The attorney general's office has tried 
in three different legislative sessions to 
pass tougher penalties for environmen-
tal crimes. But each time the efforts have 
been thwarted by vigorous - and 
sometimes confounding - opposition 
by big business. 
Attorney General Mike Carpenter has 
argued that the state needs the threat of 
jail time to deter deliberate polluters, 
especially those who come from 
Massachusetts to dump waste in Maine 
because its penalties are less stringent 
than the Bay State's. 
The proposed penalties would raise 
certain environmental crimes to the level 
where offenders could be punished with 
up to five years in jail. Current penalties 
are simply outweighed by economic 
incentives to violate the law, according 
to Carpenter. 
For instance, the former owner of the 
Spruce Point Inn in Boothbay Harbor 
used a hidden pipe to discharge up to 
8,000 gallons of sewage per day into the 
ocean. When convicted, he only received 
a $15,000 fine. The benefit of his crime 
was $1 million - the amount it cost the 
inn's new owner to build a connection to 
Boothbay's sewer system. 
In another case, an out-of-state 
company won a contract to overh",ul the 
Maine Maritime Academy's training 
ship. The company disposed of the oily 
sludge removed from the ship by 
dumping it at roadside sites, including 
the scenic turnout near the Waldo-
Hancock Bridge. Their penalty: another 
$15,000 fine. 
The bill to toughen environmental 
crime penalties wouldn't create any new 
regulations or violations. It would only 
stiffen sanctions for existing crimes, 
Carpenter stressed. 
Yet lobbyiSts from the Maine 
Chamber of Commerce and the paper 
industry have repeatedly opposed 
tougher environmental crime penalties. 
Lobbyists have argued that the bill is too 
broad and ought to be confined to 
"midnight dumpers," that its sanctions 
are too severe and that jail won't act as a 
deterrent. 
Carpenter and his staff have tried to 
allay ind ustry fears. For instance, 
lobbyists worried that if pollution 
control machinery broke at a paper mill, 
the plant manager would face the 
decision of shutting down the plant or 
going to jail for continuing to operate. 
The bill was amended so that a plant 
could continue operating in such a 
situation - without penalty - as long 
as state authorities were notified. 
But it still wasn' t good enough for 
industry. "Each time we believe we have 
met industry's concerns through 
changes to the bill, industry representa-
tives have raised a new round of 
criticism ... [and] none have proposed 
language which would meet their 
concerns or ensure their support of the 
bill," Carpenter testified to legislators. 
He added that he was told by a 
lobbyist "that the Chamber was opposed 
to the bill on principle and that no 
tinkering or changes to the bill could 
secure the Chamber's support." 
StilI, he vowed to press for the bill in 
the future. 
Meanwhile, state criminal penalties 
for illegally possessing a gravestone or 
scrawling graffiti on a public monument 
remain more severe than those for 
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Stop white-collar crime; end our dependence on cars 
Time to mouth off 
Maine is no mecca for white-<:ollar crime. We don't have enough govern ment or corporate money on which to build a decent criminal empire. 
But that doesn't mean dorsal fins haven't been spotted cruising area waters. "You 
just can't believe the rip-offs going on out there," said U.S. Attorney Jay 
McCloskey. 
As we report in this week's cover story, scam artists and con men have found 
fertile ground in Maine, particularly among Maine's elderly. Older Mainers make 
ideal victims for several reasons. First, that's where 
[s ! Ft ( ] 5 ell the money is. People scrimp and save their entire ;, ~ It I I V lives to build nest eggs to live out their retirement. 
What's more, folks reared on the simple notion that 
money belongs in savings accounts often grow flustered when confronted by 
honey-tongued salespeople who rhapsodize about high-yield, low-risk invest-
ment options. 
And there's one other advantage in preying on the elderly: History shows 
they're less likely to report a fleecing since they're often fearful their children or 
others close to them will conclude they're unable to manage their own lives. So 
even when victims figure out they've been had, there's a good chance con artists 
can continue to ruin lives. If for no other reason than stopping the scams, Mainers 
who've had trouble should report their problems. 
Where to turn if you or someone you know has been fleeced? 
The state attorney general's office has a branch that serves as the consumer 
protection unit for all of Maine. The Consumer Mediation Service handled over 
10,000 calls last year from Mainers who thought they'd been ripped off. 
The service ends up mediating about 10 percent of those calls - meaning that 
they get consumers and sellers to settle their differences. Last year, settlements 
recovered over $787,000 for consumers. 
The rest of the cases are typically screened out because they lack merit, or because 
mediators can't help the consumers. In some of those cases, consumers are referred 
to small claims court or have to hire their own attorney. But others are referred to 
state attorneys for prosecution - the only way the scams get stopped. 
Want to do more? The service relies on staff experts and specially trained 
volunteer mediators. Volunteers are asked to work six hours a ~eek for six 
months. To file a consumer complaint or learn how to become a volunteer 
mediator, call'626-885O and ask for the Consumer Mediation Service. 
Transportation planning is another area where PortJanders need to speak their mind . 
Yes, we know. We've been beating this drum since 1991, when then-Mayor 
Tom Allen invited Portlanders to engage in some fresh thinking on how to get 
around. We've encouraged public participation at the neighborhood meetings 
since then, and at"Transportation Expo last spring, when Portlanders offered 
feedback on the original ideas. Our drumming may have grown a bit tiresome, 
but the end is in sight. 
On Monday, March 21, at 4:00 p .m. in City Hall, the Portland City Council will 
hold a public hearing on the citywide transportation plan that eventually emerged 
from this give and take. The council is then expected to vote on it. If approved, the 
plan will become the blueprint.to guide the city in all its future decisions affecting 
transportation. 
CBW urges the council to pass the plan with no modifications. It's a refreshingly 
farSighted document with an admirably simple goal: to reduce the number of trips 
taken by automobiles. 
The plan calls for a series of steps. These range from zoning changes that will 
promote more neighborhood stores within walking distance to the creation of 
regional transportation centers to link buses, shuttles, cars and bikes in an inte-
grated network. 
Perhaps the plan's most exceptional aspect is that it reflects the ideas not of 
bureaucrats or transportation planners, but of the people who actually live in 
town and depend on Portland's roads, bus lines and pathways. 
While the plan has. received plenty of public input, opposition may still arise 
from two quarters: from primitive thinkers who maintain that more roads and 
wider streets are the best answers to the city's emerging transportation problems, 
and from Portlanders who fear that the plan will force neighborhoods to become 
commercial against their will. (It won't.) 
Portlanders owe it to themselves to ensure that the council understands that the 
plan comes with a strong seal of approval from Portlanders. Just a few words 
spoken in support of the plan - the verbal equivalent of a postcard - will go a 
long way. 
Stop by City Hall on Monday and speak up for a more sensible Portland . 
(BY &WC) 
Hey nitwit most drugs are legit 
• By Barbara Fisco 
How large is the worldwide trade in legal drugs is 
the question needing somebody's guess ("Try to quit, 
but make most drugs legit," CBW 2.10.94). 
If you really believe that street drugs are the only 
threat, you'd better take another look. For instance, 
watch commercials on television. 
A typical commercial" dramatization" shows us a 
well-dressed businesswoman staggering into work 
looking badly run down. She clutches a handkerchief 
citizen 
and gives us a big 
sneeze. Then, she looks 
miserable and worried 
as her thoughts come to 
us, in stereo: "Oh, my head aches! Even my sinuses! 
And my throat. .. so scratchy!" So, she stumbles to her 
desk and takes an attractively colored "Fix Me Tab." 
Then, another voice - a dear masculine voice -
announces what a miracle we're witnessing as this "Fix 
Me Tab" transforms her right before our eyes into a 
rosy-<:heeked, smiling picture of health. 
Have you seen any of the latest made-for-television 
movies about drugs that "save people's lives" -
people who couldn't cope without them? 
These drugs - Prozac, Xanax, lithium, to name a 
few - are being called II designer drugs" (how glamor-
ous!), and you know they are totally legal and are being 
pushed on us. Daily. 
The fact that they alter your brain chemiStry, are 
highly addictive and have horrific side effects-
sexual dysfunction, seizures and, in the case of Prozac, 
suicidal impulses - is being hushed up by the Big 
Pushers - the pharmaceutical companies that 
manufacture them. 
Ever heard ofRitalin? Ritalin is a Schedule II drug. 
I! is under the same classification as cocaine and 
morphine by the Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA). 
I! is being prescribed to millions of children in 
schools all across this country. 
These children are labeled as "hyperactive" or 
having" atteniion deficit disorder" (very official 
sounding, but let me describe some symptoms: giggles 
for no reason, very playful- a clown, hums to 
himself, is always drawing pictures). And when they 
are !' diagnosed," these children are given Ritalin. This 
keeps them from" disrupting" the class. It " subdues" 
them. . 
Now if you were to examine these children, you 
would find them to be normal, if somewhat exuberant, 
with perhaps a little too much FDA-approved sugar in 
their diet. 
This drug being pushed on our children is highly 
addictive. It stunts growth, increases anxiety, and 
causes seizures, appetite loss and pains in the joints 
(this from the American Journal of Psychiatry) . It is also 
possible this drug could cause sexual dysfunction later 
on. 
The popular back-alley image of the drug dealer and 
the drug addict is no longer the only truth. We have 
stockbrokers on heroin, business execs on Prozac and 
second-graders on Ritalin. In fact, the increasing use of 
drugs is so insidious that people are barely aware it's 
happening. 
It's the Drugging of America, and it has the bless-
ings of the FDA, the medical establishment and the Big 
Money drug manufacturers. 
I recently met a person who was having marital 
problems and went to see a counselor. Within one hour 
the counselor suggested he take lithium! This is a legal 
activity - and not considered to be drug pushing. 
This talk of legalizing street drugs as a solution to 
the drug problem is a boondoggle. Give the govern-
ment control and they'll help us? 
Sure . They can control everything for us. Why not 
let the FDA have their way with our vitamins and 
herbs too. They can raid all the natural food stores and 
make it so you have to get a doctor's prescription to get 
herbal tea or vitamin C. (According to the FDA, people 
may harm themselves with holistic remedies.) 
If you are worried about the" crippling and scarring 
of a generation of Americans," you'd better wake up to 
reality. This apathetic "Let them do it" attitude is what 
got us where we are today. A dying planet. 
Barbara Fisco is a freelance writer who lives in Brunswick. 
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The greening of 
the Blaine House 
I am pleased to see that Al Diamon 
has devoted a column to gubernatOrial 
candidate Jonathan Carter, indepen-
dent Maine Green (3.3.94). A major 
theme in the column is the high ideals 
and values of this campaign; however, 
Mr. Diamon's mind is clearly locked 
into the traditional two-party approach 
to American political life. 
Two of the biggest problems in 
American government are profeSSional 
politicians and the corporate strangle-






regularly and hoped for substantial 
change in American life; however, I 
have also remained very cynical and 
dismayed about the chance of any real 
improvement. 
In 1966 I was drafted and spent a 
year in combat in South Vietnam. On 
the eve of the Persian Gulf War I had 
two sons, aged 18 and 20, who had 
registered with selective service 
because they were required to do so in 
order to seek loans for college. 
The system was in place so that if 
George Bush had decided to reinstitute 
the draft, within weeks my sons would 
have been in uniform, in Canada or in 
jail. The point is, and this is just one 
example, there has been no substantial 
change in how our government does 
business for several generations. 
ConSidering the problems we face in 
America today, we need leaders who 
are motivated by high ideals and 
genuine values, who will take new 
approaches to problems and who will 
make clear firm decisions. We need real 
public servants. 
I'm delighted that AI approved of 
how I was dressed that evening at 
USM. I might point out that I was 
raised in a Republican household and 
tried the Democrats for a while, but all 
the two traditional parties stand for is 
opposition to the other. The Greens are 
eager to list the Ten Key Values on 
which they build their platform. For the 
first time in my life I feel there is a 
chance for needed change and real 
improvement in Maine politics. We are 
not trying just to get 5 percent of the 
vote in this election, we are planning to 
put Jonathan Carter in the Blaine 
House. (l 
'-/lz~ V /fcLI !C'fc 




In his recent column on the Greens 
(3.3.94), AI Diamon describes the state's 
Republicans as "spiffy." 
Up here in the "other" Maine that 
description is incorrect. 
Local Republicans tend to be 
independent, hard-working (sometimes 
"scruffy") natives concerned about the 
destruction of Maine's dean air and 
water. 
It is not the" spiffy" folks who are 
showing up in greater numbers at 
Green meetings. It is locals, tired of do-
nothing two-party politics as usual, 
who want to help protect Maine's 
traditions of hunting, fishing and 





AI Diamon's assessment of Green 
candidate Jonathan Carter's gubernato-
rial campaign (3.3.94) misses the point. 
His candidacy promises not just a 
headache for party Democrats but a 
challenge to the entrenched political 
system as a whole. Carter's undiluted, 
progressive campaign style breathes 
fresh air into the stale arena of state 
politics. 
Carter could not care less about the 
political viability of his political stances 
and is not, as Diamon asserts, "resort-
ing to mass-market politics." 
Diamon also implies that revamping 
the education system and increasing 
environmental protection would 
require new government programs. 
Rather, such initiatives require revising 
already existing government programs 
on the one hand and strengthening or 
enforcing environmental laws already 
on the books! When it comes to 
government, quality does not always 
require quantity. 
Finally, if Carter's views are idealis-
tic, what's wrong with that? A critical 
condition requires strong medicine. The 
placebo offered by the continuously 
compromising and more II politically 
viable" republicrats offers short-term 
relief of the symptoms but is far from 




Dealing in specifics 
We, the undersigned "New Leader-
ship '94" members support Dick 
Barringer for governor. 
lit this election year, Mainers want 
real change and a break from the past 
because "politics as usual" will not cut 
it anymore. Mainers see through the 
superficiality of various races and want 
to hear specifics about what a candidate 
will do as governor. The only one who 
deals in specific substance is Dick 
Barringer. 
Dick Barringer shines as the true 
progressive alternative that the "New 
Leadership '94" group was brought 
together to seek. It's already widely 
recognized that Dick's the one to watch 
in the gubernatOrial race because of his 
bold stances on the issues and his 
ability to understand the needs of the 
people of Maine. 
The Barringer campaign has purpose 
and meaning. It's not about Dick 
Barringer himself, but about a cause: 
fighting for a progressive platform and 
the future of Maine. We're supporting 
him because his cause is creating a 
sustainable economy, a well-educated 
population and preserving the environ-
ment. This includes expanding the 
technical COlleges as part of his 12-point 
job creation plan. 
Dick Barringer is the only candidate 
offering a women's bill of rights, which 
would revive the Maine Commission 
for Women and assist single women 
with children. He also supports a 
single-payer health care system. 
Among his other proposals, 'he will 
double the amount of land under 
public protection, create alternative 
means of transportation, enact real 
campaign finance reform and revamp 
Maine's obsolete property tax Structure. 
Interestingly enough, there's a cilse 
in point about Dick Barringer's leader-
ship style: At the Portland Democratic 
Caucus on Feb. 13, Dick was the only 
one stating exactly what he intends to 
do if elected, and the caucus responded 
enthusiastically. Meanwhile, all the 
other candidates just stated what is 
wrong with Maine today. 
Lastly, Dick possesses the ideal 
leadership background to bring to the 
role of governor. His public policy, 
environmental, economic and educa-
tional work at the Muskie Institute for 
Public Policy, the Department of 
Conservation and the State Planning 
Office give him vitally needed experi-
ence in Augusta. 
We encourage all voters to support 
Dick Barringer as the candidate with 
real solutions to the many challenges 







Don't park'it here 
Kudos to CBW readers for picking 
Portland's parking enforcement as the 
best abuse of taxpayer money, and 
kudos to CBW for printing it (3.10.94). 
Parking enforcement makes money for 
the city because it not only purloins 
appropriate payment from gross 
violators, it shamelessly robs countless 
well-meaning citizens who leave their 
cars safely at the curb but for a few 
minutes. 
Parking enforcement in Portland is 
the second most influential reason why 
I have quit my delivery job, the first 
being not fit for print. Nothing matters 
to the men and women in the little 
white Chevy S-lOs. No matter how 
small the vehicle, no matter how safely 
or briefly parked, no matter how 
spotless the parking or driving record, 
for that matter. 
Portland's parking enforcement is 
truly objective, in fact, not because it 
objectively punishes the bad guys, but 
because it all-<:onsumingly penalizes 
every person who dares own a car 
within the borders of the city proper. I 
don't have commercial or combination 
plates, and I don't have the money to 
give my insurance company even if I 
did, and now I don't have a delivery 
job, and I think the city should give the 
parking force a raise and letters of 
commendation. 
To the persons on the parking patrol 
just doing their job, I salute you, 
because it must be hard to perform 
your duty, knowing the city you are 
working for is truly the best at sucking 
the blood out of the veins of the owner 
of every car you ticket. By the way, my 
license plate reads ... oh, never mind, 
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Tito rules 
Tito's Burritos is so open for lunch! I 
found the place in the Old Port on my 
own, fair and square, only to read in 
CBW (3.10.94) that if you want a Tito 
burrito for lunch, you have to look for a 
pushcart. That might happen in the 
spring, but your readers should know 
to go to Granny Killam's and visit Tito's 
Burritos for lunch. 
The burritos are great. No kidding. 
Made to order, vegetarian if you like. 
jJ-!{ 4r (J. '1/ 
J. R. Getsinger 
Portland 
BEST OF OOPS 
CBW was so overwhelmed by 
responses to its 1994 Best of Portland 
readers poll (3.10.94) that four 
winners slipped through the net. In 
order to give credit where credit's 
due, CBW is pleased to announce the 
winners of "The Best of Portland-
The Sequel." 
Best band: 
Knots and Crosses 
After seven years, Knots and 
Crosses has finally landed a major 
label contract with Island Records. 
Lead singer/acoustic guitarist Carol 
Noonan is pretty philosophical: 
"Everything we have, we've worked 
for ... we haven't gotten the lucky 
breaks some bands do." 
Best furniture maker: 
Thos. Moser 
Thos. Moser's designs have been 
gracing better homes, institutions and 
businesses for over 20 years with their 
"Shaker-inspired" furniture. For those 
who don't know and who might be 
curious, there is a Thos. Moser (not 




This musical comedy revue is 
about the closest thing that Portland 
has to "Cats." The Embassy Players 
production has enjoyed such a long 
run at Dos Locos Mexican Restaurant, 
we hear the actors are beginning to 
sing with Spanish accents. 
Best movie theater: 
Nickelodeon 
The Nick won out best movie 
house by a long shot. The only other 
place you can see a flick this cheap is 
to cozy up to the in-store monitors at 
Home Vision Video. Those not living 
so close to the vest enjoy the creature 
comforts of Clark's Pond, which took 
second place. 
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your 
letters. Please limit your thoughts 
to 300 words, Include a daytime 
phone number and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04J.0J. 
16 o.sco Bay Weekly 
~ PifgritrU!ge 
an interfaitn. 6oo~ort 
~ ami ~nterfor tfzaloglU 
441 Congress Slreet, Porll.nd 
772·1508 • 1·800·368·1508 
Winter Clearance 








SKI / STAY / SPA PACKAGES 
PER PERSON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY 
New Beads! New Beads! 
Awesome art glass and assorted treasure beads, antique 
and modern, from Africa and elsewhere--the best 
selection of ethnic beads we've ever had! 
I I 
* * * 1.-800.-527.-9879 * * * both stores open daily 
Main Street, North Conway NH 449 Forest Ave (2nd floor of Forest Ave Plaza) SUGARLOAF MOUNTAI 
(directly across from the train station) Portland, ME 04101 
603·356·7608 207·761·2503 YOU CAN'T GET ANY CLOSER TO THE LIFTS! 
FM 94 Portland 's Nt'\\' Adult Radio Station. remt' lllht'rs 
how FM radio used to he-h<lck hefo re l:orporate hig-
\\i~s in dpsigner su its sanitized it h~' huying the same list 
o r 200 songs that e\'eIY otllt' r station in town hought. 
FM 94 remembers the tl11ill of hp<lring a fa\'orilt> 
old song or an exciti ng new altist. 
E RIC CLA J:YTO 
You've probably heard 
Claptoll sing "Wonderful 
Tonight" and "COl:aine" a 
million ti mes but what 
about '" [plio, Old Friend" 
and "Tulsa Time"? FM 94 
plays these songs! 
PAUL SIMON & 
VA N MO HHISO", 
F M 94 plays grpat cuts 
from altists you 've kno\\"] 
and loved for vea l'S, but 
without mi nd~numhing 
rppetition. FM 94 ---
believes in balance, not 
burnout. 
GHATEFUL DEAD 
FM 94 knows vou lovp the 
Dead, so they hring you a full 
hour of the Grat"ful Dead , 
p\'el)' Friday at llpm! 
But tlw f(l lks at FM 94 aren't kids anVnlOf{" and tlwv 
know Y01l aren 't. pit Iwr, which is \\ h)' tlwy\ e huilt a' radio 
statiuli for adults- without gillllllicks, goofy morning 
shows or loud gll itars- just l'as)' rock and roll from a 
hroad rangt' of lllusil-al styles. Call it Wpat attitude 
for adult sensihilitips ... 
BON",IE HAITI, 
MELISSA ETII E HIDGE 
& JOA1\' AHM ATHAD INC 
'T~~~~==~~_- \ Volll"n a rt ists have a 
== home at FM 94. Heal 
women ... \Vonwn like 
Bon nie Ihitt, Joni Mitchell , 
k d. lang and Melissa 
Etheridge. 
Local music mattprs on 
F M 94, from the Bonehpads 
and Devonsq uare to Darien 
Brahms and Palll French. 
local artis ts th rh'e here 
at FM 94. 
We welcome your idea~. Call , wri~:. or fax FM 94 (?~.3) ~ ~ 









straight at you, 
blue eyes blazing 
away, clear and 
open with the 
strength of pure 
conviction , and 
tells you that this 
show has 
nothing to do 
with any kind of 
personal 
catharsis. 
In the next 
breath he tells 
you that he's just 




decided that he 
wants to live. 
"I counted up 
and realized that 
I'd been painting 
for 26 years ," 




and realized in a 
panic that l 
needed another 
26 to explore all 
the stuff -














"French Heart, Androscoggin" (011 on canvas, 85" x 61", 1993) 
Charlie Hewitt pays 
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neither of which 
had he partaken 
in a modest 
fashion) . 
And in the 
third breath he 
explains that he 
decided (also 
simultaneously) 
to confront a 
body issue that's 
been hanging 
around all his Ii fe 
- his right 
hand . It has a 
thumb, but 
where the fingers 
are supposed to 
be are four little 












color, as well as 
some of the 
issues that might 
lie behind at least 
the first two 
subjects (ti ties 
that recall his 
hardscrabble , 
mill town 
origins). He has 
also provided the 
viewer with a 
modest vision of 


















get involved & stay 
amused. 
thursday 17 
Chuck roast: Chuck Roy, a 6'3", 310· 
PCKIID, GAY DlllBlUIN, has recently come 
out of the" comedy closet" (is that 
where they keep those big shoes and 
funny noses?) and will test out his new 
gay material at DiMillo's Floating Boat, 
Long Wharf, at 6:30 p.m. 
Roy, one of Boston's fastest rising 
comedians, bills himself as a "semi-
clean" comic, whose material mixes his 
Generation X background, his "larger 
stature" and his recent out-of·doset 
experience. The performance includes 
Kim Yolk ("lesbian wild-woman" 
guitarist), Steve Gerlach (guitarist, 
vocalist) and poet Kevin McLellan .. 
Proceeds benefit Maine Pride's Stone-
wall 1994 projects. Tix: $10 in advance, 
$12 at the door. 871-9940. 
By Alan Ayckbourn 
Directed by Brian P. Allen 
A wild comedy farce about 
three very different 
couples. "Walks a zig zag 
line between comedy and 
farce and often manages 
to be staggeringly funnyn. 
Mar. 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, 
April 1, 2 
For tickets and info: 
799-7337 
420 Cottage Road, 
So. Portland 
friday 18 
Fill 'er up: Big Ed stopped by the other 
day, and he was wicked excited -
spring's coming, and you can smell it 
in the air out at his gas farm (though 
you may not want to .. . ). 
In celebration of that fact, he and the 
boys are getting the band together for a 
night of improvisation and songs at 
Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress 
St., at 7:30 p .m. BIG BI'S GAS FAIII-
whose sound has been been described 
as "the return of the avant trash" -
features Mike Dank (drums, percussion 
and vocals), Phil Spirito (bass and 
vocals), Reed Altemus (guitar, lap steel 
and oscillator) and some guy name 
Bubba who can' t play any instruments, 
but who drives the tractor. Tix: $5 
donation, $15 family pass. 761-3930. 
saturday 19 
Greek to me: Sophocles takes us back to 
tha! ancient dysfunctional family - the 
Oedipus' - for another round of tragic 
hijinks in his play" lINIICiONE," in 
production at The Theater Project, 14 
School St., Brunswick, at 8 p.m. 
The play tells of Antigone, the eldest 
daughter of Oedipus (which would be 
enough to give anyone a complex), who 
takes on the powerful politcos of her 
day. This production features original 
music, movement and masks. The play 
runs from March 17 through April 2. 
Tix: $12 and $10. 729-8584. 
sunday 20 
Thank you ma'am: Slam fans can enjoy 
a slam-fest at Granny Killam's, 55 
Market St., at 7:37 p.m., when the 
Maine Institute of Slam Poetry presents 
1ME POII1AND POEIIY ca. SIAII, featuring 
the top finalists from the last three 
Portland poetry slams. 
For the uninitiated, a poetry slam is a 
kind of literary" Gong Show," where 
"extortion, harassment and bribing of 
2, 3, or 4 WHEELS? 
WE CAN INSURE THEM ALL! 
.LOW COST, LOW DOWN PAYMENTS 
• MONTHLY PAYMENT PLANS 
.AUTO, MOTORCYCLE, ATV. 
.R.V AND MOTORHOME 
Call For Immediate Quote 
~ 1761-70001 l:1tJ 
AUTO INSURANCE AGENCY L11l 
242 ST. JOHN ST. SUITE 144, PORTLAND 
M·F 8-5:30 • Sat 9:00 · 12:00 
Do some 
soul searching 
with this documentary 
March 24. 
PORT CiROOMIHCi 
& PET CARE (EHTER 
' .. 
• Quality Pet Food & Supplies 
~. - All Breed Professional Grooming 
0:=~."~ .~ 97 Ocean Street 
So. Portland, Me. 
" 767-2456_ 
~" .... 
L-~~ ______ ~ ____ ~ 




Week Of 3/21/94 
7".. WHERE THE JOIS IRE: 
live Call In 
.,00 THE SENIOR NEWS 
Elder C •• & Elder Abuse 
.,30 COUUNln HURT & SOUL '94: 
Uf .. Lo learn' 
.,30 IUM! VIEWs: 
The 0iaIItntt To Primary ( •• 
IOLY umu USSSunday lOam & Spm 
TNI UNI FOCUS Manday·Frfday .. 4:30pm 
r---------, • 2 for 1 Thursdays. 
• Mar 31 & Apr 7 • 
• Get 2 Tickets for $17 • 
• Goodnight Desdemona • 
• (Good Morning Juliet) • 
Mar 31 - Apr 24 
2@skis 
2 FOR 1 
Breakfast 
Belgian Waffles wi 
whipped cream & strawberries 
Breakfast 7 Days a Week 
from 7am on ... 
212 Danforth St. • Portland • 774-7604 
the judges" is strictly encouraged. Prior 
to the contest, Michael Brown, PhD. -
the 1991 Boston Slam Champ and a 
member of the Boston Slam Team, 1993 
international champs - will read; an 
open reading follows (sign-up begins at 
6:46). Tix: $3. 282-4979. 
monday 21 
The boar-next-door: A dreamy young 
woman is about to enter into a disas-
trous marriage to her oafish neighbor 
- who, at 40, still lives with his mother 
- until a family friend Oeanne Moreau) 
zestily intercedes in "1ME SUI .. HOUSE," 
playing at the Movies, 10 Exchange St., 
at 5:15,7 and 9 p .m. 
This comic BBC film also features Julie 
Walters as the bride-te-be's mother, 
who strangely approves of the odd 
union and Joan Plowright, the oaf's . 
mother, who does not. "Impeccably 
crafted," wrote the Boston Globe. 772-
9600. 
tuesday 22 
Forest for the trees: The Great Northern 
Forest, which totals about 26 million 
acres in New England and 
't. E ., New York, is much loved 
~ (' 4 by hale and hearty types 
;. , .:. who partake in outdoor 
.t R \" recreation. David Johnson 
of the Maine Sierra Club 
presents a FlEE SlIDE SHIM lIND DISOISSIOfI 
concerning the threats facing the forest 
at the Patagonia Outlet, 9 Bow 51., 
Freeport, at 6:30 p .m. 
The Maine Sierra Club has joined with 
20 other conservation groups to form 
the Northern Forest Alliance, which 
advocates for "well-managed private 
forest lands, permanently protected 
wild lands and strong local economies 




Malne's Roller Reefing Specialists 
PORTLAND SAIL & RIGGING CO. 
58 F ... S •. , PonJond. Mo,; .. d>4101 107818-0003 fa 107 77.·70JS 
Lay some tracks to hear this band March 18. 
wednesday 23 
Anchors aweigh: The Maine-made 
"ANOIOI OF lIE SOUl" - an hour-long 
documentary about race relations and 
black history in Maine - plays at Luther 
Bonney Auditorium on the Portland 
campus of USM at 7 p .m. 
The film, produced by award-winning 
film and video producer Karine Odlin 
and journalist Shoshana Hoose, tells the 
story of African Americans struggling to 
create and sustain a black community in 
way-white northern New England. 
Barbara Jordan, the former congress-
woman from Texas, narrates. The 
soundtrack features gospel music 
performed by Jane Sapp and the 
Gertrude E. Brown Choir of Green 
Memorial Church. A panel discussion 
follows. Tix: $5 ($2 kids). Proceeds 
benefit the Green Memorial Church 
Building Fund. (The film premieres 
March 19 at the First Parish Church, 
425 Congress SI., at 7 p .m.) 799-9636. 
thursday 24 
Laugh and a half: You know the guy at 
work who floats the glass eyeballs in the 
water cooler and leaves rubber dog 
turds near your desk? You know he 
thought he was the funniest professional 
in Portland, while you could've sworn 
he was simply a jerk. 
Thursday March 17th. 
7:30pm 
DAVE GREENBERGER 




OPEN 7 DAYS 
SSS Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
761-3930 
"(AU aflifu link 'fI1fmtkn w,.'re Iw~ to haw it "- U~ Rud 
The Wave Hoops 
• f4kgold - $189 
• Sftrl,Hg silver - $27 
• gold Jilltd $29 
ibtlllk 'jail for your java rtf, . 
Jtwrler volts I • 9 
d. cole jewelers 
772-5119 
W ,OO-S,30pm 
Well, the folks at the Comedy Connec-
tion,434 Fore SI., are going to clear up 
the confusion and make it official. For 
the past eight weeks, they have been 
running a contest to determine exactly 
who is POR'IlAND'S FUNNIEST PIOFESSIONAl. 
Tonight at 8:30 p.m., eight amateur 
contestants will duke it out on stage for 
the title. Tix: $6. 774-5554. 
friday 25 
Doggon: The Bastard Sons of the 
Infocalypse Productions presents "The 
Dogs of March," a multimedia, SPOIIEN 
WORD AND 1HEATER COlIACiE, at The Cave, 
31 Forest Ave., at 7:30 p.m. 
Performers include Portland Poetry 
Slam champ Jonas Werner, "local folk 
hero" Doug Bither and Kristina 
Bradley and her "mass entropy 
orchestra." The production also 
features the premiere of a one-act play 
titled "Pluck Out the Eye." What 
exactly this all means is not clear, but it 
seems worth the three bucks admission 
to find ou I. 773-6572. 
saturday 26 
Book smart/ square art: The Maine 
Writers and Publishers Alliance 
(MWPA) sponsors a USED IOOIWEIIIID 
RlND·RA/SEI from 10 a.m.-l p.m. at the 
Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St., 
&~ Union Station 





y 6 79 -- 9 '1'14' 
Best Beds In To""n! 
Sophocles' 
ANTIGONE 
a Mainstage Production 
Directed by Lee K. Paige 
MARCH 17 - APRIL 2. 1993 
lone vveek earlier than previous shedulel 
Thur. - Sat 8:00 pm 
s_..,. z:oo pm 
March 20 pelformance Will benefit 
Peace Action Maine 
Sponsored by: Moncure £. BamlCle. Attomeys at Law 
Sopha Douglas Pfeiffer. State RepresentatIVe and a 
friend of The Theater Project 
T1CKETS SIVSlO 
Puca _n Maine BenefIt S 15 
For info & reservations 
please call our Box 
Office 729-8584 
14 School St. Brunswick 
Brunswick. Stock your shelves with 
titles ranging from self-help to sci-fi, 
from fiction to fantasy and from 
cooking to classics. Proceeds benefit 
MWPA. 729-6333. 
and 
The fifth annual" 10 110 GROUP SHOW" art 
exhibit takes place at 26 Free St. 
(formerly Barridoff Gallery), from 
10 a.m .-6 p.m. Square 10" x 10" works 
-all priced at $100- are featured in 
this exhibit of 10 Maine artists display-
ing up to 20 works each. An opening 
reception takes place March 25 from 4-8 
p.m. 657-3485. 
Partake In some pathos March 19. 
Submissions for Art & Soul must be 
received In writing on the Thursday 
prior to publication. Send your 
Calendar and Ustlngs Infonnatlon to 
Bizabeth Peavey, Casco Bay Weekly, 
SS1A Congress St., Portland, ME 
04101. 
ELDERBERRY JAM 
SWINGING STEAKS . 
with Machinery Hall 
GRAND POETRY SLAM 
SOUTHERN CULTURE ON THE SKIDS 
the psychedelic 




All bottled 8< draft 
be .... " mixed drinks 
! 
r 
20 Casco Bay Weekly 
Sunday 
Marcil 20 
after laser Karaoke 
,..----------- .. 
: 'RII COVIR: 
I with this coupon I 
: Sunday, March 20 : -----------
Silver 
screen 
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective When Miami Dolphins 
quarterback Dan Marino Is kidnapped along with his 
team's mascot - a field goal·klcklng dolphin - an 
ace detective specializing in pet-napping Is called in 
to track down the se&-golng mammal-and the man, 
Interesting priorities . Also stars Sean Young, 
Courteney Cox and Jim Carrey. 
The Accompanlat A poor, young pianist Is hired to 
accompany a powerfUl. beautiful singer In Paris 
during Wortd War II, Moving In with the diva and her 
husband - a wealthy businessman who's collabo-
rating with the Germans - the accompanist be-
comes embroiled In their private and secret lives. 
This Intricate relationship continues when the young 
woman accompanies the couple to London . 
Soundtrack Is filled with the melodies of Mozart and 
Berlioz. 
An&le A story in which Brooklyn girl 
Angie (Geena Davis) and her lifelong friend Tina (Aida 
Turturro) unravel the stiCky Issues of having babies 
in or out of wedlock. When Angie has her baby, she 
leaves the tot In grandpa's care and sets out to find 
her own mother, who deserted the family years 
earlier. Tina follows Angie, hoping to convince her not 
to repeat her mother's mistakes. 
Beethoven'. 2nd Beethoven's back, but he's not 
aione! This time, that bucket full of drool finds love 
and becomes a family man. Retumlng cast members 
Include Charles Grodin as George Newton , 
Beethoven's overty uptight master, and Bonnie Hunt 
as the harried wife. 
Blank ChKk Life changes for the better for 11-year· 
old Preston Waters when his bike is run over by a wise 
guy in a hurry. The crook dashes off a check to the boy 
to pay for the bike, but leaves the amount blank. 
Preston fills In the check for $1 million dollars, which 
he then manages to cash - at a bank. Doesn't star 
anyone famous. . . ~ 
The C ..... An escaped prisoner (Charlie Sheen) 
kidnaps an heiress (Kristy Swanson) and makes for 
Mexico. cops. et ai, In pursuit. 
China Moon Ed Harris stars as a veteran detective In 
a small Rorlda city whose backstreet romance with 
a wealthy young widow (Madeleine Stowe) spins a 
web of deceit, betrayal and murder. Tables are 
turned as he finds himself a murder suspect In the 
death of his lover's husband. 
The FUCltlve Harrison Ford stars In this thriller based 
on the hit TV series from the '60s about a man's 
desperate attempt to preserve his freedom and 
capture his wife's murderer. Wrongly accused of 
killing his wife , Dr. Richard Kimble hits the road, on 
the lam from the law and searching forthetruevillaln : 
the mysterious "One-armed Man. "Also stars Tommy 
Lee Jones and Sela Ward. 
Gilbert Gr_ A grocery store stock boy (Johnny 
Depp) struggles to grow up In a small Iowa town while 
balancing his duty to care for his 500p0und mother 
(Darlene Cates) and slow-witted brother (Leonardo 
DICaprio) with an affair with the wife (Mary 
Steenburgen) of a perSistent insurance agent. Al l is 
peacefully bizarre until a mysterious girl from Michi· 
gan (Juliette Lewis) moves into town with her grand-
mother. Swedish filmmaker Lasse ("My Ufe as a 
Dog") Hallstrom directs this adaptation of Peter 
Hedges' novel, "What' s Eating Gilbert Grape: 
Greedy Kirk Douglas stars as a rich old duffer who 
falls for a pizza delivery girt. Afraid of being stiffed out 
of what they see as their rightful inheritance, his 
family calls In a reluctant relative, and professional 
bowler, to bring the old man back to his senses. Also 
stars Michael J, Fox, Olivia D'Abo and Ed Begley Jr. 
GurdInCT .. Former Flrst LadyT ess Carlisle (Shirley 
MacLalne) seems to have mistaken Secret Service 
for secret servant, as she keeps the by.the-book 
agent (Nicolas Cage) who's assigned to protect her 
Jumping at her every Whim, 
I'll Do An"", ... Nick Nolte stars as an out-of-work 
actor in Hollywood who's suddenly given custody of 
his mercurial 5-year-old daughter. Was originally a 
musical , but reactions from test audiences were so 
negative, all the tunes were cut. Also stars Albert 
Brooks and Julie Kavner. 
Iron Will Will Stoneman dreams of leaving his farm to 
attend college. When his father Is killed. he puts his 
dog·sled driving abilities to use (do they teach this at 
the 4-H?), entering a race in the hopes of winning 
enough cash to pursue his dream and also take care 
of his family. 
In the Name of the Father Daniel Day-Lewis stars as 
Gerry Conlon, who 's wrongly jailed for the IRA bomb-
Ing of a London pub. From the opening scene of a 
Belfast riot, complete w~h pyrotechnical Jiml Hendrix 
music, the film Is like a punch In the gut topped with 
a bad acid trip. What makes ~ better than other 
courtroom and Jailhouse sagas Is that Conlon Is 
Incarcerated with his father, who he Initially loathes 
but comes to love. Emma Thompson has a brief but 
potent role as Conlon 's wily barrister, who makes the 
very most of a clerical error by the corrupt British 
police. 
1.JCMnI ... Jack A bungling outlaw and a mute rube 
become partners In crime, managing to outwit pos-
ses and still have plenty of time for adorable male 
bonding. Stars Paul Hogan ("Crocodile Dundee") and 
Cuba Gooding Jr. ("Boyz N The Hood"). Directed by 
Simon Wlncer ("Free Willy"). 
_key Trouble Ayoung girl tries to reform a monkey 
gone bad. Stars Thora Birch , Mimi Rogers and 
Dodger. 
Mrs. Doubttlre Robin Williams stars as an an out-of· 
work voice-over artist who loses custody of his 
children during a divorce. Hopingto insinuate himself 
back Into the family, he disguises himself as a kindly 
65-year-old English housekeeper. Sally Field plays 
his estranged wife. Directed by Chris Columbus 
("Home Alone" and " Home Alone 2"). 
My Father, The Hero Gerard Depardleu stars as a 
divorced father vacationing with his teenage daugh· 
ter . When she develops a crush on a somewhat older 
boy, she tries to pique his Interest by telling him that 
the man she 's staying with is her daddy - her sugar 
daddy that is. Based on the 1991 French comedy, 
"Mon Pere Ce Heros." 
The Naked Gun 331/3: The FInal Insult We cou ldn't 
get any info on the plot of this, the supposedly last 
segment of the "Naked Gun" trilogy. Now that 's the 
final insu~. 
On Deadly Ground Steven Seagal stars as Forrest 
Taft, an oil-rig roughneck who goes ballistic when he 
finds out his boss is screwing up his native Alaska. 
Luckily he has Masu (Joan Chen), a beautifUl Inuit 
activist/love interest by his side and one bitchin ' 
ponytail. 
Ph.adelphla Tom Hanks plays a hotshot gay lawyer 
working In the City of Brotherly Love. When he gets 
fired after his firm discovers he has AIDS, he sues 
with the help of a homophobic personal Injury lawyer 
(Denzel Washington). Directed by Jonathan Demme. 
The Plano A mute unmarried Scotswoman (Holly 
Hunter) travels deep into the New Zealand bush for 
an arranged marriage, bringing with her a young 
daughter and a piano. After her new husband (Sam 
Neill) refUses totransportthe plano to her new home, 
she falls for another man - an Illiterate tattooed 
settier (Harvey Keitel) who purchases the piano. The 
film, which was written and directed by Jane Campion 
("Sweetie" and "An Angel at My Table ") won the 
Palme d'or at Cannes. 
Reality Bites Winona Ryder stars as an aspiring 
filmmaker/ performance artist who finds herself torn 
between two potential loves - an up-and-coming TV 
executive and a poor poetic (I .e .. really good-looking) 
type. Also stars Ben Stiller and Ethan Hawke. 01· 
rected by Ben Stiller. 
The Rei An unhappily married couple (Kevin Spacey 
and Judy Davis) spend Christmas Eve being kid-
napped by a jewel thief (Denis Leary), who they later 
invite to Christmas dinner. This cozyfriendshlpserves 
both parties well . 
Schindler'. Ust Steven Spielberg traces the World 
War II explons of Oskar Schindler, a war profiteer and 
member of the Nazi party. Schlndler l n~ially seeks to 
exploit cheap Jewish labor in war·torn Poland and 
ends up saving over a thousand Jews from the death 
camps - all the while consorting (I.e., drinking and 
whoring) with the friendly nelghllorhood Nazi elite. 
Based on Thomas Keneally's novel of the same 
name. Filmed mostiy in black and white. 
SIster Act II Whoopi Goldberg again stars as "Sister" 
Deloris (who, if you missed the first "Sister Act: Is 
a nightclub diva In hiding via a nun's habit) and , this 
time, has her hands fUll helping a group of troubled 
teenagers to find self .. steem by forming a gospel 
choir. Based on the real-llfe experiences of a Crenshaw 
high school teacher In South Central Los Angeles 
who turned "uneducables " into functional students. 
Retuming cast members Include Maggie Smith, Kathy 
Najimy and Wendy Makkena. 
TheSUmmer_ABrItI.hcornedyaboutadreamy, 
young woman who accepts an offer 01 marriage she 
most definitely should have refused. The woman 's 
mother surprisingly approves of her daughter's up-
coming nuptials to the smarmy, decetlful older marl-
next-door. So it Is up to the groom-to-be's mom to 
savethe day. Stars Jeanne Moreau and Joan Plowright. 
Wayne'. World 2 Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey 
repri se their roles as the two heavy metal teens who 
front a cable access TV show in Aurora, III. This time 
Wayne and Garth stage a Waynestock concert, Garth 
finally lands a babe and Cassandra (Tia Carrere) 
records with a smarmy record~ndustryweasel (Chris-
topher Walken) - Wayne 's rival. Directed by Surjik 
("Kids in the Hall "). Also stars Kim Basinger, Drew 
Barrymore and Charlton Heston. 
" , 
where 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW 
goes to press, movie goers are advised 
to confirm times with theaters. 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774--1022 
Dates effective Mar 18-24 
Mrs, Doubtflre (PG-13) 
1:30, 4:15, 7, 9:35 
Schindler's Ust (PG) 
1, 4:40, 8:20 
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective (PG-13) 
1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 7:10, 9:15 
Blank Check (PG) 
1:20, 3:25, 5:30 
Reality Bites (PG-13) 
7:40, 9:55 
Cllbert Crape (PG-13) 
1:45, 4:25. 7:15, 9:40 
The Ref (R) 
1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40 
Naked Gun 33 1/3 (PG-13) 
1:15, 3:15, 5:20, 7 :20, 9:20 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879·1511 
Dates effective Mar 18-23 
Beethoven's 2nd shows Sat only 
Philadelphia (PG·13) 
1. 3:40, 6 :50, 9 :30 
My Father, The Hero (PG) 
1:20 
In the Name of the Father (R) 
12:40, 3:30. 6:30, 9:15 
On Deadly Ground (R) 
2,4:20. 7:20,9:45 
Greedy (PC-13) 
3:20, 6 :40, 9 :10 
Angle (R) 
1:30, 3:50, 7,9:20 
Guarding Tess (PG-13) 
12:50,3, 5, 7:10, 9:25 
Ughtning Jack (PC) 
12:30, 2:40, 4 :50, 7:40, 9:45 
Monkey Trouble (PC) 
1:10, 3:10, 5 :15, 7:30, 9:40 
Beethoven's 2nd (PG) 
12 (Sat only) 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772·9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
The Summer House (NR) 
March 16-22 
Mon-Fri 5 :15, 7 , 9; Sat·Sun 1:30, 3 :15, 
5 :15,7,9 
The Accompanist (PC) 
March 23-April 5 
Mon-Fri 5. 7, 9:15, Sat·Sun 1, 3,5,7, 
9:15 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772·9751 
Dates effective March 18-24 
Second shows Sat·Sun only 
Sister Act plays 1:45, not 1:20, on Sat 
Beethoven's 2nd plays Sat·Sun only 
The Fui!tlve (PG) 
12:40, 3:30*, 6:50. 9 :40 
Sister Act II (PG) 
1:20 (1:45 Sat), 4 :10*, 7:20 
The Plano (R) 
12:30, 3:20* . 6:30, 9 :20 
China Moon (R) 
9:30 
Wayne's World 2 (PG-13) 
1:10,4* , 7,9:10 
I'll Do Anything (PG-13) 
12:50 
The Chase (PG-13) 
3:50*,7:10,9:50 
Iron Will (PG-13) 
1 , 3 :40*, 6:40, 9 
Beethoven's 2nd (PG) 
12 (Sat·Sun only) 
Art & Soul continued on page 22 
Art & Soul continued from page 17 
Spiritual renewal 
Hewitt's images - his own personal 
metaphors - are of great importance to 
him. For a time he sheltered in the 
artistically politically correct realm of 
abstract expressionism. Then, with 
growing boldness, like a fishennan going 
after larger prey, he began venturing into 
deeper waters and reeling in images that 
came closer and closer to personal 
representation. 
The images that evolved over the years 
represent just about everything: his own 
subconscious, the collective unconscious, 
social opinions, sexuality and political 
attitudes - particularly, his relationship 
with the laboring man of his Lewiston 
background (also the birthplace of 
Marsden Hartley) . 
"My paintings are babblings about my 
personal history," he said in direct 
contradiction to his opening sennon. "The 
metaphors are cryptic; they speak in 
tongues." Indeed, some of the imagery 
from the past few years -leaping dogs, 
hands clenched around gasping fish, 
human divers that tum into fish under 
water - is cryptic. But the images in this 
exhibition are far from cryptic. They're 
straightforward and plain·talking. and 
what they're expressing is a lot of pain 
and struggle in Hewitt's life. What they're 
"Objects of Desire," (bronze, 22" x 
16" x 8", 1993). 
and a confrontation with the subject of the 
hand. It feels quite cathartic. 
Hewitt's newest artistic venture is 
sculpture, and the pieces in this show are 
entirely about his hand. "It was to a large 
extent the fact that I wanted to sculpt," 
Hewitt said, "that made me decide to deal 
with the hand issue. The reason is Simple. 
It's the only work I've done that has been 
not, however, is 
sentimental or maudlin. 
They're strong. d efiant, 
exuberant, bordering on 
the ecstatic. 
The works of Charlie 
literally hands-on. You 
mold and shape the piece 
with your hands. When 
you paint, do woodcuts or 
draw, you have something 
extruding from your hand : 
a brush, pencil or knife. 
Sculpting." he said, "is like 
Hewitt shows at Paula 
The most triumphant 
and joyous of his huge oils 
on canvas is titled 
"Spanish Ghetto"; at its 
Paulette Contemporary, 3 
Milk St., through April 9, 
879-0919" 
center is Hewitt's current principle image: 
a heart (as in a biological heart), which 
can also be perceived as a valentine-
shaped heart, at the same time it suggests 
some kind of ancient drinking gourd. 
Slicing through this heart is a saw. 
While this seems to suggest emotional 
violence, Hewitt has provided the heart 
with a splendid set of wings. The heart 
soars through the painting. free, aloft 
above the chaos. 
This large painting (87" x 60") is 
profound in the sense that it's as 
interesting from a foot away as it is from 
the 12-or-so foot distance necessary to 
take in its whole imagery. It's a 
cacophony of rich, saturated color and a 
virtual topography of big. sloppy paint 
that's been applied to the canvas with 
devil-may-care confidence. There are 
valleys, mountain ranges, pools and the 
bowels of the earth - all composed 
merely of color and the physical 
properties of paint. Any given square 
foot, or square inch, of this painting is a 
pulsating universe unto itself and a 
complete experience in overstimulation. 
Looking at this painting is like reading 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez. 
But back to the subject of catharsis. An 
oil that's almost as large (83" x 60") as 
"Spanish Ghetto" is entitled "French 
Beauty: Heart of Rose." Cryptic indeed. 
This heart is a clenched fist consisting of 
nine thumbs. The thumbs are wrapped 
around each other in the Gordian knot 
from hell; clenched desperately under 
these thumbs are white shapes that look 
suspiciously like cigarette butts. This 
painting. with the exception of the white 
butts and a wandering green branch of 
thoms, is entirely red - in-yoUT-face, 
burst-a-blood·vessel red. Sure looks a lot 
to me like a titanic struggle with nicotine 
making love." 
The sculptures reflect this sensuality. 
Four of them are merely straightforward 
renditions of his hand. They're titled 
"Hand I," "Hand II," "Up Yours" and 
"Up Yours U" (nothing cathartic here, 
Charlie?). Another, "Object of Desire," is 
full of Hewitt's rich imagery and is an 
extremely sensual piece. It's the heart 
image again, but it's opened up like the 
petal of a flower. The sides (one of which 
is a long. strong thumb) fold inward, and 
the heart becomes a womb. The womb is 
holding something. cradling it. And what 
it's holding is another of Hewitt's 
recurring images, a branch of thoms. The 
piece is held aloft by four sticks, which 
then metamorphose into pilings (images 
from past works), and the womb also 
transfonns, this time into a boat. Like all 
the work in this show, there is no quick 
glancing and then looking away. The 
piece demands attention. 
Eight exquisite drypoint etchings, a 
woodcut, a clock, a couple of ceramic 
plates and 21 small (8" xl 0") oil paintings 
complete the show. Of these, the nine 
paintings he calls the "Moby Dick" series 
are, along with "Spanish Ghetto," perhaps 
his finest works. These abstract paintings, 
which he says are "mindscapes," are-
like everything Hewitt does - jam-
packed with things going on. Each pulls 
you in, insisting that you explore the long 
and complex story that it has to tell. Their 
hues, unlike those in the large paintings, 
are muted and contemplative. 
Commenting on the drastic difference 
between these nine paintings and the 
huge thumb paintings, Hewitt smiles. 
"Those big ones are yelling. screaming at 
you," he said. "While over on the other 
wall, those little ones are saying. 'Come 
over here, we've got a secret.'" 
This show is immense, extraordinarily 
diverse and utterly compelling. CIW 
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Spend a weekend on the coast 
sampling craft· brewed premium Sea 
Dog lagers and ales. Enjoy d inner for 
two at the Sea Dog waterfall tavem, 
then spend the night at Maine's 
coastal comfort, the Lord Camden Inn. 
In the moming, enjoy Lord Camden's 
complete breakfast including fresh 
baked blueberry muffins and Green 
Mountain gourmet coffee. For more 




NO. 1 PIZZA IN NEW ENGLAND 




11 AM TO 2 PM MONDAY - SA TURDA Y 
NOW YOU CAN TRY ALL OF FOODEES 
GREAT INTERNATIONAL PIZZAS 
IN ONE MEAL! 
774-4100 
FuU table service 
Free Parking 
FuU Bar Coming Soon! 
688 Forest Avenue • Woodford~ Corner • Portland, Maine 
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Art & Soul continued from page 20 
k t.o. 
stage 
"Absurd Person Slnpl .. " The Portland Players 
present Aian Ayckbourn's wild comedy farce about 
three very different married couples as we see them 
at Christmas parties and behind the scenes . You ' ll 
laugh 'til it hurts and then realize it's more than your 
sides that ache. Shows March 1S-Aprl12 -frl & Sat 
at 8 pm; Sun at 2:30 pm - at the Portland Players, 
420 Cottage Road, S. Portland. Tlx: $13.799-7337. 
"AntiIOM" The Theatre Project presents Sophocles ' 
timeless story of a family fractured by a young 
woman's rebellion against the politics of power. 
Shows March 17-April2- Thurs-Satat 8 pm; Sun 2 
pm; special performance Sun March 20, 2 pm 
benefits Peace Action Maine and will be followed by 
a discussion with Dr. Richard Wagner, chair of the 
Psychology Department at Bastes College, Lewiston, 
and professor of peace psychology- at the Theater 
Project, 14 School St .. Brunswick Maine. Tlx: $12 & 
$10 for regular performances, $15 for the March 20 
benefit. 729-8584 for regular performances, 772-
0680 for the benefit .. 
a.t .. _m Dance Company celebrates Its 25th 
anniversary with a gala showcase of works chorecr 
graphed and performed by approximately 50 former 
and current members 01 the company. Shows March 
19 - Sat at 8 pm - at the Bates College Schaeffer 
Theatre, Lewiston. Tlx: $4 & $2. The company 
performs its annual Spring show March 25-27 - Fri-
Sat at at 8 pm; Sun at 2 pm - at the Schaeffer 
Theatre. Tix: $4, $2 in advance. 786-6161. 
"TIle Dop of March" This mixed media theater 
event staged by the Bastard Sons of the Infocalypse 
Productions shows March 24-Aprill- Thurs & Frl at 
7:30 pm - at the Cave, 31 forest Ave , Portland 
(under Zootz). This is a 21+ show only. Tix: $3_ 773-
6572 . 
"James and the Giant Peach" Windham Center 
Stage Children's Theatre brings Roald Dahl's fantasy 
adventure to life March 12-27 - Sat at 7 pm; Sun at 
2 pm - at the Windham Community Center, School 
Road off Route 202. Tlx: $1 preschoolers, $3 stu-
dents and seniors, $5 adults. 892-7665. 
"Th. KIna: and I" Scarborough High School and the 
Oak Hill Players presentthis lavish musical , featuring 
a cast of more than 70 high school and elementary 
school students, March 17-20 -Thurs-Sat at 7 pm; 
Sun at 2:30 pm - at Scarborough High School, 
Gorham Road, Scarborough . Tlx: $7.50 adults, $5 
students and seniors. 883-4354. 
"01.enna" David Mame!'s Off-Broadway hit Ignites a 
brutal conflagration on a quiet college campus be-
tween a teacher and his student, ultimately burning 
away the lines between teacher and student, victim 
and victimizer, male and female . Shows March 17-
April 9 - Tues-Thurs at 7:30; Frl at 8; Sat at 5 & 9; 
Sun at 2; special 7 :30 show Sun March 19 - at the 
Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland . Tix: $13-$28. 774-0465. 
"On the Rut" The Bates Theater Company presents 
this original one-man drama in which a dual atme>-
sphere of fear and humor brings about an unex-
pected personal transformation. Written and per-
formed by Christian Gaylord. Shows March 24-26-
Thurs-Sat at8 pm-atthe GannettTheater, Pettigrew 
Hall, Bates College. Lewiston. nx: $2 & $1. 786-
6161. 
"TIle Overcoat" This Bates Theater Production is a 
dramatic adaptation of the Nikolai Gogol short story 
about one small , Inslgnlflcant man and his love for 
his overcoat. Shows March 17·19 - Thurs-Sat at 8 
pm - at the Gannett Theater, Pettigrew Hall, Bates 
College, Lewiston . TIx: $2 & $1. 786-6161. 
Portland'. Funniest Profual ...... cont .. t Flnlll.lt' s 
the flnal showdown of this elght-week-long competi-
tion at The Comedy Connection in which amateurs 
from Portland and surrounding areas have taken the 
stage (for the first time In their lives!) to find out 
who 's funniest. In the finale March 24 - Thurs at 
8 :30 pm - at The Comedy Connection (inside The 
Baker's Table Restaurant), 434 Fore St, Portland the 
winner will be determined. Thatfunsterwlll be whisked 
to Boston for a weekend via limousine to perform at 
Fanleul Hall Market Place. nx: $6. 774-5554. 
"Quater." USM's Department of Theater's Russell 
Square Players celebrate the joys, sorrows, hard 
work and loving play of pioneer women as their 
musical story unfolds around a special quilt that tells 
the story of a family's life. Shows March 11-20 -
Wed-Sat at 7 :30 pm; Sun at 5 pm -In Russell Hall 
on USM's Gorham Campus. Tix:$4-$7. 78()'5483. 
"Rodpra. Hert. Hem_teln" This performance 
of favorites the family will love Is presented by the 
Maine State Music Theatre March 19 & 20 - Sat at 
8 pm; Sun at 2 pm - at Bowdoin College 's Pickard 
Theatre, Main Street, Brunswick. nx: $18 & $15. 
725-8769. 
Chuck Roy end Guesta Chuck, a rising star on the 
Boston comedy circuit, comes out of the comedy 
closet to benefit the 1994 Portland Lesbian and Gay 
Pride March and cultural festival and the Pride 
Committee Stonewall 25 Project (Maine's particlp.r 
tion In the Intemational March on the United Nations 
for Affirmation of Lesbian and Gay Human rights), 
both of which take place in June. Chuck bills himself 
as a "really big comedian " and will be joined by 
guitarist Kim Volk, singer/guitarist Steve Ge~ach, 
and poet Kevin McLellan at the March 17 show -
Thurs at 6:30 pm-aIDiMillo's Aoating Restaurant, 
Commercial St, Portland. TIx: $10 in advance or $12 
at the door. 871-9940. 
"The Cowboy and the TIcer" Hank Beebe's musical 
for children plays at Dos Locos Mexican Restaurant, 
India and Fore streets, Portland Saturday afternoons 
through March 26 at 12:30 pm. nx: $4, free for 
children under 2, family maximum for tickets Is $16. 
775-6267 . 
"True W .. t" Vintage Repertory Company presents 
the third play In Sam Shepard 's "family trilogy," a 
portrayal of sibling rivalry exploring the American 
family as well as broader cultural values and myths; 
the freedom and independence embodied in the 
American west of the past versus the comfort and 
security of urban civilization; native instinct versus 
Intellectual wit; life versus art and order versus 
chaos. Shows March 3-19 - Thurs·Sat at 8 pm - at 
the Oak Street Theater, 92 Oak St, Portland. nx: 
$10. 8'8-4654. 
"'TWo By Two" The Reindeer Theatre Company pre-
sents th is musical comedy, an upbeat expose ofthe 
real story of Noah and the Ark, March 18-27 - Fri & 
Sat at 8 pm; Sun at 3 pm - at the Warren Memorial 
Library Auditorium, 479 Main St, Westbrook, Tix: 
$10.874-9002. 
"Vertaty Show' the American Red Cross Portland 
Chapter presents this performance March 23 - Wed 
at 7 pm - at the Portland City Hall Auditorium, 30 
Myrtle St, Portland. nx: $12, kids 12 and under $6 , 
blocks of 10 $100. 874-1192 or 871-8951. 
auditions 
Chlldr .. '. Tllew. of M .... announces auditions 
for the production of the winning script(s) from its 
th ird annual Young Playwrights Contest. Adults , teens 
and kJds of all ages are needed as well as musicians, 
designers and technicians. No experience or ap-
pointment necessary. Come to Jack Elementary 
School at 414 Eastern Promenade, Portland, March 
22 and 23 from 3:3().7 pm. 874'{)371_ 
Community OrchMtre of the Portland Symphony 
Invites string players to its Wednesday evening 
rehearsals . Locations vary. 883-2460. 
ltallen Folk Ensemble is auditioning singers and 
musicians. 767-3818. 
The Portland Pley ... are holding auditions for an 
upcoming production of "Addler on the Roof" which 
will show in May and June. All auditions will take 
place althe theater at420 Cottage Road, S. Portland 
March 19-22. Children and adults of all ages wel-
come. For specific times and to find out which parts 
are being auditioned on which day, call 799-7337. 
Portland Stace Company'. G_ Profect seeks 
female dancers/ actors for an original dance/ theater 




CherIah the Ledl .. (traditional Irish music) 7:30 pm, 
Portland City Hall Auditorium. 30 Myrtle St, Portland . 
Tix: $12 & $18. 772-8630. • 
Schooner Fer. (St. Patrick's Day folk concert) 7 pm, 
Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland. 21+ 
show only. Tix: $8 in advance, $10 at the door. 773-
0485. 
friday 18 
Anastasia Antonacos (piano recital) 8 pm. USM's 
Corthell Concert Hall , 37 College Ave, Gorham. Free. 
283-0817. 
Bet.. Colleee Choir and Chamber Orchestre 
(Handel's Messiah, Parts II & III) 8 pm, Ol in Arts 
Center Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. Free. 
786-6330. 
saturday 19 
Androacoaln Velley Conwnunlty Orch_a (compo-
s~lons by Vivaldi and Mozart) 8 pm, United Methodist 
Church, 439 Park St, Auburn. Tix: $5 & $3. 782-
1181_ 
Bet .. Collee. Choir and Chamber Orche.tre 
(Handel 's MeSSiah, Parts II & III) 8 pm, Olin Arts 
Center Concert Hall, Bates College. Lewiston. Free. 
786-6330. 
An Evenlneof Irish Sones (traditional and contempo-
rary Irish music) 7:30 pm, Swedenborgian Church, 
302 Stevens Ave. Portland. Tlx: 56 In advance, $8 at 
the door. 773-9549. 
Anne Hilla (Singer/ songwriter) 7:30 pm, Chocolate 
Church Arts Center, 804 Washington St, Bath_ Tix: 
$8 in advance, $10 at the door. 729-3185. 
sunday 20 
Bat.. Colleee Choir and Chamber Orche.tra 
(Handel 's Messiah, Parts II & III) 2 pm, Olin Arts 
Center Concert Hall , Bates College, Lewiston. Free. 
786-6330. 
Beeusolell with Michael Douc.t/The Dirty Dozen 
Br ... Band (Cajun music) 7:30 pm, State Theater, 
609 Congress St, Portland. Tix: $12, special Cajun 
dinner & concert ticket $26_ 773-5540. 
MIcH:o .. t Chamber Orchestra (popular favorites) 3 
pm, United Methodist Church, 320 Church Road, 
Brunswick. Tix: $7, students and kids $4. 725-5657. 
Merk Reneer • Mark Fredericks (student percus-
sionist recital) 3 pm, USM' 5 Corthell Concert Hall, 37 
College Ave. Gorham. Free. 7Bo.5555. 
monday 21 
Studio Voice Recital (student performance) 8 pm, 
USM's Corthell Concert Hall, 37 College Ave, Gorham. 
Free. 78()'5555. 
• upcomzng 
The De ......... 3/ 24/ 94 (a cappella) 7:30 pm, The 
Chalet, 51. Joseph 'sColiege, Sebago Lake, Windham. 
892-6766 X 1776. 
Unlv .... ty Chamber Orcheatre 3/ 24/ 94 (classical ) 
8 pm, USM's Corthell Concert Hall, 37 College Ave, 
Gorham. nx: $3 & $1_ 78()'5555 . 
Annl Clark/Val D'Aieuio 3/ 25/ 94 (folk / blues-
influenced music) 7 :30 pm. Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 
555 Congress St, Portland. Tix: $5. 761-3930 or 
774-8911. 
The North ... t WlncllljThe Stlilson Irish Step Denc-
ers 3/ 25/ 94 (traditional Irish music and dancing) 
7:30 pm. USM's Corthell Concert Hall , 37 College 
Ave, Gorham. nx: $6, students and seniors $3. 839-
4849. 
Rick Charette 3 / 26/ 94 (fami ly concert) 1 & 4 pm, 
Chocolate Church Arts Center, 804 Washington St, 
Bath. Tix: $10 adults, $8 students and seniors. 442-
8455. 
M"ne Chamber Ensembl. 3/ 26/ 94 (works by 
Stravinsky and 8eethoven) 8 pm, 113 Lisbon St, 
Portland. Tix: $12.50, $6.25 students. 782-1403. 
Meine Gay Men'. Chorus 3 / 26/ 94 ("Isn ·t it Roman-
tic, ' songs by Duke Ell ington, Fats Waller, Cole Porter 
and others) 8 pm, RrstParlsh Church, 425 Congress 
51. Portland. Tix: $10 In advance, $12 at the door. 
774-1112. 
Kendell Morae/Brian Chadbourne 3/26/ 94 (tradi-
tional and contemporary ball ads, sea shanties, pare>-
dies) 7:30 pm, Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens 
Ave, Portland. Tix: $6 in advance. $8 at the door. 
773-9549 . 
Cathedral Chamber Slneer. 3/27/ 94 (Palm Sun-
day, Holy Week and Easter masterpieces) 7:30 pm, 
St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State 51. Portland. Tix: $6, 
students and seniors $4. 772-5434. 
The Chorlll Art Society 3/ 27/94 (Rossini 's Petite 
Messe Solennelle) 2:30 pm, Cathedral of the Im-




The Rhythm Flah (blues) The Big Easy, 416 Fore St , 
Portland. 78()'1207. 
Wak. Laraaon. the Soulbender. (blues) Dos Locos 
Restaurant. 31 India St, Portland . 775-6267. 
BlC Craw Dedcly • Tho Swemp Thene (original 
zydeco) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Elderberry Jam (psychedelic blues) Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-
2787. 
Pettine Zoo (rock) Leo's Billiards, corner of Ex-
change and Fore streets, Portland. 78()'1111. 
Bicycle ThI.ves (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Bob Junior (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Arlo W .. t • the LA. Blu .. m .. (rockin ' blues) 
Raoul's Roadside AttractJon. 865 Forest Ave, Port-
land. 773-6686 . 
Rockln' Ru,ty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 76 7-4627 . 
Jenny Woodman end frlende (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. 
Boyd St, Portland. 773-6040. 
Gree Pow ... (laser karaoke) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay Bob Look (heavy dance/ live karaoke In front 
room) The Underground, 3 Spring St .. Portland. 773-
3315. 
Open Mic with Llea Sav.,e (acoustic rock) The 
Wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port BIlliards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Decade Music ('60s-'80s alternative dance) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6187. 
friday 18 
Mark Miller Blues Bend The Big Easy, 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 78()'1207. 
TBA Bramhall Pub, 769 Congress St, Portland . 773-
9873. 
Kevin McElroy (Irish) Brian Boru, 57 Center St, 
Portland. 78()'1506. 
Frenk Santor.llI, Chrl. McGulr., Del. Stockburcer 
(comedy) The Comedy Connection, 434 Fore St., 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Desperate Avtkadoz (reggae rock) Dos Locos Res-
taurant, 31 India St, Portland. 775-6267. 
L.th .. Cr_ and Umb C.,e (hard rock original ) 
Geno's. 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Swlnllna: Steaka (country) Granny Killam's Indus-
trial Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Rare Form (rock) Leo's Billiards, corner of Exchange 
and Fore streets, Portland. 780-1111. 
Blcycl. Thl.v .. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Bob Junior (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland_ 774-0444. 
The Fools (rock) RaOUl's Roadside Attraction. 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
The We ... I, (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
J.nny Woodmen (rock) T-8irds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-6040. 
Bli Cemeron (pop) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel , 5 _ Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejey Tim Shan.y (techno/ tribal/trance) The Un-
derground,3 Spring St .. Portland. 773-3315. 
BeBop Jazz Ensemble Victory Dell Bakeshop, One 
Monument Way, Portland. 772-7299. 
Blind AddlcUon (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland . 775-1944. 
All AI" V.rtleo (all ages dance) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6187. 
satuTday 19 
Merk Miller Blu .. Bend The Big Easy, 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 78()'1207. 
TBA Brian Boru, 57 Center St, Portland. 78()'1506. 
""'nk Santor .. II, Chit. McGulr., Del. Stockburcer 
(comedy) The Comedy ConnectJon, 434 Fore St. , 
Portland. 774-5554. 
Eddie Kirkland. the Enercy Band (blues) Dos Locos 
Restaurant, 31 India St, Portland. 775-6267. 
Sa .. Cralt end Altimeter (original, versatile rock) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
One Thin Dime end Machinery HaU (BostorK>aked 
blues) Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 
Market St. Portland. 761-2787. 
Some PIc (rock) Leo' s Billiards, corner of Exchange 
and Fore streets, Portland. 78()'1111_ 
Bicycle Thieve, (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Bob Junior (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Broken M.n (rock) RaOUl 's Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland . 773-6886. 
The W .... 1a (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Red UCht R.vue (R&B/ blues) Steamers atJordan 's 
Restaurant, 700 Main St, S. Portland. 780-8434. 
TBA T-8irds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland_ 773-6040. 
StralCht Up (pop) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara 
Hotel, S. Portland . 775-6161_ 
Deajey TIm Shaney (techno/ tribal/trance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Blind AddlcUon (hard rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
Orenpte"" Fly Splnech Fly and Beata the Hell Out 
of Me (three bands for three bucks) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
sunday 20 
Merk Miller Unpluged (blues/ R&B) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St. Portland. 78()'1207. 
Grend Poetry Slem Granny Killam 's Industrial 
Drlnkhouse, 55 Market St, Portland . 761-2787. 
Cattl. Cell (redneck country bluegrass) Gritty 
McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. 772-2739. 
Hey Mlet.r (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Pet. Gleuon (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Natlonel H.adllner Comedy with Paul Weyne T-
Birds , 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-6040. 
Deajey Tim Sha .. y (heavy dance) The Underground, 
3 Spring St , Portland. 773-3315. 
Jim Duffy (acou stic) Wharfs End , 52 Wharf St, Port· 
land_ 773-0093. 
Deejay Bob Look (request night/no cover) Zootz. 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
Search for a sound bite 
Portland has the second highest concentration 
of restaurants in the country. Right? 
• By Wayne Curtis 
If I had a pork chop for every time I 
heard that Portland has the most restau-
rants per capita after San Francisco, you 
wouldn't be able to find a barge big 
enough to float me out of the harbor. 
A good many Portlanders appear to 
believe this with an unshakable 
conviction. And they' ll insist that this 
fact appears in print and therefore must 






liar, reported in Portland magazine a 
while back that San Francisco and 
Portland "have the most restaurants per 
capita in the U.s." And "Down Eats: The 
Essential Maine Restaurant Guide" 
spells it out in black and white: Portland 
"has more restaurants, per capita, than 
any other city in the United States except 
San Francisco." 
While there has always been a certain 
amount of pleasure in tossing around 
this fact, the claim has always smelled a 
bit funny to me. Not that it couldn't be 
true - there are a lot of restaurants in 
town_ But it seemed a little weird that 
someone would actually take the time to 
figure this out. So I took an afternoon off 
to track down this "fact" and see if it had 
any roots in reality. 
I figured the best place to start was 
with one of the sources: Portland writer 
Cynthia Hacinli, author of the 1991 
guide in which the fact appears not once 
but twice - both inside and on the back 
cover. She admitted that she was a bit 
curious about this as well, but had 
confirmed it with the Portland Visitors 
Information Center before going into 
print. 
So I called the center. "We use that 
figure lightly, occasionally," Sue Hall 
said, but then admitted that it might be a 
bit out of date. And what sources did she 
use? She reported her source to be the 
Maine Restaurant Association in 
Augusta. 
"We may use it, but I don't think we 
generated it," said Barbara Velde, who 
works for the restaurateurs. She passed 
along the name of a restaurant trade 
journal in New York for more 
information, but they didn' t have a clue 
as to what I was talking about. 
Dead end. llis rumor now clearly 
warranted a full investigation. 
I started with the Portland City 
Oerk's office, where I was told that 556 
businesses have licences to serve food . 
But a problem soon arose. Some were 
registered as restaurants, but served little 
food . (Some new bars have used the 
restaurant classification to avoid 
Portland's moratorium on lounges.) 
Some were registered as lounges, but did 
serve passable food . Sorting them out 
was impOSSible; comparing this data 
with numbers obtained from equally 
inscrutable city halls around the country 
made little sense. What's more, this 
morass of classifications made me want 
to nap. 
The next stop was the U.S. Census of 
the Retail Trade, which inventories 
"eating and drinking establishments" by 
city, allowing apples to be compared 
with apples_ 
Early research confirmed one thing-
San Francisco does have a hell of a lot of 
restaurants_ No other city even comes 
close. According to the census people, 
San Francisco has one eating or drinking 
spot for every 152 residents. By way of 
comparison, New York has but one place 
for every 676 people; Baltimore one for 
every 555 people and Boston one for 
every 431. Even Seattle, newly celebrated 
for its gustatory hedonism, weighed in 
with a relatively impoverished one 
restaurant for every 381 people. 
And Portland? Well, it turns out 
we've got a pride-swelling one 
restaurant for every 344 residents, giving 
us the second highest restaurant 
population per capita - when compared 
with major cities. 
Except ... well, there's the little matter 
of Billings, Mont., one of several cities I 
flipped to at random in the census. 
The city of Billings, population 81,125 
(about a fourth again as big as Portland) 
has one restaurant for every 331 
residents, or so says the U.s. 
government. That's enough to displace 
Portland from its exalted position. 
I called west to see how Billings might 
explain this concentration_ "Wow!" said 
Polly Stebbins in Billings. "1' m director 
of tourism and I didn't even know that." 
But she did have a theory about all those 
restaurants: "Well, quite frankly, there 
are a lot of bars in Montana." 
OK, so that's the game. If we control 
for boozing cowboys and just use the 
category " eating establishment" for the 
two cities, Portland edges out Billings 
with one restaurant for every 3m people, 
compared to the western city's 424. 
Except.. _ well, then there's the little 
matter of Santa Fe, N .M. In the eating 
category, it beats us out with one 
establishment for every 377 people. 
Alright, how about another measure 
- the broader metropolitan statistical 
area. (This would include South Portland 
food court eateries and Freeport 
restaurants, for instance.) Again, 
Portland looks pretty good here, with 
one eating and drinking establishment 
for every 547 people regionwide - not 
far from the San Francisco Bay Area's 
403. But Billings sneaks past us again 
with one place for every 525 cowboys. 
OK - so who wants to count every 
restaurant? How about just the good 
restaurants. For that, we can compare the 
restaurants rated one star or higher in 
the respected "Mobil Travel Guides_" 
Portland has 12 of these places - one for 
every 5,363 people, beating out both San 
Francisco and Billings. 
Except. . . well, then there's the little 
matter of Pittsfield, Mass. It's also got 12 
rated establishments, but also far fewer 
residents, yielding a Mobil-rated 
restaurant for every 4,051 residents. 
I could have compared us with other 
U.S. cities, but who cared after we lost to 
Billings and Pittsfield? After all, do we 
really want to know that Portland has 
the 18th highest restaurant concentration 
in the nation? 
If this finding leaves you disillusion-
ed, take yourself out to Portland Head 
Light. Elizabeth Peavey says it's the most 
photographed lighthouse in the country. 
en 
GUESS WHO'S COOKING GREEK LUNCH & DINNERS! 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL - VEGETAbLE lASAGNA & GREEk SAlAd. 
DiNNER 6.95, LUNCIi ~.95 
BAKLAVA, CHOCOLATE BAKLAVA 
HApPY HOUR: 4:00-8:00PM - Two fOR ONE - GEARyS, MolsON, HARPOON I.P.A. 
BRUNCH • SUN~Y lO:OOAM - 2:00PM 
I.l\NIIIY GRAVAS-kEYboARds, .luz & IioNkYTOllik 
FREE STREET TAVERNA 
128 FREE STREET, PORTLA~D 774-1114 
Serving Food ll:OOam to Closing 
WASHINGTON DC 






Visit the institutions, 
monuments, galleries 
gardens and landmarks in 
this IIday in the lifell of 
Washington, DC, 
SUNDAY at 12:30 P.M. 





(Shown - Queen $369 ash unfinished, 
finished $415) 
Also, peneH post 
and areh designs. 










Check it out. Read the ads. You'll find people who 
are smart, interesting and funny" People like yoursel£ 
So pick up the phone and give them a call. You may 
just add a smile to your life. 
To listen and respond to ads, call 1-900-370-2041. 
Call costs S1.49/min. Must be over 18. 
litH-I:mp erso n a Is 
1~'m3[tJ 
I ; 
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NOWAT THE 
1illW 
AVE. PORTLAND MAINE 
77:z.~0300 
{!ON ~AN1>~"," 
WE SER.Yf~ @Bo~1--..T 
AT REGULAR PRlCE5 
ALTHOUGH OUR BEER SELEc:nOI'<S CHANGE 
WEEKLY, WE ALWAYS WNE BEERS 
FROM kENNEBUNKPORT BREWING CO. 
SUNDAY RI\lfR, 5EA DOG. SAM ADAMS, 
HARPOON. GEARY5,Ac"DIA. AWORtWS 
L~KE ST. GEOR~E.ANO GRITTY, 
\ck~ 
= 0<' ~ 1''''1~~ 
restaurant 
~reat Food At Reasonable Pric~ 
any time . .. afly sellJon 
Lobsters ~ Seafood ~ Steaks 
Burgers ~ Salads ~ Appetizers 
& Hearty Sandwiches 
100 Item Menu Plus Blackboard Specials 
Children's Menu * Take Out Menu 
7 Days A Week "* Patio Dining 
Breakfast * Sunday Jazz Brunch 
Nonsmoking & Smoking Dining Rooms 
Surrounding Our Full Service Bar 
Fresh Microbrewed Maine Draughts 
Reservations & Credit Cards Accepted 
The Largest, Most Convenient 
Parking In Freeport 
\. c Ie e 
~ ~ (' 
" ~ <J> 
restaurant 




has found US. 
Have you? 
• "At Anthony's, the 
creative streak shows" 
• ..... If you can't find 
something for lunch at 
Anthony's, you're probably 
not hungry." 
• ... "mini calzones just the 
right size for lunch ($2.99)" 
• AU quotes from "Cheap Eats" PPH 2/3/94 
***FOOD ****SERVICE 




151 Middle Street - Next to Videoport 
774-8668 open nights and weekends 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
JAZZ 
The Be Bop Jazz Ensemble 
r----;;:,------, Friday, March 1 8 
5:30-8:00 pm 
at 








& Affordable Dinners 
ONE MONUMENT WAY & 
299 FOREST AVE 
772-7299 
Dinner Menu 
through March 24th 
Appetizers: 
• Cnhcakes with remoulade sauce 
• Eggplant dip with crudites 
• Mussels with leeks. garlic and white wine 
• Lamb and fennd sausage with red 
and green peppers 
SOUpS &- Salads: 
• Tomaro-dill bisque 
• Caesar salad 
• Ft'esh mozzarella with artichoke hearts and 
radicchio 
• Fresh asparagus with raspberry vinaigrette 
Entrees: 
• Halibut filet with lemon-caper butter 
• Scallops with ginger, Oriental vegetables 
and angel hair 
• Frogs' legs with tomaloes, garlic and herbs 
• Duck breast with sun-dried cranberries and 
brown sauce: 
• Venison medallions with cracked pepper IUld 
Merlot sauce 
• Sweetbreads with shiitake mushrooms and 
Marsala wine sauce 
• Veal scallopini with creme fraich. and 
mustard sauce 
• Vegetarian cassoulet with wimer vegetables 
Free Parking Available 
58 Pine St. 773-8223 
BayflWorks 
15 Ttmplf Strut, Portl.nd lO1l879-l4Z5 
LISTINGS 
MEXICAN 
T orliDa Flat. Sixteen years of serving fine 
Mexican cuisine. Just minutes from downtown 
Portland. A memorable Mexican experience you 
can afford anytime. M.e., Visa accepted. 
Parking.' 87 Forest Ave. Portland. 797-8729. 
ECLECTIC 
Cric:L.el!li Re!lilauranl. Innovative New 
England cuisine. Great food at reasonable prices. 
'00 plus item menu, casual atmosphere. Seafood, 
steaks, salads & hearty sandwiches. Separate non-
smoking area. Sunday live jazz brunch. M.e., Visa, 
Amex, Diners Club and Carte Blanche accepted. 
Parking. Reservations accepted. 7 days a week, 
":30·' 0:00. , 75 lower Main St. Freeport. 865· 
4005. 
Foodee!li. Sixteen intemational pizza 
combinations. Five heart·healthy crusts. Voted 
best pizza in New England by Boston Globe. 
Buffet Monday· Friday' 1·2pm. M.e., Visa, 
accepted. Parking. 688 Forest Ave. Portland. 774-
4100. 
Good T aLle. Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. 
Screened, starlit deck. Full bar. Seafood, 
barbeque; Greek. Kidfriendly, good lookin' staff. 
Honest food. Honest prices. M.e., Visa accepted. 
Parking. Rte 77, Cape Elizabeth. 799·4663. 
Great lost Bear. Full bar featuring 36 
beers on tap. Extensive menu ... sandwiches, 
soups, salads, platters. Lunch or dinner in the 
mysterious Woodfords area. M.e., Visa, Amex 
accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-
0300. 
KalaLdin. Daily Blue Plate Specials S9.95 
and unpretentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta. 
Home made, Good Cookin'. Monday-Thursday 5· 
'OPM, Friday & Saturday 5-11 pm. Comer of 
Spring and High st. Portland. 
PepperduL. Indian, Mexican, Japanese and 
Caribbean fare. Organic beef, fresh seafood and 
exotic chicken dishes. All entrees priced below 
S' O. Smoke free. Artful, funky decor. No credit 
cards accepted. Parking. 78 Middle st. Portland. 
772-0531. 
Porlland Wine &. OIeese. Delicious 
homemade soups and sandwiches, wines, 
champagnes and cheeses. Large selection of 
gourmet foods. Gift baskets. Party platters, 
catering and deliveries. M.e., Visa and Amex 
accepted. '68 Middle st. Portland. 772-4647. 
The WestSide. Fresh game and seafood; 
organic produce. Moderately priced entrees. 
Comfortable, casual ambiance. M.e. ,Visa 
accepted. Parking. Reservations recommended. 
58 Pine SL Portland. 773·8223. 
MIDEAST 
KaLoL n' Curry. Enjoy classic Pakistani 
culture. Authentic curries, kabobs and a variety of 
tasty nan. Lunch specials daily. Dinner and Take 
Out. Maine Sunday Telegram ... , /2. Monday-
Saturday" -3, 5-' O. Sunday 5·' O. M.e., Visa 
accepted. Parking. 565 Congress St. Portland. 
874-2260. 
C~FE 
Porl BaL.e House. Take out fresh baked 
pastries and great lunches. Summer seating on 
the deck. Soups with pizzaz, creative deli 
sandwiches and healthy salads. 205 Commercial 
st. Portland. 773-22'7. 
Bagel W orL.!Ii. Freshly baked traditional 
style bagels. Vermont cream cheeses, egg 
sandwiches for breakfast. Deli meats, cheeses, 
fresh salads and soups for lunch. , 5 Temple st. 
Portland. 879-2425. 
o.ristine's Dream. Breakfast all day. 
Weekend brunch Saturday and Sunday 9·2. Daily 
lunch specials. Tuesday-Friday 7-2, Saturday & 
Sunday 9-2. Parking. 4' Middle St. Portland. 774-
2972. 
Vidory Deli &. BaL.e SLop. Fresh 
baked pastry & wholegrain breads, deli sand-
wiches, homemade soups and salads. Breakfast, 
lunch & dinner daily. Parking. One Monument 
Way, 299 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-7299. 
ITALIAN 
An.Lony's Italian Kitmen. For a 
great and inexpensive meal or a homemade pizza, 
stop by for lunch or dinner. Open 7 days. Parking. 
151 Middle St. Portland. 774-8668. 
FresL MarL:et Pasta. For the best 
homemade pastas and sauces in Portland. Open 
for lunch, dinner and late night dining. Italian 
wine and beers. Espresso. 'cappucinno. Desserts. 
Bring the family! M.e., Visa and Amex accepted. 
43 Exchange St. 60 Market St. Portland. 
773-7146. 
AMERICAN 
"omeplate. Incredible breakfast and lunch. 
Menu voted #, three years in a row! Open 6am-
3pm seven days a week. Late nights Thursday. 
Saturday 11 PM-6AM. 5 Dana St. Portland. 
ParL.ers. Family dining in the Northport area. 
Beef, chicken, seafood and sandwiches. Open for 
lunch and dinner. Available for special functions. 
Steaks, drinks, good times! M.e., Visa, Amex 
accepted. Parking. Corner of Washington & Allen 
Aves. Portland. 878-3339. 
SEAFOOD 
1'5 O.,. ... er Bar. Fresh seafood daily. Shellfish 
& pasta dishes our specialty. Relaxed friendly 
atmosphere. Seasonal patio dining. M.e., Visa 
accepted. Parking. 5 Portland Pier. Portland. 772-
4828. 
NOUVELLE 
Da~icr s Restaurant. Upstairs casual 
dining, delicious food, and raw bar. Downstairs, 
elegant cuisine. Seafood, chicken, beef and pasta 
entrees. Prepared by Master Chef David Turin. 
M.e., Visa, Amex accepted. 164 Middle Sl 
Portland. 773-4340. 
GREEK 
Free Street Ta~erna. Authentic Greek 
food. Family recipes and friendly atmosphere. First 
level-eatery/taverna. Second level-smoke free 
dining. Outdoor deck. M. e., Visa accepted. 128 
Free St. Portland. 774-1114. 
CL -.,t-Nts lr{~f Dream 
41 Middle Street 
Portland, Maine 
SflrvinS breakfast all day with 
daify lunch specials. 
Tues .. Fri. 7-2 
Weekend Brunch 
Sat-Sun 9·2 
HapE!ness no charge. 
774-2972 
~ Tortilla Flat- Two words that mean fine ~~ 
l\t1exican food. All your favorite Mexican dishes 
- Fajitas, chimichangas, burritos, tacos, 
enchiladas, combination plates & more 
- Drink Specials l Margaritas, frozen margaritas, 
frozen daquiries, pina coladas, full bar selection 
- Mexican, Import & Domestic Beers 
f~!:~.~ .~hili Happy Hour 4 1 7, Mon l Thurs 
~ . ! ~\f {::' -1871 Forest Ave, Portland 
f\d1 79718729 open 7 days 
1;·· , 
.- :~:-: :~, 
~ 
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Food is perhaps the most basic human 
need. Beyond the basic nourishment for the 
body, a good meal brings family or friends 
together in a spirit of conviviality. Food is a 
necessity, but dining well is a pleasure, and 
cooking well is both an art and a science. 
Today, more than ever before, the cook has a 
tremendous selection of ingredients from all 
the corners of the globe. Many unfamiliar 
ones are surprisingly delicious. Americans 
are discovering such delights as lemon grass, 
tamarinds, tomatillos, and surimi, and in the 
process, they are learning to cook in many 
RES TAU RAN T 
different styles. In weeks to come, we'll be 
bringing you tips on preparing different 
kinds of foods, useful tools for the kitchen, . 
information on both familiar and unusual 
ingredients, and suggestions for healthy and 
delicious meals. 
I'm David Turin, the chef and proprietor of 
David's Restaurant At The Oyster Club. In 
the weeks to come we'll be discussing fine 
food and wine and swapping some great 
recipes, so I hope you'll join us. We offer 
both casual dining upstairs and elegant 
dining downstairs. 
David's Restaurant· 164 Middle Street· Portland • 773-4340 
March 17, 1994 27 
Brunch So Tasty It'll 
Make You Lick Your 
Plate! 
• Eggs Benedict • Almond Crusted French 
Toast ·Greek Soul Food - Apple Cheese 
Blintzes· Fruit Filled Crepes· Tony's 
Famed Corned Beef Hash - Maine Guide 
Breakfast -Salmon & Eggs ... 
Serving Great Saturday 
B-.Fast 'Till Noon! 
: The Good Table Restaurant: 
I 1l0l'RS, T l ·E"·H{I 11·9. ~AT ~.9. ,\.:-; ,. \ I 








Classic Pakistani Cuisine 
565 Congr.ss 51, Portt.i • 814·2260 
Men-Sal 3-S /5-10; Sun 5-10 
with Yorkshire Pudding 
Every Fri. & Sat. Night 
Join us tonight! 
878·3339 • RESERVATIONS WELCOME 
CORNER OF WASHINGTON 
& ALLEN AVENUE 
• AMPLE PARKING· 
~\(s\. 
Maine's 1\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
TIRED? 
of trying to find 
a place to have 
a late lunch? 
EAT 







We serve our full menu all day 
llam . Midnight! 
~~~~Mixing 
Good People, 
Good Food and 
Good Drinks 
for 16 Years 
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art 
University of _n Maine P_MeI Carn ..... 
Center 92 Bedford St, Portland. Exhibit of portraits, 
photographs and quotations of Black history in Maine 
used In making the documentary film, "Anchor of the 
Soul" currently shows. Hours: Mon-frI7·10, Sat-Sun 
10-7.7B0-4090. 
out of town 
Bowdoin Collece Mu .... m of ArtWalker Art Building, 
BoWdoin College, Brunswick. The museum Is open to 
the public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5, Sun 
2-5. 725-3275. 
Maine Maritime Museum Maritime History Building, 
243 Washington St, Bath. Current exhibits include "A 
Story to Tell: shows through April 9; "Shipwreck!" 
shows through October 2; "Family Fleets, " ongoing; 
"A Maritime History of Maine: ongoing. Gallery 
hours: dally 9:30-5. Admission: $6. 443-1316. 
Olin Ana c ... t., Museum of Art, Bates College, 
Lewiston. "Black Dolls, Memorabilia and Children's 
Uterature: an exhibition focusing on the Image of 
the black child as portrayed in 19th-and 2OttH:entury 
books and artifacts, Includinghan<krafted folkdolls, 
and porcelain likenesses of famous African Amerl· 
cans, shows through March 20. Artist Faith Ringgold, 
wihose work is Included in the exhiM, discusses 
"Thirty Years MaklngArt" March 17 at 7:30pm at the 
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall. Free_ Hours: 10-5 Tues-
Sat, 1-5 Sun. 786-6158. 
PeI~t M ....... 159 Park Row, Brunswick. "Worth 
a Thousand Words: Contemporary Images of Joshua 
L. Chambe~aln," shows through 1994. Uthographs, 
all paintings and sculpture produced since 1982 
portray the Civil War veteran and former president of 
Bowdoin College. Hours: Mon-fri 94:30, the first Sat 
of each month 14. 729-6606. 
University of Southam Maine Art G"ery37 College 
Ave, Gorham. "Portraits: Artist and Sitter: sele.,. 
tions from the Burk Collection, featuring 60 works on 
paper by 19th- and 2Oth-century American and Euro-
pean artists Including Mi~on Avery, James Whistler, 
Edgar Degas, Aubrey Beardsley, Edvard Munch, 
Edouard Manet, Auguste Renoir and Giorgio de 
Chirico shows through March 24. Gallery Hours: Sun-
Thurs 124. 780-5409. 
other 
Art In the Att_ Adults are Invited to work with 
Ann Planta Kollegger March 19 & 26 In the museum 
classroom from 1:30-3:30 pm to leam the history of 
design end to tour the museum's galleries to study 
graphic art, as well as using printmaking techniques 
to create your own work. No previous experience 
necessary, all matenals provided, advance registra-
tion and payment required. Cost: $30 for museum 
members. $36 for nonmembers. Seven Congress 
Square. Portland. 775-6148. 
Contemporary Art for high school students only 
meets from 10:30 am -12:30 pm March 19 & 26 and 
April 2 & 9 . Students in grades 9-12 are invited to try 
their hand at video art, creating their own storyboards 
and working behind the camera and producing their 
own video work to be aired on television . Each 
student will receiVe a copy of the video. Pre-registra-
tion required. 775~148. 
ereatlve Resource Center, 1103 Forest Ave, Port-
land, offers fun craft activities for kids and the adults 
wiho care for them. Upcoming activities Include: 
"Paint and Collage Fun" for kids ages 3-5, March 18 
from 11 am-noon; "Shadowboxes" for kids ages 5-
12, March 19 from 1-2:30 pm; "Stuffed Eggs and 
Shapes " for 3-5-year-olds, March 25 from 11 am-
noon; "Creating Collages" for kids ages 5-12 , March 
26 from 1-2:30 pm; "Origami Bug Kites " for kids 
ages 6-12 March 26 from 11 am-noon. Fees vary, 
reservations required. Children must be accompa-
nied by an adult. 797-9543. 
Creative Saturday Workshops The Portland YWCA 
offers a spring season of one-dayworkshops offering 
Instruction In gift and home-decorating projects. All 
workshops take place at the Y at 87 Spring St, 
Portland. The first workshop Is on Edible Bread 
Sculptures and takes place March 26 from 9:30 am-
noon. For fees and additional information call 874-
1130. 
South Portland Recreation at 21 Nelson Road, S. 
Portland , offers drawing and watercolor classes for 
seniors beginning April 4 and crafts classes for kids 
beginning April 6 . Senior drawing classes will meet 
Mondays from 10:30 am-noon and seniorwatercolor 
classes will meet Tuesdays from 3:30-4:30 pm. 
Kids' clay sculpture classes for 5-12-year-olds will 
meet Mondays from 3:30-5 pm for 5-12-year-olds 
and Wednesdays from 6:30-8 pm for 9-12·year-olds . 
Creative to the Max! classes for 5-12-year-olds will 
meet Wednesdays from 3:30-5 pm. Pre-reglstration 
required. 767-7650. 
"Sprlnc for life" The eighth annual art auction to 
benefit The Aids Project takes place March 19 at the 
State Theatre, 609 Congress St., at 5 p.m. Tlx: $5. 
A free preview of the art is open to the public 9 a.m.-
4:30 p.m. A gala reception Is held at the Portland 
Museum of Art from 6-7 p.m. Tix: $20. 774-6877. 
sense 
Anchor of the Soul This documentary about black 
history and race relations In Maine premieres March 
19 at 7 pm at the Arst Parish Church, 425 Congress 
St. Portland with a reception following. The film tells 
the story of African Americans struggling to create 
and sustain a black community in northem New 
England. The documentary will air on Maine Public 
Television next fall. Admission bydonation: $5 adults, 
$2 children, $15 families . Proceeds benefit the 
Green Memorial Church building fund. 774-5212. 
OI..,.--and Revle_atthe Pilgrtmage InterfaM 
Bookstore and Center for Dialogue, 441 Congress 
St, Portland, include the following: local joumallst 
Shoshane Hoose discusses her documentary on 
black religion in Portland March 22 at 12:15 pm; ivan 
C. Bumell of Intemational Personal Development. 
speaks on the "Yes Factor" March 24 at 7 pm. 772-
1508. 
Lesblan/Gay/Slsexual Law Caucus at the Univer-
sity of Maine School of Law offers panel discussions 
on pertinent legal Issues. A March 22 discussion 
explores every<lay legal Issues wihlch should be of 
concern to same-sex and unmarried couples, includ-
ing public housing, mortgages, leases, wills and 
powers of attorney. Both discussions take place at 7 
pm at the UM School of Law, 246 Deering Ave, 
Portland. 761-2413. 
Lol\C Term Companions: The Politics of Gay and 
Lesbian Families, is the topic of the March 22 
meeting of "The Gathering" at USM's Commuter 
Student Lounge in the Campus Center, 92 Bedford 
St, Portland . Students and non-students are wel-
cometo join In these weekly meetings which focus on 
issues concerning gay, lesbian, bisexual and 
transgendered people. 780-4050. 
Maine Writ ... and Publishers Alliance offers wOrk-
shops with established writers on the craft and 
business of writing In diverse genres. The sessions 
usually take place at the Maine Writers Center, 12 
Pleasant St, Brunswick. Upcoming topics include: 
Poetry Writing March lM.1ay 21; "The Craft of Ac-
tion " March 19 & 20; "Feature Writing for Magazines 
and Newspapers" March 26. Registration and pay-
ment required two weeks In advance of each class. 
Open to MWPA members and nonmembers. For 
information on fees and registration, call 729-6333. 
"Sexual Minorities In TV .. d Film: An Insider'. 
VIew" is the topic of a March 24, 7:30 pm discussion 
by independent filmmaker/producer Jayne Sporteili . 
The talk Is sponsored by the Matlovich Society and 
takes place at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring 
St, Portland. 773-1209. 
"South Africa: PoInt of No Ratum" is the topic of a 
World Affairs Council Lecture by Bamey Mthombothl, 
editor of the Soweran in Johannesburg, South Africa. 
Takes place March 17 from 5-7 pm at St. Luke 's 
Cathedral Parish Hall, Park Street entrance, Port-
land. Admission: $5; free to students, WAC mem-
bers St. Luke's parishioners. USM community. 780-
4551. 
Women'. Hlatory Month ActlvftJes at the University 
of Southern Maine's Portland and Gorham cam-
puses, and at other locations, Include films, videos, 
lectures, discussions, dinners, demonstrations and 
other diverse events throughout March. "Qullters," a 
musical about pioneer women, plays through March 
20 at USM's Russell Hall on the Gorham Campus. A 
Women's Aim Series shows March 17 at noon. 
March 18, at 4 pm In USM's Luther Bonney Audit.,. 
rium, keynote speaker Janice Radway, a professor at 
Duke University, speaks on "The Book Club Wars: 
The Spectre of the PaSSive Consumer in the 1920s." 
Dara Birnbaum. feminist video artist. discusses her 
work March 24. Other topics include "The Ufe and 
limes of Rosie the Riveter," "Becoming and Indepen-
dent Midwife" and " Is sisterhood Global?" For ticket 
and other information call 780-4289. 
wellness 
ConfIdential STD Clinic The Portland Public HeaM 
Division sponsors a Sexually Transmitted Disease 
Clinic, offertng confidential, low-cost screening and 
treatment on a walk-in basis Tuesdays and Thurs-
days from 3:~ pm at Portland City Hall, Room 
303, 389 Congress St, Portland. Services are avail-
able to Portland residents and nonresidents. Medic-
aid accepted. Anonymous and confidential HIV test-
Ing by appointment only. 874-8784. 
EatlntAwarenesa Therapy explores the relationship 
of body Image and problematic eating. A one-day 
workshop for women on this theme takes place 
March 19 from 9:3()'3:30 pm at 150 St. John St, 
Portland. Call to register. 865-6027 or 529-5264. 
Lupua Group of Maine meets March 20 at 3:30 pm 
In the Bernstein Room at the Barron Center, 1145 
Brighton Aye, Portland. The toplc will be dealing with 
grief and loss in chronic illness. All are welcome. 
883-2460. 
Meditation, the DIvine Impulae Is offered March 21 
at 7:30 pm by the Portland Sufi Order at the Expres-
sive Therapy Center,150 St. John St, Portland. 774-
1203. 
Rutoratlve Yoca: A Vacation from Stress takes 
place March 19 from 8:30-11 am at Portland Yoga 
Studio, 616 Congress St, Portland. This beginner's 
sampler of Iyengar style hatha yoga includes pos-
tures to discharge tension from the body and focus 
the mind as well as supported restorative poses, 
breathing and relaxation to soothe the nerves and 
relieve stress. Cost: $20. 797-5684. 
She_ala Tralnl...: offered by the Shambhala Cen-
ter, an organization dedicated to Buddhist practk:e, 
study and training, takes place March 25-27. "Ordi-
nary Magic " will take place at the China Lakes 
Conference Center. Tuition ; $100. Pre-registratlon 
required. 993-2834. 
Splrftual Education CI .. _ are offered at Ught of 
the Moon, 324 Fore St, Portland. March 18 learn 
about "Predictive Astrology" with Abbe Anderson 
(runs for four weeks); March 19 psychic readings are 
offered from 11 anr6 pm; March 23 from 6:30-9:30 
pm explore past lives and leam how the concept can 
help you deal with the "here and now." Fees vary. 
828-1710. 
family 
Not for Chlldr ... Only is a series of reading and 
discussion programs In children's literature offered 
atthe South Portland Ubrary. Books to be discussed 
Include "Uttle Women" March 17; "Wind in the 
Willows" March 31; "Chartotte's Web" April 7 and 
"Roll of Thunder" April 21. For more information call 
767-7660. 
Parentlnc CI ..... Greater Portland YMCA presents 
a series of parenting classes once a month at 70 
ForestAve, Portland. Free for YMCA members; $5 for 
nonmembers. Child care available for an additional 
$2.50. Formeetingtimes and additional information 
call 874-1111. 
Support for Single Parents is a new group facilitated 
by a licensed social worker which meets Wednesday 
evenings from 6 :30-7:30 pm at the Greater Portland 
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave, Portland. Child care Is avail-
able for $2.50 andthe meetings are free. 874-1111. 
YMCA CI ..... The Greater Portland YMCA invites kids 
ages 8-13 to check out Its Youth Membership Club 
Mon-fnfrom J.6 pm. Teens ages 13-18 can have fun 
and learn skills and services at the Teen Leaders 
Club. 874-1111. 
YWCA SprInt Regllltration The Portland YWCA Is 
accepting registration for spring classes and activi-
ties. Mall-ln registrations will be accepted through 
March 23, walk-Ins will be accepted March 24 & 25 
from 9 anr6 pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. 
874·1130. 
sweat 
Ballroom Brunch The United States Amateur Ball-
room Dancers Association Southern Maine Chapter 
sponsors this brunch and dance March 20 from 
10:30 am - 2: 30 pm at the Roost, Chicopee Road , 
Buxton. cost: $7.50 for USABDA members, $10 
others. 934-7990. 
Dance Movement Therapy The Expressive Therapy 
Center, 150 St. John St, Portland, sponsors th is 
Informational evening March 25 at starting at 7:30 
pm for participants to leam and move together. 871-
8274. 
Full Moon Group Tourinc offered by Back Country 
Excursions of Maine March 26. Begin the evening 
with a potluck meal, then cross-country ski under a 
full moon on wide forest trails. Anlsh up with hot 
chocolate, dessert, and a hot tub soak. All tours are 
gulde-led In ParsonSfield. Cost: $20 per person. 
Tours limited In size, call for reservations. 625-8189. 
Indoor Archery I.essons for beginning archers and 
prospective bow hunters. Ninely-mlnute lesson of-
fered March 23 from 7:30-9 pm at L.L. Bean, Casco 
Street Conference Center, Freeport. Cost: $15, pre-
registration required, flrstcome, first served.l-80()' 
3414341 X2508. 
Indoor Soccer for Kids grades K~ I s offered by the 
Greater Portland YMCA on Saturdays beginning March 
19 and ending May 7. Register by March 17. 874-
1111. 
JItterbuC SwIRl: Ia Hot Stuff Get In on this dance 
craze with three classes In March that will Introduce 
you to the bask: foot patterns and arm movements 
you'll need to know to bop to eany hot jazz, smooth 
big band, lively 50s rhythm, blues and rock & roll. 
Classes take place March 17 and 24 at 7 pm at the 
Portland School of Ballet, 341 Cumbenand Ave, 
Portland. Cost: $20 per person for all three classes. 
774-2718. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels, beginnerto expert. 
Upcoming activities Include a March 19 sledding 
outing at Pinkham Notch, New Hampshire (871-
8682) and an April 2 skiing outing at Sugarloaf (781-
7454). Wednesdays at 6 pm cross-country ski or 
skate with the Casco Bay Bike Club (865-9558). 
Weekly walk around Back Cove everyTues & Thurs at 
6 pm (meet In Payson Park) . Next monthly meeting 
takes place Aprtl 6 at 7 pm at the North Deering 
Congregational Church, 1364 Washington Ave, Port-
land. For trtp Info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 828-
0918. For club and membership info call 774-3886. 
Singles Dance sponsored by the Singles' Network 
takes place March 26 from 8:45-12 :30 pm at the 
Elk's Club, 1945 Congress St, Portland. live music 
by Silver Lace. Smoke Free. Admission: $5 mem-
bers, $8 nonmembers. The dance will follow a 
presentation, "What Is the Singles' Network?" at 7 
pm. 1~00-375-6509 or 7614472. 
SprInt flint Dance takes place at the S. Portland 
VFW Hall , 50 Peary Terrace, S. Portland March 26 
from 8 prYHllidnlght. Tony Boffa provides music. lix: 




Aucoclacol Celebrate Maine's Casco Bay region 
with 50 events highlighting the region ' s history, 
ecology, manne resources and the arts March 11·20, 
sponsored by Portland's Downtown Distnct. Events 
Include special displays at the Maine Maritime Mu-
seum In Bath and at the Casco Bay Ferry Terminal , 
Commercial St. Portland; eXhibits at local businesses 
and educational Institutions; tours of the Portland 
Are Boat and Are.Rescue Boat, Fort Preble and the 
fish auction; special performances; public lectures 
and much more. Look for brochures at local busl· 
nesses or call 772-6828. 
A Setter Cuco Bay begins with understanding. 
Upcoming free events organized by the Casco Bay 
Estuary Project to help you get to know this beautiful 
and valuable resource Include: "The Winter Wand of 
Casco Bay: a three-hourtour of the bay on a heated 
boat March 19 from 9 am-noon, departing from the 
Casco Bay FerryTermlnal, Commercial St, Portland; 
and "A Working Waterfront of Casco Bay - Past, 
Present and Future: a boat tour or Portland's work-
ing harbor form March 19 from 1-3 pm, departing 
form the Casco Bay Ferry Terminal. Reservations 
required . 828-1043 
Daffy About DatrodUs Join the American Cancer 
Society In celebration of Spring and benefit the 
group's community-based programs. Freshlycutbou-
quets of daffodils will be sold for $5 each March 24-
26 at the Maine Mall, S. Portland and at vanous 
locations of Shaw's and Shop 'n Save Supermar-
kets. If you want to help with this annual event. call 
1-800464-3102. 
Horticultural show Get a sniff of spring at the 1994 
Maine State Horticulture Show, March 17-20 (Thurs 
& Sat, 9-6; FrI, 9-8 and Sun, 9-5) at the Uncoln Mill, 
j ust off Main Street. In Biddeford. Tlx: lix: $6, seniors 
$5, kids $3. 84&6416. 
Nominations .re Belnt Accepted by the Portland 
YWCA for Its eighth annual Tribute to Women and 
Industry Awards . Deadline for nominations Is March 
25 at 5 pm. If you know an outstanding woman In an 
executive or senior management role who has made 
significant contributions to Industry, or a corporation 
whose policies and practices encourage and enable 
the advancement of women In Industry, call for a 
nomination form. Candidates must live or work In 
Cumberland county. 874-1130. 
011, Won't You Se.n My (Be .. My Saby) with three 
kinds of those precious New England pearls, casse-
roles, salads, cole slaw, biscuits - and pie for 
dessert. Takes place March 21 from 5-6:30 pm at 
the Arst Universalist Church, 146 Main St, Yarmouth. 
Cost: $4.50, kids $2. 
Pasta Dinner Seneflt Feast and fundraise at the 
same time! The St. Joseph's College Student Gov-
ernmentAssociatlon sponsors this Easterfundralser 
for needy families March 22 from 5 :15~:30 pm at 
Our Lady of Perpetual Help Church In Windham. 892-
6766 X1240. 
"Rem.rnber Yarmouth" Is a slide show presented by 
the Yarmouth Histoncal Society March 21 at 7 :30 pm 
in the meeting room of the Merrill Memorial Library, 
Main St, Yarmouth. Local residents with long local 
memories are urged to come and share their knowl-
edge of Yarmouth since 1900 as depicted In the 
special slide collection. Admission Is free, but dona-
tions are encouraged. 846-6259. 
Soapbox Derby The Portland Area League of Women 
Voters will sponsor a City Center Forum, "War for 
Excellence In Education, the Economy and the Envi-
ronment " March 18 & 25 from noon-l:30 at One City 
Center, Portland. Both sessions will be moderated by 
WCSH-lV 6 Editorial Director Fred Nutter. The March 
18 forum features Democratic candidates for gover· 
nor Thomas H. Allen, Richard Barringer, Joseph E. 
Brennan, Donnell P. Carroll , James P. Howanlec and 
Robert L. Woodbury. The March 25 session features 
Republican candidates Pamela L. Cahill, Susan M. 
Collins, Judith C. Foss, Sumner H. lipman, Chanes 
M. Webster, Jasper S. Wyman and Paul R. Young. 
7974578 or 781-7472. 
etc 
ACT UP/Portland Join us In the fight for universal 
rights! Get active on local, state and national Issues 
of education, discrimination, access to health care 
and AIDS services. Straight or queer, boyar girl, HIV-
positive or negative. black. brown or white - act on 
your beliefs In a dynamic, nonviolent grassroots 
organization dedicated to direct action to end the 
AIDS cns ls. Meets the first and third Sundays of each 
month at 7 pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland. 
Wheelchair accessible. 
Book Reedlnc David Greenberger, author of "Duplex 
Planet ," will read and talk about his newly published 
book March 17 at 7:30 pm at Raffles Cafe Book-
store, 555 Congress St, Portland , The book brings 
together hllanous, absurd and even vlslonary conver-
satlons wM nursing home residents . Free. 761-
3930. 
BookSaie The Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance 
holds a book sale fundralser March 26 from 10 am-
1 pm at the Maine Writers Center, 12 Pleasant St, 
Brunswick . Before the sale, donors may drop off all 
kinds of books, hardcover or paperback, Mon-frl 
between 10 and 5, or Sat between 10 and 1. MWPA 
may also arrange to pick up books. All proceeds will 
benefit MWPA, a nonprofit membership organization 
dedicated to the advancement of Maine literature. 
729~333. 
The Couple. Dance Is a weekend experience for 
partners March 25-27 at a country Inn. The session 
emphasizes communication, differences and Inti-
macy. 772·1896. 
Datlnt In the '90s Learn how to win today's dating 
game at this March 24 seminar for women which 
explores such topics as dating services, personal 
ads, meeting places, and others. Meets from 6 :30-
8 :45 pm at the Portland Public Library's conference 
room 316, 5 Monument Square, Portland . Nocharge, 
but reservations required. 874-7982. 
The OItrMence Betw .. n Alone .. d Lonely Is the 
topic of Divorce Perspective's March 23 meeting at 
7:30 pm at WOodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford St, Portland. Leam about ending a relation-
ship and taking care of yourself, Divorce Perspec-
tives provides a safe environment for men and 
women who are considering divorce. are newly sepa-
rated , who are In the process of going through' a 
divorce, or are dealing with issues that arise after the 
legalities are over. The group meets every Wednes-
day althe same time and place. For more Information 
call 77 4 HEUP or write Divorce Perspectives, P.O. Box 
3444, Portland, Maine 04104-3444 .. 
Dlaplaced Homemakers can prepare to enter the 
business wo~d In a lO-week program offered by 
Maine Displaced Homemakers March 29-June 2 . 
The class will take place In Portland on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays from 9:30 am-3 pm. Women wiho wish to 
start a business in a technical or nontradltJonal field 
are especially encouraged to apply. Admission Is 
free, but enrollment Is limited. Registration required 
by March 11. 1-800-442-2092. 
Enriched Golden Ate Cent., invites men and women 
60 and over to daily luncheons at 297 Cumbe~and 
Ave, Portland. Meal at noon. Special programs on 
Wednesdays Include piano selections by Danny Patt 
March 23. line dancing every Monday at 10 am. 
Donation : $2.50. Transportation available. 774-6974. 
Equal Protection Maine/Portland will meet March 
21 at 7 pm at St. Luke 's Church, 143 State St. Snow 
date March 28. 879-1342. 
Gr .... ProflU, a Wells Reserve Lecture Series, be-
gins March 17 with speakerTom Chappell , president 
of Tom's of Maine and author of "The Soul of 
Business. ' He'll discuss how to manage a business 
for profit and the common good. March 24 at 7 pm, 
Dr. Ritch ie Lowry, President of Good Money Publica-
tions, Inc,. discusses how Investing In en\1ronmen-
tally responsible businesses can be very profitable. 
The lecture series takes place at the Wells Public 
library on Route lin Wells. Admission Is free. 646-
1555. 
History of the Clipper Ship Red Jacket Is a lecture by 
St. Joseph's College Assistant Professor Susan 
Taylor taking place March 21 at 4 pm In the Presi-
dents' Conference Room, Heffernan Center at the 
college on Sebago Lake, Windham. 892~766X1776. 
How to Take Charte 01 Your life Is a seminar on 
women and self confidence with speaker and author 
Carol Havey, taking place March 26 from 9 am-noon 
at Southern Maine Technical College, Fort Road, S. 
Portland. Explore such issues as "Your Personal Bill 
of Rights," "The 'Secret' of Self-Confidence: "Who 
do You think You Are?" "Have You Checked Your 
Assets Lately," "A Time For Your Action Plan: and 
more. Pre-registration required. 767·9528. 
It'. a Hamleatl The Portland Amateur Wireless Asso-
ciation will hold amateur radio license testing, an 
electronics nea market and general festivities March 
26 from 8 am-l pm at USM's Sullivan Gymnasium, 
Falmouth St, Portland. Cost: $6 for earty admlssion/ 
vendor "et-up; $4 general admission. Refreshments 
will be available. 772-1682. 
Maine Soat S_ Drool over the latest marine toys 
and seaworthy vessels March 24-27 from 11 am-9 
pm atthe Cumberland County Civic Center, SpringSt, 
Portland . Cost: Adults $5, kids under 12 $2, kids 
under 6 free. 775-3458. 
Maine Boetbulldera Show The finest wood and 
fiberglass boats - sail, power, canoes, kayaks and 
skiffs - in the Northeast, as well as their builders 
will be at this extravaganza March 16-20 from 10-6 
Fn & Sat and 10-4 Sun at 58 Fore St, Portland. Maine 
Maritime Academy Rea Mar1<et. lecture series and 
raffles are all part of the fun. Admission: $5; kids 
under 12 free with paying adult: three-day pass $10. 
774-1067. 
Maine Earth Day '94 T-shIrt Des"", Contest Maine 
Audubon Society and USM Recycles are gearing up 
for Earth Day 1994, which takes place April 22, 
sponsored by WCSH 6 Alive and Color Me Green. 
Organizers want your T-Shirt design Ideas capturing 
the splrltofEarth Day 1994. If your de sign is chosen, 
you will be officially recognized on Earth Day and your 
design will decorate thousands of shirts. Submit 
entries by March 25 on an 8 1/ 2 X 11 piece of paper 
and include your name, address and phone number. 
Mall to Maine Earth Day 1994, Maine Audubon 
Society, 118 U.S. Route 1, P.O. Box 6009, Falmouth, 
Maine 04105. All entries become the property of 
Maine Earth Day 1994. 781-2330. 
Maine Maritime Mu .... m A Discovery Program of-
fered from 10 am-3 pm March 17-18 and again 
March 24 &25 Is "Building Small Vessels;" an 
exhibit, "No Aeet. .. Has Paid So Well As Mine" opens 
March 18; a workshop, "Using and Caring for Small 
HandTools" takes place March 19 from 8 am-5 pm; 
Winter Camps at Gibbons take place March 19 & 26 
from 5 pm-noon; "Lobster Boat Designs" is the topic 
of a March 23 session of the Around the Pot Belly 
Stove Senes; "Recanvasslng Your Canoe" is a work-
shop offered March 26. The museum is located at 
243 Washington St, Bath. Workshop times and fees 
vary. 443-1316. 
Managing Gender I •• ues Leam how to "make your 
workplace or organization psychologically safe and 
comfortable for everyone " at this March 23 seminar 
sponsored by Southem Maine Technical College, 
Fort Road, S.Portland. Takes place from 8 am-12:30 
pm at the SMTC Hospitality Center. Cost: $60. Pre-
registration requ ired. 767-9528. 
Myths and Fairy Tales lor Adults: Road Maps for the 
Inner Ute The tales presented in this unique work-
shop focus on such timeless Issues as challenge of 
evil , women's emancipation , aging, infidelity and 
more. Their meaning and symbolism will be dis-
cussed as applied to contemporary living. Takes 
place March 19 from 8 :30 am-12 :30 pm at the 
Swedenborglan Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. 
8284643. 
Poetry Grand Slam Arst· and second-place winners 
from the Maine Inst~ute of Slam Poetry's last three 
slams will vie with their verses March 20 at 7:37 pm 
at Granny Killam's, 55 Market St, Portland. To set the 
mood, Michael Brown, Ph. D., Boston Slam Cham-
plan In '91, will kick off the evening with a reading of 
his own. Poets, wannabee judges, and critics of all 
involved are welcome. Sign-up for open readings 
begins at 6:46 pm. Admission is $3, all proceeds 
benefit the Cafe Review, one of Portland's few 
literary magazines. 2824979. 
ProprIoceptive Wrltlnc Is writing to discover. A one-
day workshop with certlfled teacher Joan Lee Hunter 
takes place March 19 from 9 am-9 pm with lunch and 
dinner breaks at 33 Morning St, Portland. Cost: $75. 
773-1282. 
Shlpbulldlnc on the Kennebec Maine Maritime Mu-
seum Education Coordinator Bud Warren presents a 
talk, March 20 at 1 pm, on the history of the 
Kennebec region, from the first vessel built on the 
Kennebec, the Virginian In 1607, to today's comput-
erized and modular shipbuilding at Bath Iron Works. 
Admission Is free, walk.jns welcome. Takes place at 
the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring St, Portland. 
443-1316. 
SprInc Craft Fair Suffering craft fair withdrawal after 
the pre-hollday bonanza we saw In December? Then 
join the Home and School Association of St. Joseph's 
Parish School In welcoming spring with a craft fair 
March 19 from 9 am4 pm at the Father Hayes 
Center, 699 Stevens Ave, Portland. Among the fea-
turedworkwill be stained glass, pottery, gem jewelry, 
hand sewn jackets and vests, dried floral arrange-
ments, hand painted Easter eggs, Easter baskets 
and crafts and more. Snack bar available. 797-8844. 
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TOO MUCH STRESS' 
<l!:ieting Reflex Training 
GOOD FOR: 
• Headaches 
• High Blood Pressure 
• Heart Conditions 
• Anxiety 
L •• m it in 6 cl •••••. Pr.ctic. it for 
6 month •• Th.n it b.com ••• utom.ticl 
John Widdows, LCPC 
772-2545 







Appearing April 10th. The only 
club In town that brings In 
National Tours for the Ladles! 
Doors open 6:30, Show starts 
200 RIVERSIDE ST • PORTLAND ME (207) 772·8033 • 1"800-992"0006 
MON,"THURS, 4PM"lAM; FRI. NOON-lAM; SAT. 4PM"lAM 
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1r 775-1234 FAX:775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
buletin board 
CASH CORNER BINGO HALL 
Ample Free ParlOng 
385 Main St, So, Portland 
773-1453 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 6:30 PM 
FRIDAY (ofternoon) 1:00 PM 
SATURDAY 1:00 PM 
SUNDAY 6:30 PM 
3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY 
WED_ NIGHT & FRI, 
AFTERNOON {1 :00pm} 
12·24 cards S10 with 1 shotgun 
30-48 cards Sl5 wrth 1 shotgun 
SUPER BINGO 
Sunday. Ap.ri13 
'35 pkg 24 Cilrds & 2 shotguns 
'50 pkg 36 cards & 2 shotguns 
help wanted 
CLASSIFIED SALES ASSISTANT 
Maine Publishing Co, is looking for an 
experienced sales assistant to sell classified line and 
display advertising, 
You are a pleasant, gregarious self-starter, ready 
and willing to pick up the phone and make a high 
volume of calls when you aren't handling incoming 
calls, walk-ins, or performing clerical support 
duties, Your typing and proofreading skills are 
meticulous, and you can maintain your pleasant 
demeanor under pressure of deadlines, 
This position is full-time and pays a base plus 
commission and benefits, Send resume and a cover 
letter to: 
MAINE PUBLISHING CO, 
Classified Sales 
551A Congress St, 
Portland, ME 04101 
roommates 
CAPE ELlZ.- Prolesslonal, MIF 10 share large 
4BDR. house. Yard, garage. $2501mo .• 114 
ulils. 799-9576. 
roommates 
PARK STlIEET- Large, sunny, includes park-
ing. WID, looking for a HIS, lun yet respon-
sibl. person. $342.5OImo.lncludes heal. 774-
7955 days, 775-7579 "es. 
PORTLANDIUSM- Large, sunny, parking, yard, 
hardwood Iloors, t Mil F seek responsible, 
malure roommate_ Female prelerred. HIS. No 
pats. $2351mo.+t13 ulils_ 775-t 176. 
PRIDES CORNER- MIF, N/S, to share 3BDR. 
hom •. Large yard, parking, WID. S400lmo .• 
phon •. 878-5453_ 
S.PORTlAND- NIS, responsible person 10 
share 2BR apl. S2721mo .. healed, parking, 
laundry, swimming pool. 874-9763. 
SEBAGO- MlFto share 3BDR. house. Counlry 
setting wl pond, deck. WID, DfW, cable TV. 
$300imo. 787-3431. 
SEEKING TO JOINTlY RENT house in Port-
land area. I have a lot ollurnilure. 774-4606. 
SO.PORTLAND- MIF, responSible, NIS, pro-
fessional to share large. nice house. WID. 
slorage. S275/mo .• ulils. 774-0740. 
SOUTH PORTLAND- Quiet home, large room 
& den, hardwood Iloors. Ask lor JC, 774-
1693. 
THE MARLBOROUGH- Share wlprolessional. 
Brighl, spacious, 2BDR_condo In charming 
historic building. Secured enlry.$325lmo .• 11 
2Ulils. 774-2659. 
TVNG ST.- Mature, quiet MIF 10 share apl. wi 
male_ S2501mo . • 112 ulils. Gall Scott, 871-
0126. 
apts/rent 
E. PROM, MORNING STlIEET- Avail . 411194. 
1 BDR., lIR, DIR_ kilch.n, balh, pon:h, waler 
views, arcMecturally designed. S5001mo .• 
ulils. 766-5846_ 
EAST END- 3BDR., sunken kilchen, newly 
decoral.d, quiel neighborhood, security build-
Ing. References, security deposn. $S801mo .•. 
775-9165. 
Local.d inlh. HisloricOld Port District- Offer-
ing cozy 1 BR apls. wlfunky Iloor plans_ 
Equipped wilh dishwashers, disposals & on-
sne laundry. $425-$4501mo . • ulils. Old Port 
Arms, 56 Exchange 51. To schedule an ap-
polnlmenl or lor lurther inlo call Sharon al 
774-7175. 
PARK AVE.- 2BDR., hardwood 1I00rs, eal-In 
kilchen, huge porch, parking, slorage, $4501 
mo. heat included. 828-1426. 
SOUTH PORTLAND- 2BR,I.nced-ln yard, off-
slreel parking. $450/mo. ,ulils. Sec.dep .. rel-
erenccs. 799-4901 . 
STAn ST_- Your planls will lhrive in Ihese 
spacious, sunny apls_ 1 BR and 2BR wilh DR_ 
Some have harbor views and balconies. All 
Ilave slliny hardwooo floors, modern kitch-
ens, balhs. Plenty heal, HfW. On-sile laundry. 
$525-$650/mo. mcurily. 773-1814. 
STAn STlIEET- Large, anractive 2BR, hard-
wood Iloors, on-s~e laundry. $5501mo_ Heal 
& HfW included_ Tom 761-0832. 
SUBLET LARGE BRIGHT ROOM, beaulilul yard, 
kilchenette. Brackett 51. Avail. Apri l-Sepl. $601 
wk. includes all . 774-2718. 
seasonal/rent 
WATERFORD- Qui't, rustic summer rental on 
lake with basketball and tennis courts, ca-
no... $80012 weeks, $13501mo.. $250018 




Sludio spaces available. 
Many 10 choose from. 
Creative atmospheres 
FISHMAN REALlY GROUP 
775"6561 
PART-TIME OFFICE SPACE avallableforthera-
piSl or olher heallh care praclil ioner_ Brighl, 
sunny office; convenient downtown location; 
handic.p accessible. Call 799-5028. 
SMALL OFFICES in hisloric bUilding, reason-
able priced. Good lor therapist, anemalive 
heallh care pro";der. 772-6005. 
art studios/rent 
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY BUILDING. All ln-
elusive. TIn ceil ings, artists sinks, fl igh energy 
environmenl. DarkroomS/suiles w/Views. $75-
$300lmo. 878-3497. 5-7 PROFESSIONAL WOMEN 10 lorm support 
group to share experience of balancing work! 
family. Ages 35-SO, married, children, Port-
landitewlslon/Auburn area_ No p.1ld leader. 
892-7240. DURHAM, ME_- Personal-groWlh oriented, NI USMIFALMOUTH STREET-I BDR. available in WEST END- Eleganl4-room, I sllioor in Vic-
torian row house. 12 ce ilings, hrdwd. floors, 
buller's panlry, brick palio. garden. $6501 
mO.healed,parking_ 874-6940. 
real estate 
AmNTION USM STUDENTS: Inleresled In 
leadership? Sharing Ideas? Meeling new 
peopl,? Join Elhnic Sludenls Assoclalion. 
BOOTH RENTAL, HAIRSTYLIST WANTED-
Salon localed in Old Port. Slress-lre .. nviron-
m.nl.lndlvidual crealivity. Conlinuous educa-
Ilon_ Stylist who Is crealive in all aspects olthe 
business, on. who has a friendly & posilive 
attitude. Pleasecallforappolnlment. The Head 
Sh.d, 774-7955. 
S housemal. wanled. I acre on R1.125. Small large, sunny apl. $170. Ulils. 775-6347. 
CREDIT REPORTS REPAIRED- Repos, bank-
ruplcies, late paym.nts, elc. Guaranteed. Gall 
lDam-9pm. CJ. Agency, 1-800-395-6665. 
DAILY HOROSCOPE- Updaled daily! Call BOSTON NANNIES- Boslon nanny posilions 
24hrs. 1(900)388-3200, $1 .981min_ 18+, 1.1. availableforqualil led Individuals. Salary, ben-
San Di.go, CA. elils. Nannies Nook, lnc. 1(800)543-4397. 
FLY CHEAP AS HELL! Europ.- $149. Calilor-
nia- $129 each way. Anytimel GaribbeanlMexi-
can coast, S189 round lr1p! AIRnCH, 1-800-
575-TECH_ 
UP TO DATE SPORTS, Finals, Slocks & more! 
EARN$6-$8 PER HOUR- Must beavailablelor 
a min. of 2 hours on Salurday. Must have 
proof of Insurance. Deliver Maine's newest 
newspaper. For mort information call1-BOO-
355-5518. 
1 (900)267-6600, .xt.7684, $2.99/min. 18., FRUSTRAnDNuSkin,Avon, Mary Kay, Herbal 
ProCall Co. (602)954-7420. Lil., MollyBlack wllack of success. Join hol-
rideshare 
NORTH TO ALASKA! Looking lor responsib le 
& yel adve,llurous soul to share drtvlng .x-
p.nses to Anchorage. 780-8630_ 
positions wanted 
GENTlEMAN, 57, Single, seeking part-lime 
work. Free 10 IraveL Rob.rt MacDonald, Box 
1712, Portland, ME 04101 . 
PERSONALIZED ANSWERING SERVICE- Pro-
lesslonal person wants work answering your 
company phon. In my home. Excell.nt reler-
• nces, reasonabl. raIlS. 780-6742 anytlm • . 
lesl MLM today_ 947-1359. 
INDEPENDENTSAlES &SERYIGEREPS- Take 
overexlsl ing accounts & build yourown part-
~m. business by seiling & servicing Foggy 
Mountain worm & crawl.rretallers_ ProleCled 
I.rrilorles available Ihroughout N.w England. 
This is acommlsslon only, ready 10 roll oppor-
lunity. Ideal for relired persons or school 
leachers_ Must have reliable transporta~on & 
standard sized relrigeralor for slorage. Gall 
Kenneth Th.obald at 1-800-527-6766. 
MODELS NEEDED lor advanced hair colorand 
cutting workshops. Call Panach. Salon, 
Portland's Hair Color Specialist. 772-5767. 
U.S. POSTAL & GOVERNMENT JOBS, $23Ihr. 
plus b.nef~s_ Now hlring_ 1-800-935-0348. 
pool. S2501mo .• 112 ulils. 729-8994. 
E_ PROM- HIS, quiel person 10 share apl. wi 
GM. Parking, ocean .,;ew. $237.501mo_heal 
Included. 871-9493. 
EAST END- ResponSible, N/S, witty woman 
needed, share 2BR apI., quiet neighborhood. 
$225/mo .• oiVelec. Jenniler, 780-1675. 
GMIF ROOMMATE wanled 10 share house. 
$65Iwk.all utils.lnclud.d. Cabl., phone, 
washer_ Must love animals. 775-6529. 
GORHAM- New counlry split-Ioyer amongst 
the pines. Share balh, kitchen, WID. All utils. 
Included_ $300lmo. HIS. Call Paul 839-3998. 
INTOWN-Mature, GM 10 share apl. wlsober Nt 
S. Privacy, cleanliness. $2851mo .• uli1 s_ DfW, 
WID, parking. 772-8116. 
LOOKING FOR HAPPY, HEAL THY, animallov-
ingfemale, mid 20's to lind sunny, 2BDR, apV 
house 10 share. 828-7901. 
MORNING ST.-Share large, sunnyapl. wl2-3 
30. olhers & 2 cats. HIS. SI82-$2421mo. 
Inclodes heal. 772-8309. 
NO. DEERING-Sunny home seeks responSible, 
HIS, neal, MIF. WID, yard, parking, sunroom, 
storage. $2501mo_. 113 utils. security de-
posit. No Couch Potatoes! 797-9424. 
NORTH DEERING- Colonial seeks 3rd MIF 
professional. Responsible w/sense 0' humor. 
Pits n.goliable. 2 balhs, ampl. parking, WID, 
fplc .. larg. yard_ $285 • . 878-2312_ 
WASHINGTONAVE.- Male room male wanted, 
pleasanl neighborhood, par~ng , WID, 2nd 
Iloor.$225/mo .• 113 utils, sec_dep. 879-6088. 
WASH INGTON AVE. -N.ar Payson Park. Share 
large 4BR house, WID, parking, loIs 01 room. 
S3501mo.lncludes everything. 772-6741. 
WEST END- Female 10 share large, sunny 2BR 
apl. Hardwood 1I00rs, deck, parkIng, $3001 
mo .• 112 ulils. 780-0183. 
WEST END- Sunny, 2BDR. in quiet, funky 
Victorian_ NIS, responS ible, lema I. soughllo 
share hdwd. floors, deck, laundry. S2881mo. 
heated. 774-5342. 
WESTBROOK- Share 3BR, hardwood Iloors, 
large, sunny, kllchen, pri .. negotiable. Call 
854-4274/596-0962_ 
WOODFORDS- F, N/S 10 share beauliful, brig hI, 
old ViClorian. Wood Iloors, huge room, WID, 
off-street parking, porch, yard, nice area near 
USM_ No pelS please. A must see! $3801mo. 
includes H/HW. 828-1495. 
apts/rent 
CHARMING, COZY EFFICIENCY APT. for N/S, 
single person. R.cenlly remodelled b.droom, 
kilchen/dining area, bath. Siluated in quiel, 
beautnul, old Victorian professional bu ilding. 
Corner of Deering & Mell.n Slreels.$350/mo. 
includes all utHs. & oil-street parkin g. 
lmo.security, Iyr.!me_ No pets. $18,000 
grossincomec.iling_ Gall Paul 874 -1 140, ext_ 
293 . 
WESTBROOK- Sunny, IBDR, 2nd Iloor, quiet 
neighborhood, H/HW, off-slre.1 parking, slor-
age area_ $495imo. 854-1583. 
rooms/rent 
USM- Female prelerred. Beaulilullylumished, 
homey atmosphere, safe, executive neighbor-
hood. $751wk, $300 security. 773-8206. 
houses/rent 
DEERING- IBR_-2BR .. S695lmo.-S7951mo .. 
Zyr,lease. Fruit-trees, garden, WID, lawn mow, 
snowplow. oil heat, no pels. 773-5144_ 
SO.PORTLAND- 6 monlh renlal May-Oclober. 
Newly renovaled Gape Cod wl2 bedrooms, 
partially furnished, convenienllocal ion. HIS. 
$67S/mo .• ulils. 799-0594. 
seasonal/rent 
LARGE CAMP ON LAKE in Sebago_ Rentinglor 
2 week minimum. $5OOIwk. Gall 883-8572. 
SUNDAY RIVER- 1 BR sk, condo on slope. 
SI"ps 6_ Available weekly or for week-.nds. 
Discounl rales available lor Man:h & April. 
775-2484. 
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED HOMES 
and properties: HUD, RTC, IRS, DEA, and 
otllergovemmenl agencies. Listings for your 
area. Call loll free! 1 (800)436-6867, ext. R-
1553. 
SCARBOROUGH- Uke new 4BR, 2-balh hom. 
wlbreezeway, garage on child-sal. cul-de-sac 
offers pnvacy, lamily neighborhood and con-
venienl localion. Payne to Puntan 10 13 
Lampllghler Lane. SI39,500. FMI863-9696. 
WANTED: 3BR HOME wilh ownerllnancing or 
lease oplion. Please call Eric, 247-5999 eves. 
mobile homes 
1973 SHEFFIELD 60'.12', 2BR, 1_5-bath. 
Served well, but movin' on. SI0,00Ol8.0. 865-
3737_ 
64'x28' THIS WEEK: $37,995- 3BR. 2 balhs, 
l ireplace, DfW and 6' walls. Wilh land: No 
money down; No land: 5', down, 240 months 
APR 10.5% or 10% downpaym.nl , 240 
months APR 8% (207)786-4016, Daily 9-6, 
Sunday 10-5. LUV Homes (1 mllelrom lum-
plk. ) 1049 Wash lnglon 51., RI. 202, Auburn, 
ME. 
GORHAM- 14'.70', 3BR, 2-bath, LlDR, deck, 
shed, exc.llenl condilion_ Molival.d sellers. 
Musl see! S19,9OO_ 839-6678. 
CLASSIFIEDS: 
77S-1::l~4 
1r 775-1234 FAX: 775-1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories 
o bulletin bow 
o Iolt & found (he) 
o ridNllare (he) 
o help wanted 
o buslnesa oppor1Unllies 
o politlon. wanted 




O .... onllllrent 
o ofllces/rent 
o art studios/nont 
o storage/rent 
o business rental 
o rentals wanted 
o real estate 
o land for sale 




o bualne .. eervIcea 
e!ltell Ont 
o profwAlonal Ht'Yicu 
o financial 
Ostufrlor .... 
o garagWy'anI sa". 
Oantiquel 
o give away (he) 
owam.d 
o arts & crafts 
Oho~glfts 
o 1heatr8 arts 






o summer camps 




o dating service. 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell 
551A Congress St_ 
Portland, ME 04101 
By Hand: 73 Oak St., Portland 




RRST 15 WORDS: 
fine print Phone #: Check One o Casco Bay Weekly-$9/wk_ 
QassIied ads m..tSt be p8Id for 11'1 ao.oance Wl1h caah, peraonal check. money 
order. VISa or MasterC8ld. lost A Found rtems listed free. CAassIfied ads IJ1I 
non-reIl.nOabIe. caw ~I not be liable for errr ~ errors, CII'TnaO"IS, 
or d\cng9s II"t 1 ne ad ....rw~ 00 no! alleel the ~ or O(lrltllrll or aubstMtl3lty 
ct"large the meanng 0( the ad. Credit wi be ISSUed 'II'tIfw\ VIable error had; been 
Oeterrmect WtM one week: of PUb8calJon. 
Name: _______________ Add~ional words 0 25¢ wdlwk: .. $ _____ _ 
deadline 
Monday, 6PM, pre-paid 
Address: 0 The SUI8 Sell-
Casco Bay Weekly and 
Penny$aver-$l1fwk. 
5 Place my ad in the hands of over 100,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly and the PennySavers! 
And when I buy 3 weeks, gtve me the 4th week FREE! 
CJ visa CJ mc exp_ date 
# 
Add~ional words @ 50¢ wdlwk: $ 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
FREE: $, __ _ 
o Wheels Deal 
$251 run 'til it seils: $ _____ _ 
(15 words; vehicles only) 
mobile homes 
Lasl on. althis price: HURRY! HURRY! Hug. 
faClory price Increase, $850 down. "1994" 70' 
3BR, S16,995 or S181 for 180 monlhs. APR 
10.75%. Faclory I year/5 year warranly. 
(207)786-40f6, Daily 9-6, Sunday 10-5. LUV 
Homes (1 mile from lurnpike) 1049Washing-
ton St., Rt. 202, Auburn, ME. 
body a soul 
NEWI GIVEAWAY! $IO,500! 14x70, 2BDRs., 
all large rooms, very good condition. laun 
Byther, ERA Home Sellers, 774-57661pager 
759-4231 . 
pas', tillS pape.- 0/1 
to a f!lond T c/IcX cA'CCOU.J\([c/I.J\([ 




Specialixing in personal and 
small business tax prepa..tion. 







FREE HOUSE CALLS! 
EMERSON & FRAZIER, CPAs 
Individuals· Partnerships· Corporations 
879-1690 
Initial One Hour Consultation Free of Charge 






• ELECTRONIC FILING 
• QUICK REFUNDS 
• REFUND ANTICIPATION LOANS 




DANCE CLASSES in Jazz, Ballol , Tap, 
Slreonunk and Dancemagic. Adults .nd chil-
dren. Spring session begins March 28. Casco 
Bay Movers, 151 51. John 51., Portland. 87t-
1013. 
OEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Auslen, 
M.A .. L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, neck 
and shoulder stiffness, sciatIca, stress, im-
prove flexibility, muscle tone, Circulat ion, ath-
~ll c pertormance. Byappolntment, 865-0672. 
MASSAGE WORKSI Enioya soothing mas-
sage or Shiatsu. Lisa Bouchard, 934-0442. 
AOeTA, Saco/Portland ollices. 
MEN'SGROUPS - Call RickLynchaI874-0681 
for information. 
To advertise in this special section 
call Myra at 775-1234. 
DR. ZHAO MEI- The Chinese Healing Arts 
Cenler. Qi Gong Classes. Call for informallon, 
775-1142. 
FREE CHRISTIAN WEEn YSupport Group lor 
men who seek freedom from homosexual 
Ihoughts, leellngs, andlor beh.viors. Totally 
conlidential. Call Crown of Lile Ministry al 
828-t025. 
HERBS AND HEALING APPRENTICESHIP-
Eight monlh, in-deplh, hands-on apprenllce-
sh,p with HerbalISt Con nne Martin. 647-2724. 
HIGHER GROUND- A deep, nu~uring , re lax-
ing, healing massage. Gel rid of stress. Dis· 
count. Ke ith 761 -1924. 
LIGHT OF THE MOON, With over 40,000 book 
lil ies availa!>le, also has a large selection of 
Tarol cards, un ique gills, and loolslo heal lhe 
body, mind and spiril. 324 Fore St. 828-171 O. 
Open Daily. 
LOSE WEIGHT NATURALLY drinking Thermo-
Trim lal burn ing coff ... For Information & to 
receive at 0% dlScounl, ca ll 1-800-765-4TLC, 
Depl. 21238. 
ON-GOING HATHA YOGA CLASSES. Drop-ins 
100! Portland Yoga Sludio , 616 Congress SI. 
Call 797-5684. 
PREPARATION 10rrAI CHI CH'UAN: 2D-week 
course wIth larry landau begins in Apri l, For 
more ,"Iormation call 985-6621 . 
PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS by DORA- Unravel 
Ihe secrel mystery 01 psychic phenomenon_ 
35 years experience. 874-1942. 
QUESTIONS ABOUT LIFE? Relalionshlps! 
Career! Money! Love! Talk to psychics live!! 
1 (900)267-0088, ext_2828, $3.99/min. Must 
beI8 •. Procall Co. (602)954-7420_ 
ROLFING: Permanenlly improves posture, ftex-
ib,lity. For general heallh, alhletic pertormanee. 
slress reduCl ion, chronic pain & Inlury pal-
lerns. Gentlemassage-liketechniqu • . 12years 
expenence. Juha Ireland, Cer1llied Rolfer.284-
0047. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE- Heallhful, canng, 
gentle, nurturing . Appoinlments in Portland 
or Easl Sebago. Martha Airey, 787-2579_ 
TOPCOATS N.II Salon welcomes the arrival 01 
COMPLEXIONS Skin Care Salon. Affordable 
prices/excellenl care. 874-0929. 
body a soul 
YOGA IN RECOVERY-In stretching our bodies 
we also stretch our minds and stretch the limits 
of our recovery process. Halha Yoga Class. 8 
weeks. Wednesday mornings 6:30-8:00 a.m. 
al Casco Bay Movers, SI.John's Street. Port-
land. Galilor inlormalion: AHIMSA YOGA, 767-
0062. Anne Hastings, certil ied Kripalu Yoga 
teacher. 
instruction 
ADULTS READ eEmR - Adu~ Learning Op-
portunilies. Free/Confidenlial. Call 1-800-322-
5455. 
DARKROOM & STUDIO RENTAL· BEGINNER 
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES. Reasonable Rates. 
Call Sludio 101 aI879-2560. 
GETIING TO THE GOAL- Big dreams, no ac-
tion? Lot's of action, no plan? 6-week work-
shop designed 10 move you through Ihe stuck 
places and on 10 resu~s . 772-9749. 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
Certi fied Paralegal 
, Will. 
, Power of Atlorney 
, Living Trusts 








... and other life support services 
If you 've ever cleaned up for 
Ihe cleaning people ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 
You need me in your life 
Katherine Clark 
772-8784 
Bornstein 6- Hovermale 
Attorneys At Law 
165 Commercial Street Portland 772-4624 
Toll Free Outside 1-800-772-4624 
.... :. ;:,' . : ;';.:: ::." ":: ;:: 




PHOTOG RAPHY: Special Occasions· Creative 
Portrails· Advertising· Mod,l Portlolios & 
Headshots_ Courtney Piclures_ Call Dave 761-
0256. 
RICHARD LEWIS, MSEd., LPC, NCC. - Indi-
vidual, Group, Couple & Family Counseling. 
Call lor Group offerings, 760-8301. 




B:759-5047 Consul ta,tion 
P."E'S MASONRY 
·IIicII, •• Stone I Conaetl • 
• Senior Citiz.en Discount 
, Fully Insured 
• Free Estimate 
IIHIOI P ....... 
·FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you canlrusl 
10 do quality work, don't lorget 10 look in Ihe 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY every 
week! 
GALL THE SEW-PRO il your sewing is so-so. 
Alleralions and repairs. Karen, 854-9466. 
COMPUnR CONSULTlNG- Help wilh your 
Hardware and Software Inslal lalion, selup, 
and upgrades. Reasonable rales and per-
sonal service. Call Tom: (207)676-3371 . 
CREATIVECARPENTRY-CuSlomwoodwork-
lng, addil ions, renovalions, kilchens, reslo-
ralions, fumilure repair,limbertrame_ STEVEN 
BAUER, 761-2488. 
D&R HANDYMAN- Lighl hauling, carp,nlry, 
drywall , vinyl siding_ Over 1Oyrs. experience. 
Free Spring Clean-up eslimates. 767-4705. 
DON'T WAIT! Book your Spring yard clean-
up now. Free estimates. Best prices in town. 
761 -0872. 
ELECTRICIAN- Town & CountryEleclric. Low-
est prices around. licensed & Insured. Gen-
eral electric work. 772-5257. 
EXPERIENCED MOYER- SmalVlarge loads. 
Locally,long distance. Garages, basemenls, 
attics deaned. Excellent references . low rates. 
774-2t59. 
LET US CLEAN YOUR HOUSE! For lriendly, 
dependable, quality service, call 871-7150 . 
Free estimates . 
MIKE'Z TlIEE & LANDSCAPING SERVICES-
Repair damaged trees! Pruning, removal of 
dangerous limbs, lops, Irees, leed ing, 
stumpgrinding. Designlinslallalion 01 gar-
dens, lawns, and fences. Certified AborisV 
Landscaper,insured_883-874&7!l9-0689. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Besl deals 
on service changes. "Fuses to Br~akers·, 100 
AMP, $375-$425. Ceiling fans- you buy, I 
assemble and hang. Anylhing electrical, no 
iob too big or small. Quality work al very 
reasonable rates. Free eslimates. MaslerEI.c-
Irician, insured. Gerry's Electric, 773-5897. 
PEOPLE'S PAINTING- 25 years Experience. 
Interior & Exterior. Free Estfmatos. Insured 
$300,000 Liability. Call 774-7254. 
PORTLAND PAINT WORKS- Offering the very 
best painting and design services, specializing 
in hisloric properties. 871-0087. 
TUCKfR 'S L1GHTTRUCKING. mainlenance & 
professional moving. Painting, house-clean-
ing, landscaping, tree work, rubbish removal, 
handywork. Cleaning attics, basements. Free 
estlmales, low rates . 761 -0193. 
financial 
ANNUITY PAYING UP TO 10.46%! No-Fee 
Prolil Sharing and Delined Beneltt Plans! 
Medical·Disability Income· and Lile Insur-
anee that cosls up 10 500/, less Ihan your 
current coverage!! Groups 01 1-500 welcome. 
Call Ed al772-2861. 
stun lor sale 
·GRANDOPENING· MARCH31 ,APRILI & 2. 
.50-$2.50. Playwear-The Kid's Sluff Outlet. 
Recycled childrens clothing. Open Thurs .. Fri., 
Sat. t 0-6. Cash only. Register 10 win S200 
cash! 101 John Roberts Rd., SO.Portland_ 
774-2528. 
APPLE MACINTOSH 512K COMPUTER, 
I mage writer printer needs repair. Software 
included. Make an offer! Steve, 772-2738. 
APPLIANCES- Used, Clean & Guaranleed_ 
Delivery available. We service whal we sell. 
McLaughlin Appliance 761 -44 68_ 
ASSORTED APPLE II SOFTWARE. Games and 
educational software. Excellent condition. $4 
per disk. Call 879-1583 . 
DIAMONDS- Elernity Band wilh 25 diamonds, 
lolal weight: 1.36 carals, paid S2250, asking 
$1200lB.0.; Bike rack, S20: Guilar w/case, 
$70. 775-3126. 
DINffiE SET- Daystrom, oakfinish, fourcane-
back chairs , one leal. SISO. Call 883-0486_ 
GUITAR- Stinger, electric, $1 1018.0. AMPLI-
FIER- 42watt , $8018.0_(Or both lor SI75). 
Bolh 2yrs. old, in good condilion. 883-7159. 
JUNIOR BUNKBED, S75; (Pine) Spinning 
wheel,S1 OO;Wool carding machine, S50; pine 
rocker $40. 985-4111 . 
LARGE SELECTION- .SO-$2.50, Playwear, The 
Kid's Sluff Oullet, Recycled childrens clolh-
ing. Open Thurs., Fri., Sal., 10-6. 101 John 
Roberts Rd., S.Portland. 774-2528. 
MATTRESS SETS- TwinlFulllOueen, furnilure , 
cellular phones 100. Liqu idating complele 
warehouse I Credh availab le. All new! 772-
5737. 
stun lor sale 
MATIRESS- aueen-size, Sealy Poslurpedic 
pillow top, like new, $150; New lull-size extra-
long maUress, boxspring & lrame, $250. Rare 
opportunity: 1987 Yamaha F2X 700 Fazer, 
only 7000 miles, showroom condition, never 
been down, very last, very sweel, $3000lirm. 
874-2208, LM. 
RECESSION USED APPLIANCE SAlES-Wash-
ers, dryers. stoves, refriQeralors , freezers. 
Guaranleed and dehvered. 642-3686. 
SOLID OAK ENnRTAINMENT CENTER- Glass 
doors and lape drawer. Ball & claw legs, $650. 
883-0454. 
STAINED GLASS Factory sheels, olher sup-
plies below rel.il. Diamond Tech glass saw, 
new, S245. Denver Machinery glass saw, used, 
$475. Gall 883-4990, UM. 
wanted 
BUYING ANTIQUES, OLD DECOYS, piClures, 
Old loys, lamps, chest 01 drawers, anyth ing 
old. Anics-& basements our specially. Top 
dollar paid. Guaranleed. 761-0193. 
TUCKER'S USED FURNITURE- 235 Congress 
SI. Buying/Selling used furnilure In good con-
dition. Bureaus, tables & chairs, dressers. 
couches and bedroom sets. Also some used 
appliances, anliques, housewares. Call 761 -
0193 or 878-3062. 
USED CONGA DRUM- Full size wilh 10·-11· 
diameler head. Wood or fiberglass okay. Gall 
Carl al 772-6699. 
arts a crafts 
GINNIE'S CERAMICS/PORCELAIN DOLLS. 
Ceramic classes starting now! Doll classes 
slarting April. Gall 797-0635 lor inlo. 
MAINE EMPORIUM. CLOSING! Up 10 500/, 
off! Call lor slore hours. 85 York Slreel, Port-
land. 871-0112. 
theatre arts 
COMEDY IMPROVISA TlON- Principles 01 K'~h 
Johnslone's "Impro"work,laughl bya gradu-
al. Of his school, applied 10 aCling and Ihealer. 
6 weeks. 772-9749. 
PERFORMANCE & COLLABORATIVE PRO-
CESS-Learn a Ilexible system lolake you Irom 
generating creative material to producing a 
group pertormance piece. Focuses equally on 
process and produCl. Solo artists welcome. 
Six weeks. 772-9749_ 
music 
HEY CRAZY GATS AND GROOVY CHICKS! 
Guilarist from Ihe Upseners and M.mphis 
Malia is now taking students for Blues or 
Rockabilly lessons. Way cool Daddy-O! Mal-
Ihew Robbins 773-5622. 
PIANO SERVlCE- Prolessional, registered tech-
nician- Joseph's Plano Servl ... Joseph Baclca, 
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The Best of Real Estate 
WINDHAM 
Rare opponunity. Intown Two Unit. WonderfuL 
sunshine, updated systems, parlcing. de.ad end 
ltrcc:t, good location I good. Roor plan. 
$82.900 
Portland's HistorK: Polly Porterfield House 
& Shop. 100+ years charming 3br. 1.5 
bath antique home bordering Stroudwater 
River. Newer foundation & updates in 
19B4. Wide board floors. original 
mouldings. new deck. $181.296. 
Four unit plus good te[aii spacc. Good 
cash flow. high traffic count. Established 
location. Strong upside potential. Some 
f.na.1cing possible. $155.000 
THE MARLBOROUGH on High SI«et. 
call BILL UMBEL 773-1990 at. I92 
Mack Stimson.iF"''''. 
Incown living. Heat & hot water in condo f«. 
1 &. 2 bedrooms, fullyapphanced kitchens, 
hardwood Roors. afTordabk living. Uniu start 
at $29.900. 
ADELE ARONSON • 773-1990 
Mark Stimson."M'."". 




call HOWARD KRANTMAN 77>-1990 







& 1.5 baths 
UNDER CONTRACT 
'1 or 2 bedrooms' Deck 
• High ceilings' BeautHul period detailing 
·Stainglass Windows' Spacious + brtght 
• $69.999 
IN-TOWN OPPORTUNITY 
On a quiet by-way, thi.ln-lown Portland home 
has its own amaJl yard with wonderlul gardens, 
parking for two cars, aun most of the day 
through many new windows, a new lofted 
famity room, new full bath, 2 aman bedrooms, 
eat-In kitchen, full basement and room for 2nd 
bath & third bedroom. Could even be a small 2 
i 
underscore the ageless grace of this Beauty: 
• Large private yard w/d.ck 
• Second level deck o11ers view of Casco Bay 
• Sun drenched rooms 




.I.M •••• I.' $122,900 
Call ED BAUER 
781-4220 ext_ 23B 
Mark Stimson ' H. I -\ I 10 H!'l 
4 Unit 
21 Days 




'amity al it once was. Very livable now with 








Have you always wanted a shop 
In your home? You'll fall In love 
w (thiS quaint historical colonial 
In desirable location. Presently an 
antique shop w(two level living 
but has many posslb1l1ties. 
~ $129.900. 
7HOri1eLarid CONNIE BEST 
RealE .... ", 846-6429 
• Waterview· 4 Bedrooms 
• Public mooring arealbeacbes 
• Fireplace· Hardwood Floors· Sun room 
• Maids quarters· Porcheslbalconies 
• Maintamed origmal condition 
SI86.000 
~~&fAl._. 773-2850 or 
766-2293 
Elegant living in exclusive 
Foreside Common, Falmouth. 
Spacious 3 BR. 2 BA. lownhouse 
unit w/new oil heat. Pool, tennis 
courts, clubhouse, private patio. 
Proudly offered for $169.500. 
Call Marjie Albert 
854-8491 
The first time you list a 
property, it's only $28 complete 
with photograph! Reruns are 
only $16! To list your house 
with Casco Bay Weekly call 
775-1234. I 
music 
Guitar StudiO workshop 
Private Professional Instruction 
Jazz • Blues • Rock • Theory 
Beginner to Professional 
wheels 
18 Years Teaching Experience. 
also... ki~s GuWo.r Lt.Slo,,> 
Portland n3-3444 
DEAL OF THE WEEK: 
VW RABBIT, 1984 - Wallsburg Edition, 1 
owner, dependable, dark blue, 4-spd., factory 
sunroof. $1,475. 878-2656. 
We'U run your vehicle 'til it sells with The 
Wheel. Deal, 15 Words, $25, Call 775-1234 
BUICKSOMERSETLIMITED 1985-V6. loaded. 
AUTO INSURANCE 
AGENCY. LTD. 
Desperate!! Make me an offer on this great 
carl 865-6027. 
CAlL FOR OYOTE 
761-7000 
CHEVY CAMARO 1987- V-6. auto. Hops. 
AMlFM casseHe. 87K. exc. condo $3.900. 883-
8932 
CHEVY CAMARO. 1985- Maroon. 305-auto. 
IIIVcruise, new brakes. rOlor, tires. Good con-
d~ion. 89K. $2.200 761-3806. 
CHEVY CAVALIER 1987- 2-door. aulo .• Ami 
Fm. original owne·r. clean. great in snow. 
$2.800/8.0.767-6182. 
wheels 
OOOGE CARAVAN GRANO LE 1988- 80K. V-
6. auto. air. stereo casseHe. 1 owner. rool 
rack. metallic blue. $6.70018 0 767-3815. 
DODGE CHARGER SE. 1977-57K miles. AmI 
Fm stereo. rear defrost. Needs work. $500/ 
B.O. Call 282-6985. 
DODGE PICK-UP 1952 -Rebuilt motor. 1968 
Plymouth fury Convertible-Great runners. 
Must sell. B.D. 883-8436. 
fORO ESCORTGL 1987- Hatchback. red. 
auto. atr. rust proofed. well maintained. 
$2.300. Call 799-26t3. 
FORDF-150 1989- Power.A8S. 4x4. caP. 6-
cyl .• 4-spd .. many extras. Nice. $6.250. 774-
8862 eves. 
fORD LTD 1983- 86K. excellent condition. 
well maintained. lOiS 01 new parts. $950. 
772-3901. 
fORD PROBE 1993- Pertect condition. 5-
spd .• 11 K miles. Asking $11 .800. Call 934-
0245. 
FOROT-BIRD 19B5-V-6.runsgreat.Oecem-
ber sticker. 99K. Needs some body work. 
$850/8.0. 773-0072. 
FORO TEMPO •. 1993- 2-door. automatic. 
green. cruISe. M. NC. power seatsl10cks & 
mirrors. Excellent condition. $9.000 firm. 
Call 284-1355. 
HONDA PRELUDE. 1985- Auto .. sunroof. 
midnight blue. repair records. excellent con-
dillOn. 110K. $3.800/8.0. 775-2221. 
ISUZU IMPULSE 1986-8Iack. 5spd .. AMlFM 
casselle , air,cruise, standard $1,650. 
exc.cond. 828-8049. Moving - must sell! 
ISUZU RODEO-XS f 992-4X4. 5sp .• V6. air, 
AMlFM cassoU •. 30K. 442-7066. 
JAGUAR XJS 1986- Red. V-12. sunroof. 
loaded. 65K miles. $10.900180. Call 883-
t717. 
MAZDA PROTEGE. t993- Going back to 
schooL 4dr .. air. Asking for loan balance! 
Amy. 729·1739. 
MAZDA RX-7 1987- Red. exc. cond~ion; 
bargain-pnced; needs one repair. See at 
Plioenix Automotive. 727-5506. 
AUTO, MOTORCYClE 
A.T.V., R.V. MOTOR HOME 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
242 ST. JOHN ST.. #144 
MAZDA RX-7. 1983- Excellent condition 
CHEVY CUSTOM DELUXE VAN. t982- Two- high mileage. casseHe. loaded. sunroo( 
tone. good condition, needs TLC. $2.300. Call $1.800/8.0. 799-24391799-0090. 
PORTLAND 
progrPuve-~ = Darrell . 767-4705. CHEVY VAN. 1984- 6-cy/ .• automatic. re-
painted. 2nd engine & transmiSSion. Good 
valu.@$2.900/8.0.883-1187. 
MERCURY LYNX 1987- Very reliable. good 
condition. New tires/starter. 2-dr .• 4-spd .. 
77K. $1 .500/8.0. 799-45t4. 
MERCURY SABLE 1988- LE Wagon_ 3.8 
liter. lnalled. 80K. Excellentcondition. $5.200. 
"SPRING' FOR TWO 1976 TR-7 TRIUMPHS. 
To drive or parts. $2.300 for pair. Bruce 775-
6189. CHRYSLER CORDOVA. 1979- One owner. Call 781-5679. 
··RUN YOUR WHEELS 'TIL THEY SELU--
For $25 The Sure Sell will advertise your car 
until you sell it Call 775-1234 to place your ad 
VlsaIMaslerCard acc.pted. 
good cond~ion.89K. ti lt-wheel. PIS.NC.auto.. -----------
crulSi. $900. 774-1305. 
DODGE ARIES 1985-97K. runs well. Sticker 
good thru March. Needs cosmetic work. $500/ 
B.a. Chris 879-1553. 
MERCURYTOPAZ GS f 990- Very clean car. 
$4.650. Ca1l878-8813 days. 767-0719 eves. 
MUST SELL- SUZUKI KANTANA. t988-
600cc.low miles. "last" extras. $2.250. Call 
878-8928. 
NISSAN 1984- King cab. 88K. 4 x 4. lift kit 
$2.400. 839-5561 . days 10am-2pm. 
NISSAN 200SX. 1984- 5-spd .• NC. new ex-
haust. no rust. runs great. $2.200/8.0. 799-
1173. 
NISSAN SENTRA 1985- 4-door. 5-spd. excel-
lenl condition. 95K miles. Must soil. $1.400/ 
B.0. 797·4055. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTlASS. 1980- Florida car. 
very clean & mechanically sound. Must be 
seen. $850. 775-7919. 
PONTIAC 60001986- 78K. I owner. depend-
able. new muftler. radlalor & brakes. St .900. 
Call 767-2928. 
SATURNSL-21 992.5spd.4dr, powersunrool. 
air. cruise. cassette. 30+mpg. 40K. $ I 0.000/ 
8.0.443-1048. 
SUBARUGL-l 0 1986-Turbo.automatic.power 
windows. sunroof.NC.AMlFM casseHe. Needs 
work. $1.000/80. 774-9672. 
SUBARU HATCHBACK. 1988- 4WO. sunroof. 
good shape. 88K. great in snow! $2.900. Call 
775-6408. 
SUBARU WAGON. 1985- 4x4. 5-speed. Ami 
fm. Runs great. S1.27518.0. 797-5111. 
SUZUKI GS 550 1985 MOTORCYCLE-Engine • 
sprocket. chain. lrame & many parts. $195. 
Call 883-5708. 
SUZUKI SAMURAI. 1988- 4WO. under 38K. 
new diSCS, brakes, tires. Runslikenew.$3,SOOl 
B.D. 775-7848. 
TOYOTA CELICA 1989- 30K miles. exc.p-
tional condition w/all optional equipment. 
$9.000. Call 766-5182. 
TOYOTA CELICA ST 1990- AIr bag. power 
sunrool. 5-spd .. 65K. A-1 condition. $6.995. 
874-09301772·4585. 
TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON. 1982- Very reli-
able. well-maintained. $950/8.0. Call 829-
4549. 
TOYOTA PICKUP 1986- Extra cab wAong-bed. 
Runs great. New exhaust & tires. $3.000/8.0. 
773-0523. 
TOYOTA SUPRA. 1984- 5-spd .• 6-cy/ .. NC. 
sunroof. power everything. 80K. very reliable. 
$3.500. 773-3717. 
VEHICLES UNDER $2001 Cars auctioned by 
IRS. DEA. fBI nationwide Trucks. boats. 
motorhomes, computers, and more! Call toll 
fre.! 1 (800)436-6867. ext. A-t 581 . 
VOLVO 240. t983- 4-door. standard w/O.D .• 
fuel inlection. 172K miles. Good cond~ion. 
very dependable. All maintenance records. 
As~ng $2,800. 839-4387. 
VOLVO 244 OL. 1979- 5-spd .• new brakes. 
exhaust. sunroof. Sweet car. S 1.50018.0.828-
2436. ext. 2115. 
VOLVO SEDAN TURBO. 1984- NC. leal her. 
power sunroof, excellent condition, 115K. 
$360018.0. 799-4615. 
VW FOX. t991 - Red. excellent car. New tires . 
sticker. Am/Fm casseHe. $4.30018.0. 781-
5433. 
VW JETIA 1988- Navy. 4-door. 5-spd . 
Sumoof. 101 K. excellenl cond itIOn. Must sell. 
$4.100.772-8801 . UM. 
VW RABBIT t 984- Wolfsburg Edttion. f-
owner. dependable. dark blue. 4-spd .. lactory 
sunroof. $1 ,475. 878-2656. 
recreation 
SLEIGH RIDES ... Over Ihe rover .. through the 
woods. 'Includes use 01 log cabIn. Groupsl 
romantic nde for two. Horsefea1hers 839· 
2243. 
animals 
SHOWYOUR OOG howto bea well-mannered 
family companion & have fun at the sam. 
time. Lei our experienced team of Instructors 
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CHRISTIAN DATING SERVICE. Meet somoono 






MEET BEAUTifUL LADIES from Asia. Russia. 
Europe. 650 marriages since 1989! free photo 
brochure. 1702)45t -3070. 
----
PERSONAL TOUCH DATING SERVICE- Your 
future Will be handled ·personally-. not by 
computer & we won't charge you hundreds of 
dollars. In MOine 1-800-636-7350 or 627-
7350 elsewhere. 
adult services 
1-900-46-ERICA (3742) ... $2.50/min. Adults 
Only. New number! -A LEGEND!" EPS Co. 
708·882-7873. 
AWESOME AMBER LIVE! 1 (900)468-4681 $3-
$3.99IMIN. 1(800)898-HOTI. Instant credit. 
1(800)716-fOXY 18+. 
GIRLSI GIRLS! GIRLSI Talk 10 them now t -
on-1! 1 (900)329-6737. ext.3995. $3.95/mln. 
Procall (602)954-7420. 
HOT PARTY LINE! f -800-827-6662. S2Imln.-
No credit card neededI18+. Call our Directory 
01 Services: 305-525-5433. ext. 9122. 
HOT. NASTY GIRLS! LIVE 1-0N-t! 24hrs. 
1 (800)838-3877. 21 +. $3.99/min. I.M.S. 
LOOKING FOR FUN OR ... Canl find The Right 
One7 Singles Dateline Voice mall. 1 (900)370' 
0686. ext. 880. $21min. 18+. 24hrs. Touch 
tone requlred.AvalonComm • (305)525-0800. 
VICTORIA- LIvt!. Hot Complet.IyUncensoredl 
1 (800)270-5194. $2.99/mln .• Have yourcredit 
card and free hand ready when call ing! 
March 17, 1994 33 
Weekly. Wellness. Directory 
HERBS & HEALING 
APPRENTICESHIP 
8-monlh Hands-un Course for 
Begin ning & Inlt:rmediate 
Herb Sludtnts taughl by 
Herbahst Corinne Martin. 
Learn 10 identi fy and use 
Medicinal Plants in Ihe 
contexl of Whole Heahh 
April - November 
Bridgton, Mame 
90 Minute Stress Buster & 
Skin Revilili'tC:r- $49.00 
AJfordabk Skin ea" 
Localed within Topcoats Nail Salon 
Portland 874-0929 for 
CaseoBay 
Movers 
















RN, MSN, RMT 
, TfJtal ~man· Show 
n;:2~}0'!,';0;:~ ~';:,i))';:ir:j;l:tj;::)j;':'Ci;'}:~t;p~e:~:~L::~:~;,~ , 
"The Art of Intimacy" >.<+.:-::.-:., .... ~ ... :.';.; .. ,: . .-,'.:: .. ::: .. :.:: ucensOOPsycbologisl 
anewgroupforwomen&men ::.;~,.. :: .. ',. ' : , .•.••. .':\ •. : .• ,. .••• . ...•.. ~.:.j: 
who wish to have betterrelation,hlps / GOLDEN SCHOOL OF .;. 
Facilitated by Rachel Sager, LSAC .' '. ' 
Mond.ys6.15-BPM -:;. TAI-CHI-CHU,AN '-.; 
Beginning April 11, 1994 
$BO/month 
Space limited to 8 people 
Call 775-1711 
.• the flow of. with an '. 
;', rAI CHI FORM SELF-DEFENSE ;', 
"RegUlating() Blending :.:. 
.. Internal opponent's ,. 
__________ ~ :.: energy force to • .' 
• control ~ '. 
--.~; :,. MEDITATION HEALTH :.;' 
':,:t;;';:;;~~::';;";';':';';";;;'~;;;':"'~;"';'; '.:. ; STRESS REDUCTION LONGEVITY 
" . . 
Insurance Reimbursable 
Individual. Couples '" Group Psl~botberapy 
Anxiety. Depression 
Grieving, PaniC Altacks, S~ess 
Recovery from Dysfunction.1 Childhood 
Brief Therapies 
Dqib Psycbotbenpy 
lungi .. Orientation 
772-3176 
MCII's Tbcnpy GrotIp MOD. 7-9 JDI 
Mixed Therapy Group T .... 4-6 pm 
t: -::: >~>.' .!/:.;;.; ::(~ /i':':::':':':'::{,::/~:::; 
~~~~~~~~~~ 
Cognitive Problem Solving Therapy 
Anxiety. Depression • Self-Image • Transitions 
Rhea Weinberg Sheerins, MA 
Affordable Sliding Scale Fees 
773-8929 
Committed to improving 
the quality of your health 
't! III III ,~;=,~ 
LARRY LANDAU 
Preparation for 
T'ai Chi Ch'uan 
a lO-week course begins 
Wednesday, Aprill7, 
Introductory talk, 
demo & practice 
Sat., March 26 ·10 a.m.-Noon 
Wed., April 13, 7 :30-9 p.m. 
10 Exchange St/Suite 202JPortland 
To register call 985-6621 
Medilalion-in-molion 
Ten-week session 
begins April 5 
FREE CLASS 
New AM Beginner Class 
Call for flyer: Pam Jackson 
767-5607 
F111.1b~ t h Car n ell . 
RN , ~IS . LAc 
A ( Upllnl1urt' & 
Ofll'nt.l l M edlc ln!: 
·Safe. Effective, & Affordable 
·Painless Needling 
·Sterile Disposable Needles 
'Free Initial Consultation 
Call ro fmd 





Careers in Professional Massage & Polarity Therapy 
Compllmenlary Ta lk and Open fjouse 
April 13. 7 pm Call 10 reserve space 
Now Accepting Enrollment for Spring Programs in 
Consciousness-Oriented-Touch 
Professional Therapeutic Massage 
Trainings 
180 & 600 hour evening & weekend programs 
Polarity Realization Center 
Portland, Maine 1-800-497-2908 
nona Silverman, C.M.T_ 
Swedish Massage 
Neuromuscular Therapy ... ~ . Coleen fI\'I' t7 Connolly, 
{ R.N., M.Ac. 
} Licensed II Acupunclurist' 
FDA Approo·ed· Comfon • Spontaneity - Effectiveness 
9 CASCO BAY MIDWIFERY SEVICES u,1\.,_ home birth· complete prenatal & postnatal cure W women's health· pup tests 
799-4467 ' SIMPLY A GREAT CONTRACEPT/VEALTERNATIVE" 
The Chinese Healing 
Arts Center 
Dr_ Zhao Mei 
Traditional Chinese 
regimen for nourishing 
physical and mental 
health • Therapeutic & Swedish lIAassage 
• Reflexology 
• Polarity Therapy 
• Back'" Neclc Th.",py 
• Pre & Postnatal Massage 
Cherie Howard RMT, NTS 
Natural Therapeulic Specialist 
Yarmouth 
DANCE MOVEMENT 'f'UI:IIU 
.'nformation Night, March 25, 
• Tl'a/nlng Seminar, April 
: For Info call Caroline Loupe, 
871-8274 
EXPRESSIVE THERAPY 
Richard Lewis MSEd_, LPC, NCC 
Individual, Group and Family Counseling 
207,780.8301 
Office: 73 Deering Street, Suite 201, Portland, Maine 
Mail: P_O_Box472.Yarmouth.Maine. 040'16 
Relationships' Trauma 
Anxiety· Transitions 
Anger • Self Esteem 








IIarcJt.: PAST LIVES with Donna Ridley. 
6:30 - 9:30, $25 
"ucb a& UNDERSTANDING THE 
CHAKRASYSTEM with Marsha 
Stultz. 6:30 - 9:00, 4 weeks, $45. 
" b 21 UNDERSTANDING YOUR 
DREAMS with Ernie Rose. 
6:30 - 9:00, $20 
Call For More Information 
324 Fore Street. Portland, l\Iaine 
207-828-1710 OPEN DAILY 
. . , . .. '. ' .. ." . .' . ... '. ' . ... . .... -. '., ." '" .. 
If YOIl nrc thillkillg nb~lIt se/f-i1llpI~ 'cIllCllt, tl11 t.my olle, of the mriolls fzca!th !n't1ctitiollers foulld ill Cnsco Bny l Veckl}/s Wcllllcss Direct0111, 
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL 
(Calis cost 1 .49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones on~. Casco Bay Week~ 207 -775- 1234) 
women .. men 
ARE YOU SEEKING A SOULMATE? Tall, at-
tractive, evolving, Nr.;, lortyish woman 01 many 
pass ions seeks tall man 01 5ubstanceforelec-
lrilylng relationship. I appreciate the absurd, 
love music, animals, and sharing mysell . I'm 
liberal , carmg, and a truelriend. You should be 
open, ava ilable. affectionate, and not afraid of 
lirel " 2534 (3130) 
ATTRACTIVE 38 y.o. full-figured blonde In 
search of youl You: Tall, handsom •. stable, 
secure, w/a sense of humor. lat's have fun! 
Call me! " 2580 (4/6) . 
ATTRACTIVE, SLIM, PERSONABLE, intelligent, 
creative, nice SWF seeks nice-looking, Intel li-
gent, preferably cultured, sincere man. 35-50. 
" 2574 (3130) . 
BRAINS, NOT BRAWN? Brains, not beauty! 
Witty professional DWF, 48, seeks 50+ male 
sou lmate: Movies. music, repartee. Call ! 
" 2624 (4/ t3 ) 
BUBBLING OVER WITH PERSONALlTY- At-
tractive. Sincere, stable & fun SWF. 35. se.ks 
NIS SWM. 27-39 with similar interests for 
friendsh ip, then ... who knows?1 
" 2668 (4120) 
CALLING ALL COWBOYS I Are you in a boot 
stompin'. honky tonkin' , love makin' state of 
mind? Needa SWM. 21-35. honest. clean, and 
fun-loving. " 2659 (4120) 
CUTE, CUDDLY, BIG BRUNETIE With a heart 
of gold. in search of a man who's not afraid to 
be himself for friendship, maybe ·more! 
" 2657 (4120) 
DAMSEL. UNDISTRESSED, ant iCipat ing 
evening of comraderie. Knights, rogues, pi-
rates Interested in adventure must make the 
next move. " 2667 (4120) 
DO YOU KNOW HOW TO LAUGH? I'm new to 
Maine, looking lor a speCial friend. SDF, 34, 
5'8 '; enjoys Iffe and the pursuit 01 happiness. 
" 2582 (4/6) 
DWF -> DWM: Can you tak~ charge without 
control? 6'+- . open, dependable, 40-55, sen-
sua l, generous? Call and we'll ta lk. I'm 5'6". 
med. bu ild, skiing, independOllt, passionat. , 2 
children, humorous, honest. love surprises, 
love giving and receiving. Attract ive brunette. 
" 2532 (3130) 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDL ,(;SWF. 25, 5'6". 
1181, BVBI vegetarian se,ks handsom •. edu-
cated, lib"al, tall cat-lover ,,(ho qu.stions 
authority to conquerth, world and my heart. 
" 2620 (4113) 
FIESTY HALF BREED- 40s DWF, NIS, As lanl 
Indian who is open-minded, honest, fun-Iov-
lno, seeles 405, medium-build mile 10r friend-
ship , companionsh ip, romance. 
" 2579 (4/6) 
GODDESS SEEKING GOD- SWF, a"ractive , l it, 
blonde, love to smile. laugh, have lun, cuddle 
& chat. Need someone sincere. and romantic 
too, 18-30. " 2650 (4/13) 
HELLO? SWF, 23. 5T, yearn ing to meet an 
independent, tall . SWM, 24-30, who enjoys 
shooting pool, playing poker, riding Harley's, 
IIst.ning to Metall Grunge music (with an open 
mind to all styles of mUSiC) , into the color 
black, plus a love for the great ouldoors, 
including hiking and biking. " 2533 (3130) 
HUMOR ME: 19yr. old woman looking for a 
20-26yr. old man who'stall, tender and knows 
the dlflerence b.tween sexy & sexist. 
" 2619 (4/t3) 
INDEPENOENTSWF, 27, BrlGr, Nr.>. UD, slim, 
l it, mother ollOyr. old. Loo~ng for man who 
enjoys fitness, lam ill', motorcycles .nd much 
more! " 2647 (4/13) 
LErS SHARE OUR LIVES! Ready to share the 
ups and downs of life with an honest, caring, 
intelligent, and maybe even funny, tall, Nr.> 
man, 40-50. Almost 42, lenloy hiking. camp-
ing, x-country skiing and just being at Mme. 
I'm open to new hobbies and adventures I 
" 2529 (3130) 
L1FE'S A TRIP! Young, athlefic. 19, 5'6", with 
an adventurous spirit. No strings attached. 
Need someone with enthusiasm for life, posi-
tive anitude, 19-24. " 2622 (4113) 
LlFE'SATRIP- The road's been smooth, rough, 
sometimes foggy for th is smart, attractive , 
tenaciously soul-searching, funny, headstrong, 
(com)passionat, woman. Fit, 5'4', 40, au-
burn/br. I love writing, read ing, nature, mov-
ies, art, intelligent, open-minded conversa-
tion, and the comedy/drama that is life. Care to 
carpool?" 2537 (3130) 
LIKE TOP MEET A SINGLE GUY in his early 
50s-60. Don't drink beer or take dope. Go 
danCing, out to dinner, and ndes on Sunday. 
" 2621 (4/1 3) 
LIVING, LAUGHING, LOVING SWF. 29, intelli -
gent, honest , attractive, self-assured , 
humurous, professional seeks honest, self-
assured, humorous, sensitive, intelligent man 
to laugh, talk. and dance with . Friends first! 
" 2530 (3130) 
MIDCOAST AREA-Anraclive. petit., 40-some-
th ing profess ional DWF loo~ng lor an a"rac-
live, Nr.>. SlDWM to share a variety 01 fun 
activil ies . Must have a pos itive attilude & a 
sense of humor. " 2528 (3130) 
MIDDLE-8ROW WRITER with high-brow 
pretentions, Amazonian proportions, seeks 
quasi·intellectua l, 6', 35·42, with romance in 
hiS heart, music in his soul & partnersh ip on 
his mind. " 2660 (4120) 
MOM AND t 3 YEAR OLD SON se,k part-time 
weekend family. Mom is pretty, professional 
and articulate. Son is sporty, well-traveled and 
lun. Please call! " 2655 (4120) 
POSITIVE, PRAGMATIC, Proud-To-Be 49y.o. 
female who enjoys music, the arts. nature. & 
cooking. Seeks energetic & stable male whose 
IHe experiences have led to wisdom, confi· 
dence, a love of life , & a romantic perspective. 
" 258t (4/6) 
PRETIY, PETITE, PROFESSIONAL SWF, never 
pretentious, rarely punctual , occassional1y 
polite, always painting, paddling, and packing, 
preters meeting warm. gOOd-natured, trim, 
highiy Inventive, adventurous, maybe bnlliant 
SlDWM, 30-45 with Intact ego and addiction 
to the arts and outdoors but little else. 
" 2654 (4120) 
PROFESSIONAL SWF, 23, NlS, social-dnnker, 
open·minded, loves animals, seeks respon-
sible yet lun-Ioving SWM, 23-30. N/S. for 
possible relalionshlp. " 26t8(4/13) 
RARE WOMAN- Artistic. charismatic, wirty. 
great body and fine mind. Seeking exciting 
and exceptional counterpart With soul , intelli-
gence, creativity, humor, rhythm and cash. 
.40-50. " 2535 (3130) 
REFRESHING, VIVACIOUS. 5'4". shapely 
woman wijh large, sparkling brown eyes. dark 
auburn hair. warm smile, spiritual & health 
conscious. Looking to share time wt1:all , mtel· 
ligent, quality gentlem.n , 38-45. 
" 2623 (4/13) 
SCORPIO WOMAN SEEKS TAURUS MAN-
You are the only one who can conquer tile 
Scorpion. can you conquer me? Doubt it! You 
be attract ive and in your th irties . 
" 25&4 (3130) 
SOMEONE TO WARM MY FEET and my heart. 
If you're posi~ve, outdoorsy, humorous, lib-
eral, Nr.>, 45·55, SlDWM, call me- Active, 
attract ive , fun , independent, 50s OWF. 
" 2656 (4120) 
SPONTANEOUS, BOHEMIAN, FUN, prerty, 
queen-sized DWF, 41 , looking for a man to 
share mufti-level relationship at great romance, 
lasting lriendship & a burg,oning flea market 
business. " 2563 (3130) 
SWFSEEKS S/BlackMALE, 24-35, handsome, 
fit. w/good sense 01 humor, for dating. pos-
sible relationship. Me: Attractive, fun-lOving. 
" 2531 (3/30) 
1r TO 1r 
RESPOND 
WILDISH OREAMTIME PHEONIX, dressed as 
post-modern Donna Reed, seeks radical real-
ized being, masqueradlOg as iteratIOn of Dr. 
Kildare. Be 40s, prolessional , medItative, at-
tractive. smart, tall. 'e 2658 (4120) 
men .. women 
10 TOP REASONS TO DATE ME: 10) College 
grad.; 9) Employed; 8) Love Letterman; 7) 
Like community; 6) Cuddly teddy bear: 5) So" 
heart, hands; 4) Warm heart, hands; 3) Make 
you feel like a woman; 2) One partner two 
years; I) Big heart, hands. " 2683 (4120) 
40 Yr.Old OECKHANDIENGINEER loo~ ng to 
gain experience helping you sail Casco Bay 
and beyond. Flexible summer schedule for 
moming/ahernoon sail. " 2682 (4120) 
ATIRACTIVE SWM, sense of humor. direc-
tion, and the environment around me. Tall, 
30s, never married, never reproduced, seek-
ing someone to share relationship witt" Go-
ing once. going Iwlce. sold to ... 11?" 2634 
(4 /t3) 
ATIRACTIVE. CARING 4Oyr. old, 5'8', likes 
music, dinners, quiet evenings, camping, 
someone special to be with. You're honest, 
fit, humorous, 27-42, lor possible relation-
ship. Midcoast. " 2672 (4120) 
BASIC MAN. 45, 5T .lit and up for adventure. 
Cheerlul. thrifty, courteous, kind. Seeks thin, 
younger woman for romance & sharing. 
" 2593 (4/6) 
PdSS ti llS pClpel on 
to a {nend' 
person of the week 
To a Casco Bay Weekly 
Personal Ad, Call 
w ... m 
WILDISH DREAMTIME PHEONIX, 
dressed as post-modern Donna Reed, 
seeks radical realized being, masquerad-
!ng as iteration of Dr. Kildare. Be 40s, 
profeSSional, meditative, attractive, 
smart, tall. 'If 2658 (4/20) 
1-900-370-2041 
Call costs $1 .49 per minute. 
Must be 18 or older. Casco Bay Weekly. 
551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 . 
TO PLACE YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL AD CALL 
775-1234 Each week, a Casco Bay Weekty personal ad is chosen as c aw's "Person 
of the Week" and wins 2 free movie rentals from Videoport. 
SWF, 23, 5'6', light brown hair. green .yes, 
enjoys hockey, ski ing, arts, the theater, na-
lura, romance, dining out & having fu n. I am 
mature, motivated, honest. and spontane· 
ous. Looking lor possible re lationship. Please 
be 25-40, honest, lun-Ioving with similar in-
terests. " 2651 (4It 3) 
TALL. SENSUAL BRUNETIE, 21 , charismatic, 
intelligent, playfu l, loves nights on the town, 
wort<lng out and romance. Seeking tall, clean-
cut, fun·loving mal • . 25-30." 2669(4120) 
TELL ME AJOKEI SWF, earty 30s, anractive, 
tall, phYSically fit, independenl, fun-lOving. 
hardworking professional who enjoys skiing, 
biking, travel, exercise, movies, Darties, din-
ing out. Seeking active, intelligent, humorous 
man, 28-38. looking lor triendship, adven-
ture, laughter and possible romance. Call 
now! " 2536 (3130) 
WELL. I CAN'TCARRY A TUNE, can'lStand on 
my head, and given the chance, I'll hide my 
peas under my potatoes- but boy, am I cute! 
II you're over 38 and 01 similar Ilk, please call. 
" 2653(4/13) 
WHERE ARE YOU?! SWF, 31. looki ng for a 
down-home man with progressive ideas. I 
value friendship, spintualtty, and ind ividuality 
above all. Kids are great! " 2576 13/30) 
6'1", 2001, 34yrs., adventurous, weahhy, sen-
sitive and Single, seeking attractive woman 
with spare time for love or relationship. 
" 2627 (4/ t3) 
A CUT ABOVE THE REST- SWM, anractlv" 
physically and emotionally l it. sel.ctiv •. seeks 
exceptional and independent counterpart, 38-
48, wlinlegrity, humor, adventurousness, in-
telligence .nd pizzazz, for long-term relation-
Ship. " 267t (4120) 
ACCOMPLISHED, DtSCIPLINED CRAFTS-
MAN. SWM. 28, 6T, 810nd hair. blue eyes. 
good-humored, kind , self' sufflcient,seeksal-
tractive, III, creative woman, 24-32. with elan. 
" 2568 (3130) 
AllURING, AMIABLE, alhletlC. affectionate, 
appreciative, amorous, adventurous SWM, 
30, seeks special, sensitive, sociable, slender, 
Sincere, sports-mind.d, smokeless SWF, 24-
32, for liletime of listening, laughing, loving. 
" 2666 (4120) 
ANYBODY NEED ROMANCE? SWM, 18, se.k-
Ing SWF. I'm romantic, cuddly, talkative and 
sincere. I have a lot of love to give! If anybody 
wants it. pie ... call. " 2663 (4120) 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR ASWM?I'ma physi-
cally fit chocohol ic. (oxymoron?). succinct. 
slOcere. love music, movies, communica-
tion, cuddling. kissing. If you 're SWF, 20-40, 
call m . ... Let's connect! " 2631 (4/ t 3) 
- -------' 
BE MY SUNRtSE- SWM. lat, 40s. tall. thin, 
good condition, mature, childless, slow, ten-
der, support ive; wants kisses from woman 
who communicates, reaches out, wants per· 
manent mtlmate partner. On balance matu-
rity. availab ility. "II-supporting. heallh mat-
ter. Child, professional aspir3tions preferred. 
I enjoy swimming, movies, writing. beaches, 
islands , li sten ing. silente , travel. 
" 2543 (3130) 
BEEN THERE, OONE IT, SEEN IT-U2? Liberal 
DWM. 30. tall. dark. warm-blooded. Viva-
cious. Intelligent, well· readl1r3velled. Seeks 
good conversationalist, 25-45. Kids ok. You 
& me over coffee- Today! " 2664 (4120) 
BORED AND LONELY? ME TOO! Gorgeous 
and adventurous SWM. tall. 26. very fit. well-
built, BVBI, nice smile. always cheertul, seeks 
lady lor no-strin gs attached fun . 
" 2590 (4/6) 
CANADIAN LIVING IN MAINE,42, 1651,5'10·, 
se lf·employed, IS seeking natur31 redhead, no 
drugsoralcohol. 34 -35. 5'6"-5'8". 1201-1 351. 
" 2670 (4120) 
CHERCHEZ LA FEMME! Frenchman, 34, at-
tractive, intelligent caring & sensitive but 
also confident & secun. Seeks compisslon-
ai~ , open woman for discourse and adven-
ture. Salut!" 2542 (3130) 
DESPERATELY SEEKING SWIMMER ... Fellow 
avid swimmer (SWM, 30) at YMCA com-
pletelyawed by the flu id motion of one exquis-
itely lean, muscle-toned lemale clad In a black 
"TYR" suit and black Speedo cap and pos-
sessing a small colored tanoo on her left 
shoulder blade. My winter swim schedule 
finish is fast approaching, yielding 10 bicycle 
race training, so I fear we may not match laps 
again without discovering who you are and 
you discovenng the finder of your soul. If you 
should not read this ad in its published 111., 
th.n lat. has met extinction. " 2575(3130) 
DIAMOND INTHE ROUGH-Honest, affecl ion-
ate,sentimenlal, handsome. hardworking, 26, 
6'1", 1901, BrIBr, will sh ine for jeweler who 
can cut & po lish with TLC. " 2592(4/6) 
DON'T YOU WANT A SWM WHO is 25 With 
brown hair, green eyes, and has enough en-
ergy around you to save for a rainy day? 
" 2545 (3130) 
EASY-GOING DWM, 35, 5't 0", t 651, Nr.>. 
Interests: MOIOrcycles, all types 01 sports. 
camping. backpacking. I can hav, a good tim. 
doing almost anyth ing. " 2633(4113) 
ENVIRONMENTALLY -CORRECT 34 y.O. seeks 
greener pastures wllh 30-somethmg NlS'er 
interested in se lf-sufficiency, alternate energy 
and liVing Simple. I like mornlOgs, cals, bemg 
outside and sp int,d women. " 2547 (3/30) 
FIFTY-SOMETHING DWM SEEKS pet ite. hon-
est. easy-gOing female who wou Id like to share 
another life adventure With thiS southerner. 
AOimals. kids OK! " 2566(3130) 
FIRSTTIMEAD-DWM, 33. 5'10'. BI/Hz. 1651. 
enjoys outdoors, dancmg, fun & Quiet l imes 
togelher! Seeks a"racliv • . SIDWF. 25-35 wi 
Similar Interests. " 2548 (3130) 
FREE SPIRIT SEEKS SOULMATE- SWM. 6'1". 
2301. blu. eyes. grayish halr/beard, proles-
Slonal. iii , seeks SWF. 35-50. altractlve, fit. 
able to communicate fee lings. laugh on the 
beach less-traveled. " 266t (4120) 
-'---'----
FUN-LOVI NG GUY SE EKS PLAYMATE- SWM. 
24. 5't 0-. t 451. Harry Connick look· a-like, 
seeks stable, lun 'loving, advenlurous female, 
22-28, for basic, spontaneous, wild & crazy 
times. " 2587 (4/6) 
HONESTY?? Does anyone out there know 
what that means? Mld-I t1 lrt les OWM, 6', seeks 
a "natural- woman who knows herself and 
whal she's looking lor. " 2676(4120) 
ICE MAN- DWM. 25. BrlBl. smoker. s .. ks 
PheoOlx. 18-30, to light up my days & heat up 
my nights. " 2584 (4/6) 
IS IT MISSION IMPOSSIBLE? Seeking anrac-
tive. trim, 30-something SWF With warmth. 
wit,lnte lllgence. confidence and outgoing per· 
sonality. You know, a bright woman with a 
QU ick smile, warm heart and a little craziness, 
for friendshIp/relationsh ip and unrestrained 
adventure. Am an attractIve . articulate, cre -
atlv. SWM, 41 . With excellent phYSical and 
emotional hea lth mixed With greal sense of 
humor and Imagination. Am profeSSional job· 
WIse, casual by nature, Wllh country sense and 
city smarts . love the outdoors, not a sports 
fanat iC, NIS, no dependents, and endowed 
With on ly the best of vIces. love the arts, 
theater. mOVies, books, hiking, dining out. 
traveling, Indoor picnics and mtimacy based 
on caring, underst.ndmg, reliability and sen· 
suallty. Prefer relatIonship that makes lime for 
each other and stnves lor open and honest 
emotion and communication. You need not be 
per1ect... lust. cut above the rest, because 
that is what you will get! CBW Box 275. 
" 2569(3130) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CAU® 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
Just call 1-900-37()-2041 anytime, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 
phone! Enterthe four-digit" number 01 the ad you wish to respond to, listen 
to the greeting, then leave a response_ (An advertiser may not have recordad 
a greeting by the time you call. You maystilileaveamessageonthat person's 
line.) The date atthe end of the ad is the last day to reply to that ad. You may 
also choose to "browse" through all ads in aspacilic category (companions 
and others not available to "browsei. Calls cost $1.49/min. You must be 18 
or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box #, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
CongressSt., Portland, ME04101, making sure to print the three-digit CBW 
Box # clear1y in the lower left-hand comer 01 the envelope. 
IIOw to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Personaf CaU®, fill out the coupon and mail or 
FAA ~ (775-1615) to us. Offaxing, please photocopy the coupon first and then 
fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce well.) The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon" FREE personals ads are 25 words or less 
Qncluding headline). and run lour weeks. Others, Companions, and Lost 
Souls ads are 2-week ads and run at a cost of $1 per word. Personal Call1l!) 
ads wrth more than 25 words cost 5D¢ per additional word. We'U send you 
a lour-digrt" number ~o appear in your ad) and a security code lor exclusive 
access to yourresponse~ through an aOO-line at no cost to you. Ads wrthout 
Personal Call1l!) cost _5D per word piUS mail- forwarding or P.O. Box charges. 
CBWBox #s and P.O. Boxllscost$20 pertwo-week ad. Ads maybe paid 
for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash_ 
How to use your Personal call® mallbOl: 
After you receive your" number and private security code, you may 
record your personal ·introduction. Use your introduction to tell more about 
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last 
name, phone numberor address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave their 
names, phone numbers and the best times to cali them. All introductions are 
reviewad by caw and go on line within 24 hours. 
25-Charader Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Call® 
Guld~ellnes: 
Personal ads are available for single people seeking relationships. Ads seeking to buy 01' sek ... ual 
services will be refused. No full names, street addresses or phone numbers will be published. Ads 
containing explk:it saxual or anatomical language will no1 be publtshed. We reserve lhe right to edit, 
refuse or recatogoriZe any ad. AdYertisel:s musl be over 18 years of age. 
category/Rates: 
FlEE ."WEEI ADS $1 PEl WOlD, Z"WEEI ADS 
Owomen ... men o others o men ... women 
o women ... women o companions 
o men r men o lost souls 
confidential Information: 




city: ________________ _ 
state: zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Persona) Call®: 
add'i words @ 50¢ each: 
Without Personal Call® 
all words @ 50t each: 
others, lost souls, or 
FREE 
companions@$l per word: _____ _ 
CBW Box or P,O. Box (add $20): ____ _ 
Total: 
men (~women 
CAN I RENTA GIRLFRIEND?Short-term I,ase, 
no option to buy, utitities Included. Seeking an 
outlet for the fire in my soul . Tall, anractive, 
paSSionate, seasoned lesbian looking forsome-
one with a sense of style, ability to converse 
and a sexually experimental nature . 
C8W Box 274. 
March 17, 1994 35 
ernie pook Rl/ LIfJldl1 BIIITI/ 
KING LOOKING FOR QUEEN-King: 5't I", 1601, 
fit , educated, passionate, 40, NIS. dancing, 
travel, nature, anractive , will treat you like a 
queen. Queen: Tall, fil , likes to dance, laugh, 
high hee ls. buxom, paSSIonale, lady of any 
age, who wants to be Irealed like a queen. ute 
IS too short. call me! " 255 t (3130) 
KISSED-FROG WANTS PRINCESS- SWM, 23, 
tall, BVOI. caring, loves 10 cudd le. Enjoy bOWl-
ing, walks on the beach and more. And you? 
Let's talk! " 2678 (4120) 
KNIGHT SEEKS PRINCESS- SWM, 24, 6'f ", 
150#, seeks exciting, caring woman, 18-25, 
who cares about her appearance. Must like to 
cuddle and walk on the beach. "2677 (4120) 
ROMANTIC FOOL. SWM, 38, average every-
thing. Seeking special lady, 25-35, for empty 
pedestal. I'm Intelligent, affeclionate, and 
monogamous. Active in the Arts & Entertain-
ment business, but enjoy quiet l imes more. 
Prefer petite to medium, long hair a plus but 
not necessary, smokersllight drinkers wel-
comed . Spoil m. and I' ll spoil you . 
" 2565 (3130) 
S.NAG .... . 38, With ego in check (mostly), 
seeks S.NAGal with whom to share my Ine, 
h.art, cash, conage, and elderfySiberian Husky. 
My pass ions include: yoga, meditation and 
God (any lonm!): dance (any form!); heartfe" 
communication; heartfelt 10ucf1 (many forms!) ; 
Green activism; travel;tenn is; and being spon-
taneous. playful and downright silly. Can we 
share passIons? .. Sensitive New Age Guy 
" 268f (4120) 
CURIOUSERANDCURIOUSER! 20y.o. woman 
looking for an attractive, experienced, 20-30 
y.O. woman for an Intimate tea party. Drink 
m . ... " 2635(4/13) 
FEMINIST LESBIAN SEEKS otherleminists to 
prevent death by "telleetual starvallOn. I'm 
33 ~ vegetarian & feminine. Drawn to strong, 
artICulate. amusing women. " 2552 (3/30) 
IDEALISTIC BUT IRREVERENT 37y.o., 5T, 
lesbian med. sludent. Astrological dabbler, 
enjoys simple pleasures, seeks warm-hearted 
woman to share urbane, bucolic and cosmiC 
adventures, politica l outrage, silliness, Bel-
gian chocolate. etc. " 2595 (4/6) 
It;; Svpp •• eJ to ~e ~ .. J fo h41e feople d~J, 
I know" the entire World l<hoWS. B~t I 
S;nce~llI haTe Mrs _ Fennewald ard SAe 
also SlnCerel~ h<ltes Ine Qhol If isalso 
StlfptHd +0 be hac:! to lie Its a lie fo 
So~1 01. ~ot htltt Mrs. f:.t""clN/iIc:!" 
Bor iF yo u aSluci he!' Mrs, Fenl>ewo.lcI rio 
~o u hate Arnold ArntSon £J,t Would Say 
h4! How (ovid tJou even S~ Sue;' q f~i"9 
I love ",If ... ~ chnclrtn 0. clo4blt lie oS!'e 
lies abovr htlh'~ hte lie~ qb •• 1 lo.i~hle 
OVr worst /'I1inutc of every cI~ is J....i'-'~ 
to see.each other- b~t),~rrSJ.l ""ill Ii, 
abovt It, f~~~~~~~~~~~t 
LETS FIND EACH OTHER- I'm looking for a 
really great lady, 35-55, lor our great time. 
Must be educated, willing to learn Japanese 
language and 10". " 2673 (4120) 
SHOW BIZ FUN! N.H. 111m producer34, SWM. 
seeks shapely, sexy, open·minded, non-corn-
minal girt . 18-23, lor intimacy, backstage par-
ties, concerts, socials. " 2591 (4/6) 
SOLID, RELAXED, professional of myriad in-
terests to share life's moments, goals with 
Intelligent, upbeat, amorous, darldlaired , slen· 
der lady, 32-50. who could enloytravel, home. 
children. healthy cookingldining , sports, hu-
mor, dancing, with klnd, sexy, fit, strong, 
g.ntle. handsome DWM, 51 . 5'11 '. 1681, Brl 
Br. NIS, NID. " 2550 (3/30) 
LF. 30. ADVENTUROUS, artistic. honest, opin-
Ionated. into travel, areMecture. bi~ng . veg-
etables. VWs, U2, tanoos, ShawnColvlO, ~ugh­
ter, flowers, massage, progressive thought, 
and women's hearts. You: active and open-
minded. " 2637 (4 /t3) 
LOOKING FOR A GOOD NATURE in a 20-26 
y.o. girl. Responsible SWM wants to commit 
to a relationship. " 2544 (3/30) 
LOOKING FOR SOULMATE- You: Anractive . 
int.lligent. lun-Iovlng, 20-30, with tast, for 
good food . comedy and romance? NIS. 30ish 
man wants 10 meet you. " 2567 (3130) 
MOTHER NATURE'S SON- SWM, 33, 6'3". 
brown haIr, attractive. sense of humor, in 
s.areh of SWF, 20·30, who IS seeking an 
honest relat ionsh ip with a nice guy. 
" 2674 (4120) 
MR. MOM- DWM, 41 . 6'3". well'bum, honest, 
profeSSional, with varied interests, seeking 
nice-looking S/O mother, 30·44, who values 
fam ily, fitness and perso nal growth. 
" 2577 (3/30 ) 
-----
MUSIC MAN. 60. UPBEAT, harmonious. 
h.althy. good stepper, seeks sincere. bal· 
anced, creative, art istic, paSSionate counler· 
pOint, 41 -61. Play duet with expression and 
emotion. No strings. " 2629 (4/t3 ) 
NEED CABIN FEVER RELIEVER-Augusta area 
OM, moving to Portland In spring. Seeking 
secure, self·assured woman for movies, walks. 
concerts ... Age, race unimportant. Kids wel-
come. Go ah.ad, call! " 2626(4/13) 
NO BIG LINES in th is ad. just a la ll, good-
looking SWM, 28. Easy to talk, laugh. spend 
time with . Enjoy mUSIC, sports. work, friends. 
M.et m. hall way. " 2586 (4/6) 
NOTA BOY LEARNING TO BE A MAN· Fitness 
narCissist but very humble inside. Enjoy cook-
Ing. Stephen King books, and Tae Kwon Do. 
You're 20-28, health consciousandwlld. l et's 
workout. " 2589 (4/6 ) 
PLEASE. PLEASE, Ihese arms. they are a achin'! 
ThIS 5'6". athl etiC. NIS. c. 1950, Scorpion, poet 
deSires the company of a 30·40, slim, attrac-
tive , creative, funn y, passIonate lady. 
" 2585 (4/6) 
RARE, UNlaur. SPECIAL MALE, 36, 5'tO", 
170', medium build, BVBr, affectionate, car: 
ing gentleman, employed. th inker, mUSIcally 
inclined. tinkerer, NID,lIkes to laugh, smoker, 
searching for someone to spend Ume with , 
27-37, who's looking lor a spec,,1 guy. All 
calls returned! " 2675 (4120) 
RELATIONSHIPS 501: Cooperalivellndepen-
dent sludy with 40s prolessional, NIS, WM . 
Looking for relationship based on common 
values and goals. Am a cat person With many 
diverse Interests. PrereQ: Bea positive persCJn 
who wants to share Irfe and appreciate that 
dusk IS a magical time of day. " 2549 (3130) 
RENAISSANCE MAN- Young-looking 40s.57". 
Inm. anr3ctive, worldly, cultured, versatile, 
secure, intelligent. free-thInking , outspoken, 
US, LID, many 1Olerests, pass lonalely de· 
voted romantic giver, wants pretty, slim. brave, 
well·spoken, open-m lRded, versatile, self-
aware, emol lonaUy responsible woman, 32. 
42 , as eve ntua l eQua l life partner. 
" 2628 (4113) 
SPONTANEOUS, HUMOROUS DWM, 45,6'3", 
225/, professional, emotionally & financially 
sound, mischievous, enjoys outdoors, tr-Jvel, 
seeks attractive, shapely, secure, mtelligent 
woman . 32-45 , with passion for lile. 
" 2679 (4120) 
SWM PROFESSIONAL, 40, 5'6", 1401, likes 
country music, movies, skiing, skat ing, boat· 
ing. Owns home in Portland area. Seeking 
slim, anractive country-girl for long·term rela-
tionship. " 2546 (3/30) 
SWM, 33, Bve l, likes COoking, outdoors, ro-
mance. looking for woman, 33-40. No head 
games , please . love kids. Ca ll me! 
" 2540 (3130) 
SWM, 37, EASY-GOING. nice-Iookin., caring, 
romantic, enjoy dancing, sports, funny mov-
ies. Interested 10 meeting SWF, 27-38 for 
long-term relationship. " 2662 (4120) 
THERE ONCE WAS A THOUGHT sublime, That 
wanted a life of rhyme; Please jo in in with me, 
Ready? One, two, thre.: "I th ink. therefore 
I'm."" 2583 (4/6) 
- -----
THIS GOOD-LOOKING 44 y.o. sing le parent is 
spendlng too much time alone. Enjoy molor-
cycling, roller skating. SeeklOg slender, $I 
DWF with similar quaill ies . " 2632 (411 3) 
WIDOWED WM. 40. seeki ng compaOlonsh ip 
whIch may lead to marriage. Interests include: 
Ham radio, Jeopardy, TV trivia & anima ls. 
'D' 2680 (4120) 
WM. 39. Lookingfor St. Patrick's Day Colleen. 
leI's raise a glass, share some blarney, and I'll 
slOg you an Irish tu ne. " 254t (3/30) 
WR ITING MY AUTOB IOGRAPHY- Seeki ng 
Heroine. Main character. Playful, spon tane· 
ous, creat ive, romantic DWM, 30s, average 
good looks. Pohllca lly libertarian, free-thinker, 
mavenck. Part adventure, part love story, part 
comedy. Plot th ickens. " 2588 (4/6) 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE ALONE- SWM, 
healthy. good-looking, slreet and book smart, 
quiet but wild Ladles. what do you want? I Will 
lu ltlill " 2665 (4120) 
- ----
YOU SMILE, YOU DRINK, you read, you th lOk. 
Chomsky fan? On ly in college. bUI slililooking 
for you. A second chance to lind you ? 
" 2630 (4/t 3) 
women ... women 
LF, EARLY 3Os, looking for a lun person to 
explore friendship, nature, fantasy and more. 
Let's just have fun. " 2553 (3/30) 
LIFE IS SHORT, So lef'S begin- Sensual woman, 
5'6", slender, firm, seeks another sensual 
woman with whom to share wine, conversa-
tion, laughter and pleasure. " 2598 (4/6) 
NOT ASKING FOR THE WORLD- SF, 28, seeks 
nice, pretty, feminine significant other. Besl 
type wou ld be independent Individual. 
" 2594 (4/6) 
YOUNG AT HEART LESBIAN. 44, looking for 
romance. I enjoy country concerts, Ihe out-
doors, being active & matching wits. Augusta 
area. " 2596 (4/6) 
men ... men 
A LONE PROFESSIONAL GWM, 35, 5''' ", BII 
BI, good·looklng, mascu line, discreet , well· 
educated, enjoys movies, dining out, travel , 
music, fun times, Qu iet times. looking for 
masculine, professiona l, weil-educated man, 
21 -38, who islinanc iallyindependent, humor-
ous. honest, smcere and has a pos itive out-
look on Ine. " 2608 (4/6) 
ALTERNATIVE TYPE GWM. 20, 5'11 ".1601, 
BlIHz, straight-acting, mdustriall1echno-phreak 
looking lor cute. cuddly. Teddybeartype, t 8-
24, with Sim ilar inleresls. " 2570 (3130) 
AN ENCHANTED 3Oy.o. ESQUIRE seeks 30-
35y.o. educated kOi ght wfjavelln for bareback 
rides through Ihe dark lorests of life I Me: Brl 
Gr, 5'9", 1701. multi-talented, resourceful . 
You: Be yourself!" 2640 (4/13 ) 
ARTSHARTSY TYPE SOUGHT- GAM, 28, 
looking for a lanky. sensijlve. 20-ish GWM to 
color my world. Sing a song, playa tune, wnte 
a poem, or paint me a picture. Show me whal 
I,fe's all about. " 2605 (4/6) 
ATiiTUDE IS NOT WHAT I WANT! But an 
honesl and educated 20-sometlllng male is. 
I'm 22, 5'8". t6Ol, BVOI. clean-CUI , secure & 
caring. " 2639 (4 / t 3) 
GOOD-LOOKING 40 y.o .. BrlBr, phys ically lit. 
lUst a regular guy. You be too. Call if you're 
relationship o" ent,d. " 2562 (3130) 
GWM SEEKS GWM. 20-40, 5'11 ". BVBI, mas-
cu line, rugged, loves music, honest, funny, 
SlOcere, seeks masculine, big guy wi th mous· 
tache and hairy body. for trusting Iriend~ 
relationship. " 2686 (4120) 
GWM. 34. t 401- Imagine, Sugar Magnolia, 
Delicate Sound of Thunder, Glover Vermont 
August- Mean anyfhing? Seek GWM, 20-30. 
Give Peace a Chanc • . get Comlortably Numb. 
" 2609 (4/6) 
AFFECTIONATE. MULTIFARIOUS, blue-eyed. 
petite , brunette woman In late 20s is beginning 
a search for an outgoing, pretty, slim & sen. 
sual woman friend who has also discovered 
the "creativity" of two women when they play. 
Discovery has enhanced my awareness and 
Interest In exp loring. " 2597 (4/6) 
GWM. BIG, BALD, BEARDED. hairy-chested, 
38. Seeks Ihin, hairy man for possible relalion-
ship. NIS. NID. N/D. S.nsual, safe, honesl, 
pass ionate, 25-40. " 2684 (4120) 
; 
Like people lie Q/I the h'rne qbovr p.eo,le 
+~e9 hafe" P,., I ::fins rn~~e the hafiflj 
aeceM? No" Does )t- I'nakt the hQfil1J 050 
qwa~? Mrs, Fennewo,ld rnqkes Ilte Sit-In 
the oft(ce now evt~ rtcesS. SJ..e s~s 1: 
do 'lor oIese-rye a reccSs, I heal' her in 
the teco.chers roqn, jo,~.9hil\9' Its because 
She loves me So r'Iltlch I Sit here, 
If SomeOfle treQfs you h.rrible ahci C'Q" 
confrol you your lift ~our rtcen ~o~ 
Start ho,tin,g thell)" IP !:Iou tell the 
truth of it the!j Say !}Oil are spfGiai 
and if !fo I.A don 'f Wqtc.n out it will be' 
Spec.i III ed, The roo!" With all the. SptCJa.1 
haters, The f'OOIll WIth the Ont, they 
·won't Let uS' play wifh. All bo;Js, 1< •• ,.11. 
YOtA Cq~ Sec'tJ..e", sta.J"in3 our the \.VI.".· ... 
St~rin~ at LlS,I nate ~ou MrS', Fennt wald-
h M-t ~O\ol, sr"certl~. tofa/l!:J. 
I ASS'ME '(01.( CMi. 
HEAR ME VNc"~ 
'1'01< Vv~NT DEAF 
IV,"," You L~fT MY CLASo; 
HANG-OUT BUDDIES WANTED- Me: BWM. 
27. 6'1 ",2001, into the outdoors, alternat ive 
music. You: 20·30, tall, natural. any race. Can 
you make me blush? " 2560 (3/30) 
HAPPY, FRIENDLY, CUDDLY GUY. 20. 5·t t ", 
t 501, shoulder-length dirty BlIHz, straightish, 
Ambient, Tribal House, Crisco Disco freak. I 
like sushi, raves, cities, clubbing, outdoors. 
Seeking estheticly pl.asing. HIV-Intell igent 
male under 25 . Long ha ir a plus. 
" 2688 (4120) 
HERE I GO AGAIN. MORE. MORE! Good-
looking GWM, 35, 2fOl. 6', s.eks GM for fun , 
frie ndship, & more l. Calt, we 'll talk. 
" 2599 (4/6) 
IN SEARCH OF ... approx. 5'7", 1601, 25-38, 
mascul!ne, stocky (not fal), muscular, 110n-
pret.ntlous byGWM, 34. BrlBr, 6', 1501, slim, 
in-shape , smoker, Zootz kinda guy . 
" 2600 (4/6) 
IS THERE AN HONEST PERSON? Me: GWM 
6'3', 2051. good shape, young-acting. You: 
30-40. good shape, healthy. HIV-. Must be out 
01 clos.t and honest." 2638 (4/ f3) 
-'---
LET ME SOOTHE YOUR WEARY SOU L - GWM, 
late 30s, medium build. s.lf-employed trades 
man, non-retentive, nature lover, looking for 
late-30s or older GM who's open·minded With 
a sense of adventure and humor who is not 
into Ethan Allen. " 2559 (3/30) 
LOOKING FOR AMACHO MAN! Central Maine 
GWM, 42, profeSSional, very fit, mascu line 
looking, but actually a very submissive people-
pleaser. looking for very assertive, domineer-
ing male. Will travel. " 2606 (4/6) 
MASCULINE 38 y.O. seeks to lind and m •• t 
man for friendsh ip and more. 5'11 ·, BrIBr, 
1701. Be 20-40y.o. Lerstalk. "2554 (3/30) 
MEN IN UNIFORM make me snap to anentionl 
~ you are 24-35, military/mililary-type, and 
stillloo~ng lor a few good men, th is 3Oy.o. 
GWM is ready to serve. Be all you can be ... 
show me the wild blue yonder! 11's an adven-
ture! " 2604 (4/6) 
MR. PERSONALITY WANTED- Are you into 
good times on the town or al home? Can you 
make me laugh? Young 30 yr.old (truely) 
looking lor younger mate. " 2687 (4120) 
ONL YTHE BEST NEED REPLY- Moonlit walks 
on the beach, candlelight bubble balhs. and 
hot men, these are a few of my favorite things. 
So, 10 hear more , call. It's worth it! 
" 2558 (3130) 
PASSIONATE GWM. 30. SINCERE- PaSSions: 
Sports, mUSiC, laughing, movies,lifel Seeking 
18-30 to become friends & more. Must enjoy 
li le and love and laugh. " 2603(4/6) 
SAILOR SEEKS FIRST MATE- I'm 33, 5'11 ', 
f 801, good-looking. Italian upbringing, big 
heart, more paSSIOn, very stra lght-actmg. 
Spe~d winters in city, summers in paradise, 
looking for lover. " 2556 (3/30) 
SEEKING A GREEN THUMB- GWM, 48, 5'8', 
1581. Western Oxtord cty" seeking trim, fit 
green thumb, 18-45, NIS. NID. to help get 
garden started. Must have seeds to offer that 
are stable, warm, healthy, humorous and suited 
for the country. lei 's start digging! 
" 2555 (31301 
SEEKING ATHLETIC. MASCULINE GUY- I'm 
5'8". 39, BrlBl, like workouts. outdoors, cook-
mg. Seek ta ller guy with similar interests to 
age 45. sense of humor. " 2557(3/30) 
SON WANTED! Dad is 49, adventuresome. 
lovmg, haelthy, into travel, history, arts, oul· 
doors, sex, etc. Seek younger man to share 
with. I'm in Wells. " 2601 (4/6) 
STYLISH GWM, 24, 5'7", SEEKS honest, stable, 
good-humored guy. 24-35, forfriendship. fun, 
and basic good times. " 2607 (4/6) 
SUAVE COWBOY. ROUGH GENTLEMAN-I am 
a contradiction but a very interesting one. 
Masculine, muscular, genlle heart looking for 
a creat ive experience. No fanies, retentives. 
" 2561 (3130) 
THE NEW KID ON THE BLOCK: Coll ege stu-
denl, 22, BVBI, 5'8", 1451, seeks intelligent, 
attractive , honestGM, t 8-25, proportionate 10 
height. lor whatever ... " 2602 (4/6) 
WHERE DO I LOOK? GWM, 19. nursing stu-
dent, doesn't know where to look for other 
GWMsforfriendshipand maybe more. You be 
any size, shape, color, or age Just as long as 
you' re interesled in making new friends . 
" 2685 (4120) 
YOUNG AND H_NG! Good-looking, BrlBl, 
5'7", 1351. bOYISh, straight-acting. Looking 
for 18-24 wlgreat personality. Must be good-
looking, lit, good personal hygiene, slraight-
acling. No hairy Larry's!" 2643 (4/ t3) 
others 
ADVENTUROUS, SENSUOUS female. 25-42. 
wanted by a"ractive MWM, 39. Free week-
days, very discreet. " 2&46 (3124) 
ATIRACTIVE MWC. LATE 20s- He's 1651, Brl 
Br. She's Bi-curioUS, t 081, RblBr. Looking lor 
anractive, discreet F's, M's, and C·s. 18-35, to 
just have a great time with. No S&M, B&D, or 
druggies. " 2&44 (3124) 
R08ERTCRAY FAN- Join melor the show at 
Slate Theater. Are you a SWF, 25-36, prerty, 
fit, happy, energetic. lun-Ioving? Lov. the 
blues bul don't feel you live them? Then this 
handsome, fit, fnendly. athletic, sensitive, se-
cure, 30s SWM would like to meel you. 
" 2625 (4/13) 
ATIRACTIVE AND AVAILABLE- What more 
can I say? I am a professional with many 
Interests, including dancing, hIking, biking, 
and music. Appreciates honesty and genuine-
ness of characler. 5'5', 30s. " 2636 (4/13) 
GWM. HOPELESSLY ROMANTIC. 6'5", 2001, 
BlJGr, attractive, masculine, tecl1no lover, seeks 
attractive , 18-21, tall, Inm, active, romantic, 
for long drives, walks on the beach, intelligent 
conversat ion and fun. No ferns, soul search-
ers, smokers, dri nkers. " 2641 (4/t3) 
MATURE LOVER WANTED lor th is GWM, 24, 
6'2", BrlHz, 2801. Looking for special GM to 
experience the finer points of hfe and love 
with. Many fun, intrigu ing interests. You: 21· 
38 wlsimllar desires . " 2642 (4/ t3) 
STOCKY ITALIAN-TYPE GM, 42, 5'9'. 1651, 
seeks pragmat ic, independent, politically in-
correct man to 45. Must have a passion for 
living . Everylhing else is negotiable. 
" 2689 (4120) 
OUR FAVORITES: Menage-a-trois & choco-
late served with a sensuous evening. 
" 2690 (3/31) 
SEEKING ALL open-minded couples. Please 
call for more inlormalion. " 2645 (3124) 
Members of the Academy, 
friends, distinguished guests, and 
loan Collins : each of the statuettes 
at the right is a famous Oscar (or 
Oskar) . 
May we have the envelope, 
please. 
1) _______ _ 
2) _______ _ 
3) _______ _ 
4) _______ _ 
5) _______ _ 
6) _______ _ 
7) _______ _ 
8) _______ _ 
~--------
10) 
Can you solve the Rea) Puzzle? There 
are "Home Vision Video Verba) Volumes" 
passes for two winners, who will receive 
their prizes in the mail. Drawings are 
done at random. Contestants are 
ineligible to win more than one prize in a 
four-week span. Only one entry is 
allowed per person per week. 
All entries for this week's .puzz)e must 
be received by Wednesday, March 23'". 
The solution to this week's puzzle will 
appear in the March 31 ,\ issue of Casco 
Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #217 
Casco Say Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
This week's winners are Skipper 
Geanangel and Patricia Maxim. 
Solution to 
Real Puzzle #216 
1) Sandy - Chris 
2) Chris - lackje 
3) Jackie - Pat 
4) Sandy - Tracy 
5) Dale - Chris 
6) Sandy - Dale 
(Don Rubin's book BRAINSTORMS, WOJ rtCt!ntt,l publiwd by Harper CoHin.s.) 
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MAINE MALL MOTORS 
• 
$$ MARCH MADNESS $$ 
MANAGEMENT HAS GONE MAD - SLASHING PRICES ON 
OVER 450 VEHICLES!! 
HONDAS, NISSANS, TOYOTAS, QUALITY USED CARS & TRUCKS!! 
$$SAVE$$SAVE$$SAVE$$SAVE$$SAVE$$SAVE$$ SAVE$$SAVE$$ SAVE $ $ 
TOYOTA CAMRYS NISSAN SENTRAS 
3 DAYS ONLY 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
~-- MARCH 18 & 19 





EVERY VEHICLE IN STOCK IS 
MARCH MADNESS PRICED!! 
HONDAS, NISSANS, TOYOTAS, 
QUALITY USED 
CARS & TRUCKS!! 
....... ~ . .. . .. ~-..,~~~'~ _ .. MIl .... .-- _ .. MIl •• .- .." ........................ -~;;:--.",. .. --- .",. ---- -- -..... WI' ..... ~~ ~..,
A FAST OIL CHANGE & QUICK SERVICE! 
FOR OIL & FILTER CHANGE FOR IMPORT 
AND DOMESTIC CARS AND TRUCKS! 
...........-- MONDAY - FRIDAY 7:30AM - 6:00PM 
SATURDAY 8:00AM - 4:00PM 
2 WHEEL ALIGNMENT JUST $32.95!! 
ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER QUICK SERVICES!! 
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED. FREE SHUTTLE TO MAINE MALl. 
LOCATED BEHIND MAINE MALL TOYOTA 774-0084 
OIL AND FILTER CHANGE IN 30 MINUTES GUARANTEED OR YOUR NEXT ONE IS FREE!! 
